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From International Editorial Board 

Jubilee thematic issue 
 

 

 

 

 

К 55-летию полета Ю.А.Гагарина 

 

К 55-летию межпланетной программы С.П.Королева  

и его Марсианского проекта 

 

 

To the 55-th Anniversary of Yu.A.Gagarin space flight 

To the 55-th Anniversary of S.P.Korolev Interplanetary program  

and his Martian project 
 

International scientific Journal “Actual problems of aviation and aerospace systems” 
(“APAAS”) celebrates 20-Anniversary. New thematic issue of the “APAAS”, no.1(42), 
vol.21, 2016, is another special issue devoted to the greatest events of the history of Mankind 
associated with Aviation and Cosmonautics, with the beginning of Space exploration Era. 
This Era is associated with distinguishing achievements in space exploration, implemented on 
the basis of fundamental science and thought-out engineering practice: from the first, Soviet, 
Earth satellite (4 October 1957) – to the first Man on space orbit (Yu.A.Gagarin, 12 April 
1961), to the first-- ever  Spacewalk of Man ( A.A.Leonov, March 1965),  to the satellite 
constellations and International space stations, to the space flights and lunar landing, to the 
interplanetary missions… 
Great Russian scientist Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky was the founder of the Epoch 
of Space exploration, with profound development of all the areas of basic and applied 
astronautics. Scientific theories and approaches that became a basis for the first space 
calculations, theoretical and applied researches, including the problems of dynamics of 

If to be, it is necessary to be the First 
V.P.Chkalov 

“…we value cooperation with Russia… 
since in Russia it is World Sharpest Engineers,…”, 
Josef Byden, Vice President, USA, (2011). 
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celestial bodies and artificial satellites and engineering problems of space flights, are 
associated with the names of outstanding specialists in mechanics and mathematics, with 
Russian scientific and design Schools, which have been recognized all over the world. They 
are the Academicians: Leonard Euler; Alexander Mikhailovich Lyapunov, founder of the 
motion stability theory; Nikolay Guryevich Chetaev, who interpreted A.M.Lyapunov’s 
concepts and theory to the whole scientific and engineering world, who founded Kazan 
Chetaev’s School of stability and Kazan Aviation Institute (A.N.Tupolev KAI-KNRTU); 
Sergey Pavlovich Korolev, Chief Designer of rocketry; Mstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh, 
scientific supervisor of the USSR Space Program, theorist in astronautics – a brilliant 
specialist in mechanics and mathematics… 
This was an Event of paramount importance for the history of Mankind that logically resulted 
from the efforts of the USSR people, who had managed to join the achievements of basic and 
applied science, engineering, socio-political system. 
Contribution to that notable breakthrough, the projects and creativity of the outstanding 
scientists and designers of that time – M.K.Tikhonravov, V.P.Barmin, M.S.Ryazansky, 
G.Ye.Lozino-Lozinsky, V.P.Glushko, V.N.Chelomey, M.K.Yangel, V.F.Utkin, 
G.N.Babakin,V.P.Makeev, M.P.Simonov,.… 
… – are the subject of special scientific research. 
It was the fundamental higher Engineering Education, powerful scientific Schools, lofty 
ideas, boundless loyalty and inexhaustible enthusiasm that provided the Soviet Union 
with the chance for such a brilliant breakthrough in science, technology and ideology. 
These positive results were provided by professional heroism of the Soviet Representatives of 
science and engineering and by policy of the country’s top Leadership who made the fantasy 
come true and the Soviet Union win the Victory (in the struggle for Peace…) 
The city of Kazan and Kazan Aviation Institute is directly relevant to the development of 
aviation and astronautics; the world-famous names – Nikolay Guryevich Chetaev, Valentin 
Petrovich Glushko, Sergey Pavlovich Korolev, Andrey Nikolaevich Tupolev,..., as well as 
Andrey Vladimirovich Bolgarsky, Yuri Georgievich Odinokov, Vyacheslav Yevgenyevich 
Alemasov, Georgy Sergeevich Zhiritsky (one of the lunar craters was named after him), 
Vladimir Mefodyevich Matrosov (minor planet – Object 17354 – “Matrosov”)… – all of 
them are associated with Kazan and Kazan Aviation Institute (which will celebrate its 85

th
 

Anniversary in 2017 year), alma mater of engineering personnel for aviation and rocket-and-
space engineering.  
It was in 1945 in Kazan where the first in the country department of rocket propulsion 
engineering was founded in Kazan Aviation Institute (Head of department – V.P.Glushko, 
Professor of department – G.C.Zhiritsky, Lecturers – S.P.Korolev, D.D.Sevryk,...). 
Among the famous designers of aviation and rocket-and-space hardware there were also the 
following graduates of KAI: B.I.Gubanov, Chief Designer of Energiya-Buran Space System; 
V.I.Lobachev, Head of Mission Control Center; M.P.Simonov, Chief Designer of Su- 27, 
famous aircraft;… 

Close interdisciplinary link between the fundamental and applied domains of science, 
between its separate disciplines is of vital importance for successful development of the 
whole aviation and rocket-and-space engineering, for space exploration. This was established 
as a basis for the entire scientific, educational, engineering and design work aimed at the 
training of specialists in Kazan on N.G.Chetaev’s initiative and according to the innovative 
ideas of the “Fathers of Russian Aviation” N.E.Zhukovsky, S.A.Chaplygin, aiming at 
extension of traditions of advanced scientific and educational Engineering School 
(P.L.Chebyshev – A.M.Lyapunov– N.G.Chetaev- …). 

The papers published in this special issue describe the developments of the leading specialists in 
aerospace; they contain the historical analysis of the way that led to the positive results of the 
beginning of Space Era. Scientific research, analytical reviews on these events and relevant 
problems, analytical and information articles, polemical ideas and prospects of further 
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development of Astronautics in Russia and in the World, scientific meditations about Mankind 
Evolution, reflections on the meaning of space scientific and engineering heritage for the whole 
world society and results in the sphere of aviation and aerospace systems are presented. 

Our Partners on special issues:  
Cosmonautics Federation of Russia Central Scientific Research Institute for Machine 
Building, Federal Space Agency, K.E.Tsiolkovsky Russian Academy of Cosmonautics, 
Academy of Aviation and Aeronautics Sciences, A.A.Maksimov Scientific and Research 
Institute of Space Systems, N.E.Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Moscow 
Aviation Institute (National Research University), International Academy of Astronautics, 
Institute of Control Sciences of RAS, Concern ”TsNII “Electropribor”, International Centre 
for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE); International Academy of Astronautics,.. 

Our authors are well-known specialists, researchers, representatives of the Academies of 
Sciences, design bureaus, scientific and research institutes, universities, space agencies, who 
work in the spheres theoretical and applied aviation and astronautics. 

S.K. Krikalev, O.A. Saprykin (FSUE TsNIIMash, Russia), the specialists in the field of 
modeling cosmonaut training process, integrated development of the robotic systems for 
support of astronauts activity, – with results on optimization for Moon missions. 

V.E. Bugrov (RSC Energia, Russia), the specialist in area of manned space systems, and 
interplanetary missions, – with investigations of problems of Russian astronautics of the past and 
present, with author’s proposals for government management of manned space flights programs. 

A.V. Danilenko, K.S. Elkin, S.C. Lyagushina (FSUE TsNIIMash, Russia), the specialists in 
area of orbital tether systems dynamics and spacecrafts control, – with research within the 
Project of Russian program based on theoretical studies of Russian scientists’ and on 
experience of participation in ESA tether space experiment “YES-2”. 

G.R. Uspenskii (FSUE TsNIIMash, Russia), the specialist in the field of system design of 
advanced space systems, – with author’s investigations for forecasting of manned space 
technology for the next 10-15 years on the basis of the extension of advanced technologies. 

A.V. Shevyakov (FSBE «Russian academy of rocket and artillery sciences», Russia), the 
specialist in area of the systemic analysis problems and information support for objects 
recognition of different physical nature, – with author’s results on mathematical methods of 
image processing in aerospace information systems. 

R.S. Zaripov (Kazan Aviation Plant named after S.P.Gorbunov, Russia), specialist in area of 
flight exploitation of military-transport and civic aircrafts, - with review on role and place of 
military-transport aircrafts in aviation history, with analysis of use in military actions during 
Great Patriotic War. 

V. Babkin, A. Lanshin (FSUE «Central Institute of Aviation Motors named after 
P.I.Baranov», Russia), the specialists in field of fundamental and applied problems of aircrafts 
and aviation engines, – with brief analytical, scientific-information survey of 85-years history of 
Central Institute of Aviation Motors named after P.I. Baranov. 

Scientific-and-information section (20 years ago – 1996) 

А.G.Bratukhin, V.I.Babkin (Aviation Industry Department, Russia), the specialists in field 
of aviation engineering and conversion programs, of military-economic cooperation, – about 
prospects for development of Russian civil aviation in market conditions. 

А.D. Ursul (K.E.Tsiolkovskiy Academy of Astronautics, Russia), the specialist in 
multidisciplinary area of natural sciences and space exploration problems, – with discussion 
of space exploration problems in sustainable development strategy. 



 

Before the launch Yu.A.Gagarin wrote
in his letter (10.04.1961):
“… I'd like … to devote this flight to
the people of new Society, …, to our
great Motherland, to our Science”.

The first Person of the Planet Earth 
who performed a Space flight

Yuri Gagarin



Ю.А.Гагарин написал в своем
письме (10.04.1961):
«…Хочу … посвятить этот
полет людям нового
Общества,…, нашей великой
Родине, нашей Науке»

 Юрий Алексеевич Гагарин
Первый Человек Планеты Земля,

совершивший полет в Космос
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Manned Moon missions: problems and prospects 

S.K. Krikalev, O.A. Saprykin 

FSUE TsNIIMash,  
Pionerskaya str., 4, Korolev, Moscow region, 141070, Russia 

Abstract: Authors submitted 19 variants of manned Moon infrastructure, which examined the using of 

23 space means. The proposed variants are analyzed both from the point of view of the decision of 

tasks of exploration of the Moon, formed by the state customer, and from the point of view of the 

possibility of using private fund for flights to the Moon.  

The scenarios advantages and disadvantages are formalized, authors estimates the corresponding 

numerical indicators, introduce methods of calculation. It is shown that the efficiency of lunar 

exploration is logically and technically linked to the efficiency of the commercialization of space 

flight to the Moon. Rational solutions driven by research and development of the Moon can be 

regarded as rational from the point of view for commercialization of flights. This means the 

opportunity for early involvement for the Moon missions the private commercial organizations.  

The proposals are made for the rational composition and dimensionality of space means supported for 

manned flights for three major phases of the Moon – for phase of lunar orbital flight, for phase of 

man's landing on the Moon and for phase of base on the Moon surface.  

Keywords: manned flights, Moon exploration, interplanetary flights. 

1. Goals of the flights to the Moon 

The Moon exploration is a multiproblems process that is achieved by a combination of 

different goals – both interconnected and isolated. We denote the most significant of these 

goals: 

1. A detailed study of the Moon as a natural object. 

2. A study the possibilities of using the Moon to explore the Universe (an exoatmospheric 

astronomy, etc.). 

3. The study of natural resources of the Moon from the point of view of possibility of use in 

the interests of individual countries and of Humanity in whole. 

4. Testing of new technologies interplanetary and planetary transporting the person, 

technologies for the creation of inhabited objects in deep space (including the use of 

extraterrestrial matter).  

5. Demonstration of manned missions to another planet (including its surface) on a regular 

basis as the condition for the possibility of the commercialization of manned and unmanned 

lunar missions. 

Goals 1 and 2 do not apply directly to the commercialization of space flight. This is area of 

interest research groups that have, as a rule, state or sponsorship funding from non-state 

funds. 

The other three goals directly involve the private funds (we shall call it “the 

commercialization”) for flights to the Moon. Goal 5 is a necessary condition for 

commercialization achieved at a certain stage in the process of achieving goal 4. 

Each goal can be achieved in various ways, by various means. For example, a detailed study 

of the Moon as a natural object can be achieved, for the most part, without direct landing on 

its surface, using automated means (Rovers, robots, automatic drilling rigs, etc.). Goals 4 and 

5 require mandatory participation in expedition’s rights, which, in turn, requires the 

involvement of funding 100 times greater than the cost of missions using automated means. 



S.K. Krikalev, O.A. Saprykin 
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Question about strategy for exploration of the Moon is therefore limited to determining the 

sequence in which you must reach the mentioned goals, as well as to the optimization model 

of missions at each stage of development.  

II.   The rate of aggregation purposes 

Goals of missions, as a rule, are combined. Therefore, when analyzing each standard mission, 

it is necessary use the feature aggregation targets in one mission. To formalize this feature we 

can proceed as follows. 

Variant 1. It is assumed that goals 15 are equivalent to ones. 

In this case, for “i” typical mission parameters interconnecting objects are achieved in the 

mission may be represented by the expression:  

  Ki=(∑j=1
5
 aij)/5, (1) 

where aij is the applicability rate of mission “i” to achieve goal “j”.  

 

0, if the purpose is not accomplished by the mission,

0.5, if the partial achievement of the mission is possible,

1,  if the purpose is acheived by the mission,

ija




 



 (2) 

However, the assumption of equivalence of goals is too rough to use it in real long-term 

planning. Exploration is a long process; its duration in relation to the Moon can make many 

decades or centuries. At each stage of exploration have its own priorities for the purposes of 

determining the flight. It is therefore proposed to consider a more general expression taking 

into account the difference in the current priorities of the flight to the Moon.  

Variant 2. Goals 1, …, 5 are unequal and depend on time.  

In this case, for “i” typical mission parameters at the moment time “t” aggregation index of 

objectives are achieved in the mission may be represented by the expression: 

  Ki=[∑j=1
5
 bj(t)×aij)]/ ∑j=1

5
 bj(t), (3) 

were bj(t) – the weighting factor of “j” objective in the time “t” (0≤bj(t)≤5).  

If Ki(t) = 1, it means that this i-th mission, realized at time t, ensures the achievement of these 

objectives. The smaller the index Ki(t) (Ki(t)≥0), the more the mission is specialized for a 

specific purpose. If Ki(t) = 0, the mission does not make sense, since it does not provide a 

solution to any of your goals. 

III. Typical missions of manned flights to the Moon 

The number of cases of human flight to the Moon on the basis of existing and future (near 

future) technology reaches a few hundred. For example, in the preparation of this article, we 

analyzed more than 100 variants. To formalize their descriptions it is necessary to systematize 

– to typify the mission of manned missions to the Moon. A typical mission clearly identifies 

the range of space vehicles used in the course of a single flight. Technical characteristics of 

space vehicles may vary, depending on the characteristics of a typical mission. For example, 

the energy capabilities of manned spacecraft essentially depending on the availability of inter-

orbital tug. Thus, a typical mission is a description of the sequence of flight operations 

performed by a specific set of space vehicles, the characteristics of which are not tied to a 

specific project development, only pre-defined (at design-ballistic, energy, resource analysis) 

and can be further optimized.  
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Versions typical missions are largely dependent on the stage of Moon exploration and are 

determined by the readiness of space facilities and space infrastructure as a whole. Consider 

the three phases of Moon exploration: 

1. Phase «Orbit». This is the flybys of the Moon and manned missions to the lunar orbit. 

2. Phase «Outing». This phase involves the human flight to the Moon with a short stay on 

the surface, without the use of stationary structures on the Moon. 

3. Phase «Base». In this phase human flights to the Moon involve the use of stationary 

structures on the Moon. Due to this length of stay may be extended to several months. 

The most relevant examples of typical missions (TM) of stages 1, 2, 3 are given in table 1. 

For the formation of TM we examined next following space tools: 

1) Manned transport vehicle for flights to the Moon – MTV. 

2) Manned transport vehicle for missions to the Moon, combining function manned 

spacecraft and space (interplanetary) tug – MTV(T). 

3) Commercial manned spacecraft for flights to near-earth orbital station and for flights to 

low Earth orbit (LEO) – LEO MTV. In this consideration it is assumed that the ship could 

theoretically be used in lunar missions under certain modifications, however, such a decision 

cannot be regarded as improving the technology of interplanetary flights as either a 

demonstration of the possibility of commercialization of flights to the Moon. 

4) Inhabited Earth orbital station (OS) in LEO – OS LEO. 

5) Manned station in low lunar orbit (LLO) – OS LLO. 

6) Manned station on a high lunar orbit (HLO) – OS HLO. 

7) Launch vehicle of the heavy class (from 15 to 50 tons of payload) – HLV. 

8) Launch vehicle of the middle class (from 5 to 15 tons of payload) – MLV. 

9) Launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 50 tons of payload – SHLV(50). 

10) Launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 80 tons of payload – SHLV(80). 

11) Launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 130 tons of payload – SHLV(130). 

12) Launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 160 tons of payload – SHLV(160).  

13) Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 10 tons – Tug (10). 

14) Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 20 tons – Tug (20). 

15) Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 50 tons – Tug (50). 

16) Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 60 tons – Tug (60). 

17) Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 100 tons – Tug (100). 

18) Lunar ascent and descent complex – LADC. 

19) Lunar ascent and descent complex, combining function LADC and space 

(interplanetary) tug – LADC (T). 

20) Lunar landing (cargo) complex – LLCC. 

21) Lunar landing (cargo) complex, combining function LLCC and space (interplanetary) 

tug – LLCC(T). 

22) Lunar base module – LBM. 

23) Upper stage for rocket for class SHLV. Upper stage for rocket provides start trajectory 

of expedition complex from low earth orbit to the Moon, with a total mass of about 60 tons – 

USR (60). 
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Consideration of several subclasses of super-heavy launch vehicles of the class (for 50, 80, 

130 and 160 tons of payload) is associated with a qualitative change in flight procedure 

depending on the weight characteristics of launch vehicles – with the transition from multi 

launch mission to one launch mission. Depending on the weight characteristics of the launch 

vehicles considered 5 variants of space tugs, and the upper stage with a nominal dimension of 

60 tons. The differences between Tug and USR are that the Tug provides several series of 

orbit corrections, including the correction in the lunar region. USR provides only start 

corrections of trajectory for expedition complex in the near-earth region of space. The 

correction in near Moon area be provided by lunar vehicle or landing complex. 

For the comparative analysis of the total cloud of possible variants of flights to the Moon 

were selected 19 typical missions, which are most relevant now (table 1). 

Table 2 shows also the expert evaluation indicators aij and bj(t) used in the expression (3) for 

each step (phase) and each typical flight mission. Weight index of objectives bj(t) was 

measured on a 5-point scale (0 ≤bj(t)≤5), based on the interests of space programs at the state 

level. The values of weight coefficients bj(t) is determined using the method of pairwise 

comparisons [1]. In accordance with this method, the expert must meet the indicators in pairs, 

for each pair, the expert indicates which principle is more important, or their equivalent 

importance. In addition, table 2 shown the results of calculations of aggregation purposes 

indicators for each considered model the mission, Ki(t).  

As follows from the calculation results, the lowest values of Ki(t) have the mission TM1 and 

TM6 (Ki(t)=0,14). This is due to the fact that these missions require only the flybys of the 

Moon. The maximum values of Ki(t) have missions TM14TM19 (Ki(t)=1). That is, the 

establishment of a manned base on the Moon will be to ensure the achievement of all goals. 

IV. Commercialization of flights to the Moon 

Assume that all the standard missions are implemented by commercial organizations. 

In this case, the most important are goals 3, 4 and 5. The weighting coefficients bj(t) changes 

significantly. For example, for the considered phases they can be distributed in accordance 

with table 2. Table 2 also shows the numerical results for the aggregation purposes Ki(t). As 

you can see, qualitatively the results are unchanged from table 1. The meaning of the model 

missions №1 and №6 with a flyby of the Moon has become even more illusory (Ki(t)→0). 

That is, versions of standard missions, most motivated by the public interest, as well as 

variants of flights to the Moon, dictated by commercial interests coincide: 

for phase 1 «Orbit» - it are missions TM2, TM5; 

for phase 2 «Outing» - it are all proposed missions TM7TM13; 

for phase 3 «Base» - it are all proposed missions TM14TM19. 

However, the consideration of typical missions only from the point of view of integration of 

objectives is insufficient for actual mission planning. It is necessary to have resource 

assessment of each mission, in order to make informed recommendations for their use. 

V. Resource assessment of typical missions 

Justification of the cost of each typical mission requires a detailed analysis of all necessary 

component, including engineering, manufacturing, testing, preparation, and operation. For a 

preliminary analysis of flight missions, when their number exceeds tens and hundreds of 

options, this approach is often unacceptably time-consuming. If we considered the use phase 

of the Moon, there would be enough to estimate the complexity of manufacture and operation 
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of everyone involved in the mission space tools. However, since this is the phase of the Moon 

(and the earliest – initial stage), the order of complexity of manufacture and operation of each 

space means will be several times lower in the order of the complexity of creating this tool. 

Therefore, in this paper we propose to estimate the cost (resource) characteristics of missions, 

focusing on the notion of the complexity of the involved creating each space means, 

including the complexity of its development, as well as ground and flight tests. 

Such an assessment can performed only by the expert method, based on the complexity of 

creating similar space objects (prototypes).  

Each of the considered space resources such prototypes are available. Determining a measure 

of complexity is the complexity characteristic product development (dl) measured at 30-point 

scale. The complexity of creating each space means of Dil is a derived quantity with respect to 

its complexity dl (dl~Dil) and is expressed in % relative to the integral of the complexity of 

creating all the products as a whole. In determining the quantities dl used the method of 

paired comparisons [1]. During expert analysis of the products complexity authors used 

public data of prototypes [2, 3, 4, 5]. 

The complexity of each mission is 90% determined by the complexity of space means 

involved in the mission. Therefore, for the analysis of resource estimates of typical missions 

(to assess the relative complexity of the mission Di) on a qualitative level it possible use the 

expression: 

  Di(t)=∑l=1
23

 Dil×nil, (4) 

were Dil – the complexity of creating l-th space mean used in the i-th typical mission (just 

viewed 23 space means); 

nil – the number of l's space assets used in the i-th model of the mission. 

The results of calculations of the mission’s relative volume Di(t) is shown in the histogram, 

figure 1. This uses the assumption that the complexity of creating the l-th space means 

practically does not depend on the type of mission. We have Dil (l=1,..., L) ≈ Const. That is, 

space tools are universal, optimized for the majority of typical missions. 

As you can see, the complexity of flying a lunar base (TM14TM19) two to three times 

higher than the complexity of the missions on the lunar orbit, and relatively flyby trajectory 

one of the missions (TM1, TM6) may exceed an order of magnitude. 

VI. The integral indicator of the significance of achieved goals 

Consider the expression: 

  Ri(t)=∑j=1
5
 (bj(t)×aij), (5) 

This expression characterizes the integral significance of the achieved targets given their 

current importance in the process of implementation of the i-th mission model in the time t. 

Using the characteristic Ri, we can compare the task performance of missions relative to each 

other. Given that the weighting factor bj(t) was seen on a 5-point scale, feature Ri is estimated 

in the range: 0≤Ri≤25. The results of calculations of the values of Ri are shown in table 3. 

Thus two approaches in the formation of priorities: the first is based on the interests of space 

programs at the state level; the second is based on the interests of realization of commercial 

space programs. The calculations used the parameters bj(t) from table 2. 

As you can see, the integral importance of manned missions is maximum for the state scale of 

priorities and its close to the maximum value (23 out of 25 possible) reaches at the phase 3 

(phase "Base"). If we will relying on a commercial scale of priorities the integrated indicator 

Ri will inferior to the "state" customer, this result is a natural consequence of a more 
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pragmatic view of the target component missions to the Moon from side of commercial 

customer. In both cases, the flyby trajectory one mission (TM1 and ТМ6) has minimum target 

efficiency. 

VII. Comparative analysis of the mission’s effectiveness 

The results of calculations of the typical mission’s integral significance and resource costs are 

shown in the table 3 and figure 1. 

The state also as a commercial organization is guided by the requirement of efficiency of the 

missions. In both cases the customer is interested to obtain the target maximum effect at 

minimum cost. To formalize this is possible as follows: 

  Ei(t) = Ri(t)/Di(t),  (6) 

were Ei(t) – index of effectiveness for i-th typical missions in the time period t. 

The maximum value of the index Ei (t) would indicate that the mission considered the most 

effective - better results achieved at a lower cost. 
 

Table 1. Involved space means and typical missions for different exploration phases of Moon 

(TM1  TM19) 
Involved 

space 

means 

Phase 1 «Orbit» Phase 2 «Outing» Phase 3 «Base» 
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Т
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Т
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Т
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MTV  1 1    1  1  1   1  1    

MTV (T)    1 1   1  1  1   1  1 1 1 

LEO MTV 1     1       1       

OS LEO      1       1       

OS LLO  1   1  1 1 1    1 1    1 1 

OS HLO   1 1      1     1     

HLV 1  1  1    1    7       

MLV      5       1       

SHLV (50)   1                 

SHLV (80)  1  1   2   2    3 2   1  
SHLV 

(130) 
    1   2 1      1   2  

SHLV 
(160) 

          1 1    2 2  2 

Tug (10) 1     4              

Tug (20)             6       

Tug (50)   1                 

Tug (60)  1     2       3      

Tug (100)     1    1  1     2   2 

LADC       1  1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 

LADC (T)        1  1     1     

LLCC              1  1   1 

LLCC (T)               1  1 1  

MLB              1 1 1 1 1 1 

USR (60)    1    2  2  1   3  2 3  

 

Table 4 shows the results of calculations Ei (t) for two variants of priorities - the "state" and 

"commerce." The same results are shown in Figure 2 as a histogram. As you can see, the 
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choice of rational missions for further detailed consideration quite lucid. The picture of 

options for the state and commercial customers qualitatively is no changing. 

 

Table 2. Indicators aij, bj. 
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Figure 1. The mission’s relative volume Di(t) 
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Table 3. The integral significance of the achieved targets 
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Table 4. The index of mission’s effectiveness  
Phase № typical 

mission 

Index of effectiveness Ei(t) 

State customer Commercial customer 

P
h
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e 

1
 «

O
rb

it
»
 

1 0,658 0,132 

2 0,82 0,601 

3 0,706 0,593 

4 0,651 0,547 

5 0,562 0,412 

6 0,284 0,057 

P
h
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2
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O
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n

g
»

 7 0,492 0,437 

8 0,414 0,368 

9 0,561 0,498 

10 0,469 0,417 

11 0,687 0,611 

12 0,674 0,599 

13 0,434 0,386 

P
h
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3
 «

B
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14 0,426 0,315 

15 0,39 0,288 

16 0,467 0,346 

17 0,463 0,342 

18 0,384 0,284 

19 0,409 0,302 
 

 
 – government;  – private; 

Figure 2. The index of effectiveness Ei(t)  
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Figure 3. Typical missions with the highest values of Ei(t) for phase 1 «Orbit». 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Typical missions with the highest values of Ei(t) for phase 2 «Outing». 
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Figure 5. Typical mission with the highest values of Ei(t) for phase 3 «Base». 

 
VIII. Conclusions 

Having the results from the table 4 and from the figure 2, it is possible to give quite 

unequivocal recommendations on the most effective variants of flights to the Moon on each of 

the three stages considered. In particular: 

1. Maximum effectiveness of the efforts in the achievement of goals (with nonequilibrium of 

these goals) has a typical mission TM2, TM3, implemented in the phase of "Orbit", figure 3. 

This is the flight to the lunar orbit and docking of manned spacecraft lunar objects – low or 

high-orbit lunar station. The distinction the most effective option model mission TM2 with 

one launch scheme of the delivery by SHLV(80) relative to the next (on the effectiveness) 

variant of two launch scheme of the delivery by SHLV(50) and HLV (typical mission TM3) 

is about 14%. It can be considered a notable advantage. 

2. At the phase of "Outing" seems the most effective model mission №11, involving a flight 

to the Moon using one launch scheme by SHLV (160) and Tug (100), figure 4. Close enough 

in efficiency to the maximum typical mission TM12, the differences are in the order of 2 %. 

Unlike TM11, in TM12 assumes the use of a manned vehicle-tug MTV (T) and the upper 

stage of the launch vehicle SHLV (160). The difference in efficiency one launch schemes 

relatively two launch schemes (TM7ТМ10) is about 30%, which certainly is a significant 

advantage. The increase in the number of launches (TM13) does not increase the effectiveness 

of missions. 
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3. At the phase "Base" most efficient version of the model mission TM16 using SHLV (160) 

and Tug (100), figure 5. Almost the same level of efficiency at typical mission TM17, in which 

instead of the Tug (100) used ship-tug MTV (T) and USR(60). Relatively most efficient choices 

the economic profit may be about 14% in relation to three launch schemes (TM18, TM19).  

4. Version of the typical mission involving a lot launch schemes with a commercial spacecraft to 

low-earth orbit and near-earth station (TM6) is the least effective of all offered for consideration. 

5. Differences in recommendations for the government Customer and the private 

(commercial) Customer in the implementation of the missions are immaterial, but they exist. 

For example, for a typical mission TM1 with the Moon orbiting the effectiveness, from the 

point of view of the state customer corresponds to the maximum values, but from the point of 

view of commercial customer the effectiveness has minimum level of values. That is, flights 

that are ineffective for the private investor may be having a great importance for the 

government customer.  

6. In General, missions implemented in the interests of the state Customer have slightly higher 

values of performance indicators Ei(t) than for business, because the number of goals to be 

addressed in the interests of the state a priori wider than that of the commercial organization.  

7. The recommended composition of space means included in the perspective space 

infrastructure can be defined on the most effective typical missions for all three phases of the 

Moon. And it is this: 

– Manned transport vehicle for flights to the Moon – MTV; 

– Manned station in low lunar orbit (LLO) – OS LLO; 

– Launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 80 tons of payload – SHLV(80);  

– Launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 160 tons of payload – SHLV(160);  

– Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 60 tons – Tug (60); 

– Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the Moon with a total mass of 

about 100 tons – Tug (100); 

– Lunar ascent and descent complex – LADC; 

– Lunar landing (cargo) complex – LLCC; 

– Lunar base module –LBM. 

Some items in this list can be updated as follows: 

a) MTV may be replaced to the ship-tug MTV(T) with the simultaneous replacement of Tug 

(100) to URS(60). 

b) OS LLO may be replaced to orbital station on the high near Moon orbit (OS HLO).  

It is possible a decrease the effectiveness of the typical missions when such replacement will 

take place.  

8. The results show that for achieving the objectives of both types of Customers (state and 

commercial) it's possible to use a single space means. This means that the options for the 

rational construction of missions implemented by state and private funding, practically 

coincide. Thus, the involving of private fund to financing for the creation of manned lunar 

means can be carried out from the earliest missions to the Moon. Subsequently, all selected 

space means can effectively be used in private space programs of lunar direction. 
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Abbreviations 

HLO   – high lunar orbit; 

HLV   – launch vehicle of the heavy class from 15 to 50 tons of payload; 

LADC (T) – lunar ascent and descent complex, combining function LADC and space 

(interplanetary) tug; 

LADC  – lunar ascent and descent complex; 

LEO   – low Earth orbit; 

LEO MTV   – commercial manned spacecraft for flights to near-earth orbital station and for 

flights to low Earth orbit. In this consideration it is assumed that the ship could 

theoretically be used in lunar missions under certain modifications, however, 

such a decision cannot be regarded as improving the technology of 

interplanetary flights as either a demonstration of the possibility of 

commercialization of flights to the moon; 

LLCC   – lunar landing (cargo) complex; 

LLCC(T)  – lunar landing (cargo) complex, combining function LLCC and space 

(interplanetary) tug; 

LLO   – low lunar orbit 

MLB  – lunar base module; 

MLV  – launch vehicle of the middle class from 5 to 15 tons of payload; 

MTV   – vanned transport vehicle for flights to the moon; 

MTV(T)  – manned transport vehicle for missions to the moon, combining function 

manned spacecraft and space (interplanetary) tug; 

OS   – Earth orbital station; 

OS HLO  – manned station on a high lunar orbit; 

OS LEO   – inhabited Earth orbital station; 

OS LLO   – manned station in low lunar orbit; 

SHLV(130) – launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 130 tons of payload; 

SHLV(160)  – launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 160 tons of payload  

SHLV(50) – launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 50 tons of payload; 

SHLV(80) – launch vehicle of the super heavy class for 80 tons of payload;  

TM   – typical mission; 

Tug (10)  – Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the moon with a 

total mass of about 10 tons; 

Tug (100)  – Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the moon with a 

total mass of about 100 tons; 

http://nnm.me/blogs/praporweg/kosmicheskie_gruzoviki_10_tyazheleyshih_raket-nositeley/
http://nnm.me/blogs/praporweg/kosmicheskie_gruzoviki_10_tyazheleyshih_raket-nositeley/
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Tug (20)  – Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the moon with a 

total mass of about 20 tons; 

Tug (50) – Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the moon with a 

total mass of about 50 tons; 

Tug (60) – Orbit-to-Orbit tug for transportation of ships and cargo to the moon with a 

total mass of about 60 tons; 

USR (60) – upper stage for rocket for class SHLV. Upper stage for rocket provides start 

trajectory of expedition complex from low earth orbit to the moon, with a total 

mass of about 60 tons. 
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PROGRAM OF MANNED SPACE MISSIONS 
 

 
- Main long-range goal – mission to Mars 

- Short-term strategic goal – yearlong manned interplanetary spaceflight in heliocentric 

orbit on interplanetary spacecraft TMK with liquid propellant engines and closed 

onboard biological cycle 

- Intermediate goals of TMK try-out – manned missions to orbits of satellites of Mars, 

Venus and Moon; establishment of space stations in orbits near the Earth and the Moon 

 

Abstract. The analysis of theoretical and applied problems in Russian astronautics of the past 

and present is given in this paper for the first time ever. Ways to solve the problems are 

discussed; methods of system approach in implementation of space programs are developed. 

 

Keywords: system approach; space programs; manned missions; government management. 

 

At the end of 2014, Vice Prime Minister D.O.Rogozin entrusted Roscosmos with elaboration 

on proposals in the field of Russian orbital station development. This decision touched with 

politics will apparently impose its effect on the destiny of Russian astronautics (manned 

missions) and the destiny of ISS, which was built by the politically-motivated decision, 

mainly in the best interests of the USA. Large-scale manned programs are extremely cost-

intensive, and decisions on their implementation should be political but, first and foremost, 

allowing for our national interests. 

The millstone of international obligations associated with ISS has led to the situation where 

we have developed nothing innovative (we mean in astronautics) except for ISS modules, and 

further development of new modules is planned. Space strategists from the head institute of 

Roscosmos have been delighting the government with stories about lunar bases and flights to 

Mars for decades. The correct decision will be to establish Russian space station. This is 

where we should use our new modules. But the flights to ISS or Russian SS are technically 

one and the same, and both cases are a dead end for astronautics. In fact, for almost 40 years, 

we have been flying to space stations on rockets and «Soyuz» spacecrafts developed by 

S.P.Korolev, and nobody knows the purpose. The way out of the dead end is yet another 
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political decision, which should define the station’s status as a test complex for an 

interplanetary spacecraft try-out. This very engineering solution made by S.P.Korolev 

(specifically to build a heavy interplanetary spacecraft and test it on the artificial Earth 

satellite orbit as a heavy orbital station) was laid as a basis of Soviet interplanetary program, 

which was approved by political decision half a century ago. 

Preparing the programs of rocket and space engineering development, S.P.Korolev was 

committed to the system approach. The latter means that if a system has to successfully solve 

a problem, the goals of system’s elements should coincide with the system’s goal. 

Management by objectives has been applied to the development of armament systems mainly 

abroad. Its main tool is a project network diagram (chart), in which every task has its 

beginning and terminal events and all tasks are logically sequenced to achieve the ultimate 

goal. The diagrams allowed detection of critical chains of events and focusing attention on 

them, tracking the course of works and timely elimination of failures. Proper construction of 

the whole system structure at the very beginning is a key stage of design, particularly in 

design of large-scale systems. Having passed a complex development path, structural 

elements have to meet at the end of the path to fulfill the initial task, and there should be no 

lost parts and dead ends – works that are not necessary to achieve the final goal. 

Decrees on space engineering issued by the Soviet Government were goal-oriented. The 

Decree of May 15, 1946 established the rocket industry branch; R-5M with a nuclear warhead 

and the range of 1200 km was adopted. To meet the Decree of February 13, 1953, famous R-7 

“Semyorka” was developed, which later became an intercontinental nuclear missile; its 

modifications launched a satellite, carried Yu.A.Gagarin, brought space probes to the Moon, 

Mars and Venus, carried «Vostok» and «Soyuz» spacecrafts. It is the only rocket to carry 

astronauts to the orbit. However, before R-7 launch in May 1954, S.P.Korolev and 

M.K.Tikhonravov had suggested a satellite launch to D.F.Ustinov, “…after which 

interplanetary missions will be feasible”. 

The first satellite launch opened the space era, but the era of astronautics was initiated 55 

years ago by the Decree of the USSR Council of Ministers dated December 10, 1959 “On 

development of works on space exploration”. It approved the program submitted by 

S.P.Korolev starting from the first manned space flight and ending with manned landing on 

planets. The Decree of June 23, 1960 specified the goals and tasks. Three goals were specified 

by the Decrees: 1. Immediate goal: the first manned space flights. “Semyorka” was able to 

perform the launch, so «Vostok» spacecraft was to be developed. 2. Intermediate goal: 

establishment of the first interplanetary space stations. The Decree prescribed the 

development of a heavy interplanetary spacecraft (Russian abbreviation: TMK) and N1 rocket 

with increased power (28-tonne rocket R-5M; 280-tonne R-7A, 2800-tonne N1) for missions 

to interplanetary space. Four-stage (with hydrogen upper stage) N1 rocket was to put a 28-

tonne TMK to the trajectory of flight to Mars. The final goal was to establish manned stations 

on other planets. S.P.Korolev planned to use N1 rocket with nuclear and electric propulsion 

for such missions assuming in-orbit assembly of the manned space vehicle. To perform the 

latter, he initiated the development of automated assembly using «Vostok» spacecrafts in 

1959. The Decrees also prescribed the development of space probes intended for laying the 

road for TMK. 

In summer 1962, S.P.Korolev asked his colleagues to prepare a report on “Analysis of 

feasibility of mission to Mars using liquid propellant”. This report was required due to the fact 

that nuclear and electric propulsion had turned out to be infeasible in the nearest future. The 

table with weight characteristics of the system with mission stages for 17 different mission 

scenarios formed the basis of the report. One of the photos shows the poster “Plan of Mars 

and Venus exploration”, which demonstrated spacecrafts, rocket modules and space probes 
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required for the interplanetary mission. Sketches, mission layouts, weight and other 

characteristics are given. The report confirmed that mission to Mars using liquid 

propellant was fundamentally possible given that a 400-600-tonne space system was 

assembled in-orbit. The following conclusions were made in the report: 

1. Initial weight of the space system to travel to the artificial Earth satellite orbit AESO for 

different mission layouts lies in the range of 1200-2000 tonnes. 

2. Optimal layout is the one with delivery of the whole system to the artificial Martian 

satellite orbit AMSO and with the landing of a space capsule with a minimal mass. 

3. The crew is to return to the Earth in a space capsule, with the escape velocity, whereas the 

main space system is not to enter AESO; 

4. The optimum configuration is with an aerodynamic brake to enter AMSO, which allows 2-

3 times less launch weight on AESO. 

5. The main conclusion: heavy interplanetary spacecraft, which is the main element of the 

whole space system regardless of the mission layout, is to be developed and tested on the 

ground and on AESO as a heavy space station. 

S.P.Korolev submitted the conclusions together with engineering documentation on N1 

rocket, interplanetary spacecraft TMK and space system to the expert committee as an 

important part of the Project. Experts and M.V.Keldysh approved the submitted materials. 

The Decree of September 24, 1962 specified the year of 1965 as the date of availability of 

engineering and launch facilities at Baikonur Cosmodrome and the beginning of N1 rocket 

flight tests. The mission timeline was not announced, but the year of 1974 was mentioned 

during the preparation works. S.P.Korolev fully realized the intended goal, the plan and time 

required to achieve it. 

The committee’s resolution afforded ground for works on TMK development. Institute for 

Biomedical Problems (IBMP) was founded in 1963. It was responsible for the development of 

life support systems for long interplanetary missions. At the end of 1963, the first TMK lines 

plan was developed. Design department responsible for TMK was founded in autumn 1964, 

and production of TMK mockup drawings began. TMK mockup was produced in 1968. 

Ground testing of its life support systems in conditions simulating an interplanetary mission 

was carried out at IBMP in 1968-1975. Flight test program included in-orbit testing of TMK 

as a heavy space station and the first interplanetary mission. Four-stage N1 rocket was to set 

TMK into an elliptic trajectory with an apogee at Lagrangian point between the Earth and the 

Sun. Being fixed at this point and keeping its attitude relative to the Earth and the Sun, TMK 

was to perform a yearlong flight in a heliocentric orbit. 

Works on Programs of 1959 and 1960 lasted for 15 years and were terminated in 1974. After 

S.P.Korolev’s death in 1966, the works were carried on by his disciple and first deputy (since 

1946) V.P.Mishin. The following results were obtained. Works on nuclear and electric 

propulsion were terminated, they were either rejected or postponed. Although performing 

many kinds of astonishing “first in the world” missions, the variety of space probes was 

definitely intended for leading the way for the spacecraft at all stages of spaceflight. Their 

development started at Department No.9 of Design Bureau DB-1 and was delegated to 

S.A.Lavochkin Design Bureau in 1965. By the year of 1974, flight development tests of N1 

rocket had been finished, all the criticisms had been accommodated and two rockets with new 

reliable engines had been prepared for the launch. Yearlong ground tests of life support 

system with participation of test engineers at IBMP had been carried out. A 66-tonne upper 

stage Sr with hydrogen-oxygen engines capable of delivering 28-tonne payload to Mars had 

been created. A project of 100-tonne multipurpose orbital station (MOS) had been developed. 

Civil astronaut corps for in-orbit tests of the interplanetary station had been established. 

Spacecrafts of command and measurement system and mission control center had been put 
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into operation. Experience in manned spaceflights had been gained. A transportation system, 

rocket and spacecraft «Soyuz» had been put into operation. Automated in-orbit assembly of 

spacecrafts had been tried out. Engineering and launch facilities, erector, propellant service 

units had been put into operation at Baikonur Cosmodrome; branches of «Progress» and ZEM 

plants had been founded. Extensive research, production and test base had been established. 

Besides, an unmanned lunar mission system L3 including a lunar orbital station, lunar landing 

module (prototype of the Martian one), upper stages G and D (the latter is still being used) 

had been prepared according to the lunar program adopted in 1964. All flight tests of L1 

spacecraft intended for circumlunar flight had been done. 45 unmanned spacecrafts and 

stations had been developed, produced and put into the near-Earth orbit in the framework of 

interplanetary and lunar programs. 12 of them had been launched to the Moon, 19 – to Mars 

and Venus; 14 of them were functioning in near-Earth orbits. A total of 45 spacecrafts had 

been launched: «Vostok», «Voskhod», «Soyuz», L1, LK; 22 of them were manned 

spacecrafts; 12 unmanned spacecrafts had been launched to the Moon. A wide cooperation of 

enterprises, powerful production and test bases had been established. 

The overall result was the following: the first Decree issued by the USSR Council of 

Ministers on December 10, 1959 stated specific goals and launched a wide range of works; 15 

years later (by 1974) the real basis for missions to Mars had been already established.  

Despite such impressive intermediate results of comprehensive preparation works, the 

ultimate goal was not achieved – mission to Mars and Moon never happened. Manned 

interplanetary mission was completely rolled back. All the circumstances of destruction of the 

most large-scale Soviet space project are covered up, which is harmful to the development of 

Russian manned programs. To eliminate this effect, we need a thorough and careful analysis 

of events that led to going down in our position in astronautics. The author, as a developer of 

Martian and lunar projects and a leading designer of lunar system, knows the complex and 

challenging situation, in which works on the interplanetary program were carried out. This 

situation was described in detail in the book “S.P.Korolev’s Martian Project”. We would like 

to emphasize the key point that prevented Soviet people from landing on Mars in 1970-80s 

and has been hindering the development of Russian astronautics. 

The first success in space motivated Khrushchev to show the power of socialism to the whole 

world. The trend was immediately caught by the party leaders. Some participants of works 

wanted to “contribute” to the glory of their native country. Creativity was encouraged, new 

ideas that did not interfere with the main works were usually approved by S.P.Korolev. Some 

authors aimed not only at bringing glory to their native land but also to themselves. They 

submitted their ideas directly to top party leaders. However, the latter were not very good at 

engineering feasibility but were able to estimate the political effect. S.P.Korolev, who 

possessed comprehensive knowledge in engineering, could be an opponent of any idea. In 

1962, the right to define the strategy of astronautics (hence to approve or reject the submitted 

ideas) was taken from S.P.Korolev and delegated to the head institute of the branch 

TsNIIMash. Members of TsNIIMash staff could not provide substantiated refusal to the ideas 

submitted by top party leaders, so these ideas were embedded into the adopted interplanetary 

program as dead-end works that yielded results, in which only their authors were interested. 

S.P.Korolev was responsible for the development of spacecrafts for a circumlunar flight and 

space systems for lunar missions. V.P.Mishin was later charged with the development of 

orbital stations. Tasks tackled by these systems would have been successfully dealt with in the 

framework of the interplanetary program but in due time and by other authors. 

One of the ideas, which S.P.Korolev only just in time rejected, was to apply nitric acid and 

kerosene propellant to N1 rocket. The author of this idea – V.P.Glushko – developed similar 

engines for V.N.Chelomey’s rocket Proton. It was reasonable to unify them. S.P.Korolev 
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rejected aggressive components. The highest authorities failed to persuade V.P.Glushko to 

adopt oxygen engines. So, two great designers have become sworn enemies forever. 

V.P.Glushko had been arguing against N.D.Kuznetsov’s “unreliable” oxygen engines for N1 

rocket for ten years. His opinion was confirmed by multiple failures during launches. But by 

1974, it had become clear that successful launch of N1 was inevitable – the improved 

N.D.Kuznetsov’s engines had operational life many times the required one. Thus 

V.P.Glushko was threatened by the chance to lose the position of the leading specialist in 

engine technology in the USSR. His personal idea to prevent the launch of N1 was announced 

by the party leaders as a political idea: whereas the Americans had been already walking on 

the Moon, we announced that our space probes had been exploring the Moon. The slogan 

“Orbital stations are the main line for space exploration” was put into Secretary General’s 

mouth, and we did not need one more N1 launch failure. 

However, given that V.P.Mishin was supervising the works, it was impossible to prohibit the 

launch of two rockets since he defended S.P.Korolev’s project as best he could. So, another 

political idea emerged: the Central Committee was right to state the goal of outrunning the 

Americans, but S.P.Korolev made a mistake in parameters of the lunar rocket (Martian rocket 

according to the Decree), and V.P.Mishin failed to fulfill the task. But the whole government 

machine could not be turned to aim at getting rid of V.P.Mishin by one and only person. 

Some of V.P.Mishin’s deputies supported this initiative. S.P.Korolev’s ex-colleagues, who 

owed their perfect biography to S.P.Korolev, betrayed his interplanetary idea for their 

personal benefit. Some of them wanted to hug the Americans in orbit, others decided to lead 

the “main line” of the development of orbital stations. They submitted their ideas to the higher 

authorities behind V.P.Mishin’s back and made him follow them despite his objections. In 

fact, the war for S.P.Korolev’s heritage was on. Everyone wanted to use it for their own 

purposes. The legitimate heir tried his best to hold them back. The conflict was made even 

worse by them being concerned that successful insertion of the lunar system into orbit would 

reveal many of their faults. V.P.Mishin’s reaction was foreseeable, and it was hard to escape 

the conclusion that N1 launch was to be prohibited as long as V.P.Mishin was holding his 

position. In this matter, the goals were common with V.P.Glushko’s goal. V.P.Mishin’s 

deputies in their false report to the Central Committee suggested that V.P.Mishin should be 

removed from his position due to the degradation of quality and reliability of products, which, 

in the first place, was their own fault (the author knows the reasons for all faults revealed 

during the preparation works on five lunar systems at Baikonur). The author worked under 

direct supervision of S.P.Korolev for six years, thus he can assert that after S.P.Korolev’s 

death only V.P.Mishin was able to cope with the work. He alone possessed unique experience 

of assisting the Head Designer for 20 years being his only deputy at that time. 

V.P.Mishin was removed from his position on May 22, 1974. V.P.Glushko took his position, 

but it was an intermediate goal for him. The ultimate goal was to prevent N1 from being 

launched. So, he prohibited the launch of N1-L3 system (prepared for unmanned lunar 

mission) planned for the end of 1974. It was a real shock for everyone. 

This decision could seem consistent with termination of lunar program. But what comes next. 

D.F.Ustinov wanted to understand this. On August 13, 1974, speaking at the meeting on the 

future program, he expressed his disappointment with V.P.Glushko’s idea about the 

development of new launch vehicles. He mentioned the lack of worthy goals and even 

reminded of Mars. S.P.Korolev’s faithful companions V.P.Barmin, N.A.Pilyugin and Deputy 

Chair of military industrial sector B.A.Komissarov vigorously opposed the termination of 

works on N1. Minister S.A.Afanasyev blamed the head institute for their wait-and-see 

attitude. The blame was deserved. TsNIIMash as a developer of astronautics programs was to 

state that N1 as a lunar rocket could not be destroyed since it was to be used for missions to 
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Mars. They were to remind that Decrees of 1959 and 1960 had not been annulled and 

successful tests on a heavy interplanetary spacecraft mockup had been carried out at IBMP for 

6 years. They were to enforce the interplanetary program. 

However, members of TsNIIMash staff could not make such statements due to some 

ambiguous actions of their own. After S.P.Korolev’s death, they required the documentation 

on Martian project and obtained it from DB-1. Speaking at large meetings in 1969, 

M.V.Keldysh suggested twice that lunar program should be terminated in favor of TMK, the 

project of which was signed by him in 1962. He claimed that we would be able to perform a 

manned mission to Martian satellite orbit in 1975. The Institute did not support M.V.Keldysh, 

instead they promoted an order (signed by S.A.Afanasyev), in which they were entrusted with 

the development of the mission to Mars. Although projects should be developed by design 

bureaus, and not by research institutes, the Institute developed their “own” project Aelita fully 

exploiting the project prepared by DB-1, but with liquid propellant propulsion replaced by 

electric propulsion. In 1974, when N1’s fate was being determined at the meeting, it was 

useless to report their project with electric propulsion (there is no electric propulsion of the 

required power even now) – no one would even listen to them. S.P.Korolev’s project of N1-

TMK with liquid propellant approved by M.V.Keldysh in 1962 could not be reported – it 

would have been embarrassing since S.P.Korolev’s project had been destroyed before 

V.P.Glushko’s appointment.  

Since then, all promising programs of Mars and Moon exploration prepared at the institute in 

cooperation with other organizations involve electric propulsion. Having made the mission to 

Mars dependant on electric propulsion, which has been the matter of research for more than 

40 years, the Institute researchers have excluded the real S.P.Korolev’s project approved by 

M.V.Keldysh in 1962 from consideration forever. By the way, in mass media Aelita project 

was the first Soviet project of the mission to Mars (S.P.Korolev’s project was destroyed not 

for nothing). It makes the society think that S.P.Korolev has never been following the Decree 

of 1959. The only thing is: where did TMK and IBMP come from. 

It does not really matter who most of all contributed to turning our astronautics back from its 

goal: V.P.Glushko, V.P.Mishin’s deputies or the head institute. It is unfortunate that 15 years 

of hardest work of hundreds of thousands of specialists was not rewarded in the 1980s by the 

greatest engineering achievement of the 20
th

 century – landing of Soviet people on Mars. All 

the hardware and documentation of the listed above components of Martian and lunar 

programs were destroyed, including the technology groundwork and equipment at plants (for 

the rocket and spacecrafts) and large-scale facilities at the launch site. 

We can hardly understand the reasons for which Valentin Petrovich Glushko could do that 

with S.P.Korolev’s interplanetary program. It is not congruent with the reputation of a great 

engine designer, who had been dreaming of interplanetary spaceflights since his youth, full 

member of the USSR Academy of Sciences, twice the Hero of Socialist Labor, member of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. He started the development 

of liquid propellant engines on nitric acid at Leningrad Gas Dynamics Laboratory in 1928. He 

proved liquid oxygen and hydrogen to be unpromising. The subject studied by Moscow 

Group for the Study of Jet Propulsion was blocked by I.T.Kleimenov at the Research Institute 

for Jet Propulsion. Acid engines were to be developed instead, but this task had never been 

accomplished. V-2 rocket with oxygen engine was produced in Germany at that time. Having 

examined this engine, V.P.Glushko developed oxygen engines for S.P.Korolev’s rockets on 

the basis of V-2. At the beginning of works on N1 he refused to make oxygen engines for it 

and parted company with S.P.Korolev forever. Having achieved his goal (project of N1 with 

N.D.Kuznetsov’s oxygen engines was completely destroyed), he obtained all documentation 

and spent the next 13 years developing the same oxygen (!!!) engines for Energia rocket. 
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Destruction of Soviet interplanetary program of 1959 in 1974 demonstrated the disastrous 

impact that the actions of project’s participants may have in case if these actions are taken for 

personal benefit that does not coincide with the project’s objectives. It means that the damage 

caused by violation of the principle of system approach can be much more serious in 

interpersonal relations than in engineering systems. 

Our current practical works on rockets, spacecrafts, electric propulsion tugs, launching sites 

are not incorporated in a single project. They have inconsistent goals and may turn out to be 

dead-end works. General Designer of RSC Energia in his speech at S.P.Korolev’s Readings 

2014 called the mission to Mars the main goal of our astronautics. One of his posters 

stated: “Mars is our primary goal. Mars exploration program should become the main line of 

development for our astronautics”. And then: “Moon... There are no goals and objectives 

which lay the basis for building and operation of manned lunar bases. We do not need the 

lunar mission to try out the components and technology for missions to Mars. Near-Earth 

space exploration is enough”. But the same report stated below that preparation of the mission 

to Mars was planned to begin with the establishment of near-Moon manned international 

space station to try out the Martian technology. This may be inconsistency of terminology, 

like in the case when astronaut Georgiy Beregovoy, being in the USA, noted that courses of 

Soviet and American astronautics were parallel but with opposite directions. 

An old story may, however, repeat. Describing the negotiations for ISS with the USA in 1993, 

one of our leaders noted: “Such a turn of events was of benefit to D.Goldin (NASA 

Administrator). Thus the USA got rid of slowly dying Freedom project (American project of 

orbital space station) and became a leader in the development of new space station. The 

project was beneficial for the USSR as well because it could attract our Government’s 

attention to space exploration…” And it actually succeeded, having involved the Government 

in space activities for twenty years. It seems very likely that our strategists (in collision with 

the American ones) want to draw our Government into another expensive 20-year venture – to 

move ISS from the near-Earth orbit to near-Moon space and then to the Moon claiming that 

the lunar base will serve the purpose of testing technology to be used on Mars. But why any 

technology should be tested at all if it has not been proved that a manned mission to Mars is 

even possible. 

Our astronautics (with the help of TsNIIMash, which has been defining our strategy in space 

since 1962) is put at the rear of the American astronautics. We chased them to the Moon in 

1964, started building our space stations like them in 1969, destroyed our interplanetary 

program to their delight, started our own space shuttle program despite their one being 

unviable. In 1993, rescuing the American space station Freedom, our Government got 

involved into the international obligations on ISS, and we have been providing taxi services 

since then. It seems that our strategists do not worry that the near-Moon station will belong to 

the Americans again, and we will provide some auxiliary services for them again. 

In fact, only international obligations on ISS with expenditures of one third of the whole 

Russian space budget have been planned and fulfilled in Russian programs on astronautics for 

decades. Results of past and current programs are absolutely incomparable. The principle of 

system approach is not met. Angara rocket and Vostochny Cosmodrome that are being built at 

the moment are not real astronautics yet, they are just components for some future systems 

(though there has been no project of the latter). The head institute may develop programs of 

space exploration, but everything in them should be put in order. The manned mission should 

be developed by S.P.Korolev’s RSC Energia in cooperation with allied organizations since it 

has a 50-year experience in the development and implementation of manned space systems. 

The works should be managed by the chief designer responsible for the ultimate result, which 

should be nothing less than bringing glory to the native country and implementing 
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K.E.Tsiolkovskiy’s and S.P.Korolev’s ambitious ideas. Projects of large-scale manned space 

systems like lunar mission, Energia-Buran, started with elaborations on technical 

specifications for the components and their alignment. This is a design work of critical 

importance. Replacing the process of design by making the list of works according to the 

proposals of different organizations picked by a researcher of the head institute, the officer 

(even of the highest qualification) will inevitably get a distorted program. 

D.O.Rogozin’s decision to develop the concept of Russian space station is the first really 

important step, which, in fact, opens the way to interplanetary missions. But against the 

background of recent events in Ukraine, it is irresponsible to schedule landings on the Moon 

and Mars in the foreseeable future and childish to plan them after 2050. Therefore an 

interplanetary spaceflight of TMK is optimal for today. It is much cheaper than a lunar base. 

The political effect is better than in case if we land on the Moon 60 years after the Americans 

– it will be the first time ever that a man escapes the Earth gravity, which is going to the a 

more notable milestone in astronautics if compared to lunar landing of the Americans. This is 

going to be a fundamentally new task: TMK acting as a module for 1-2-year-long autonomous 

manned interplanetary spaceflight without any replenishment by «Progress». It can be the 

basis for missions to other planets independent of the mission layout and engine types. 

S.P.Korolev and M.V.Keldysh approved this doctrine unconditionally fifty years ago. 

The development of manned programs, including the flights of space probes to other 

planets, should not be entrusted to the head institute’s specialists any more. It is useful to 

estimate the costs of manned programs adopted since 1974 and their results beside the effect 

of 40-year practice of manned spaceflights on «Soyuz» developed by S.P.Korolev. Working 

at the design department, the author divided the designers into inventors and opponents. All of 

them are necessary (and there were many of both types of people at DB-1). And it is 

extremely rare when a single person is both an inventor and an opponent. When many 

organizations appeared (inventors of rocket and space engineering), they got an opponent – 

TsNIIMash. But there were changes in astronautics that turned everything on its head. The 

Institute felt bored. Having no experience in the development of manned space systems, it 

started inventing missions to Mars, lunar bases, Earth-Moon transport systems; meanwhile 

RSC Energia (S.P.Korolev’s DB-1), which had implemented all manned programs, was made 

an opponent. Everything should be put in its right order like it was at S.P.Korolev’s time. 

Pursuant to Vice Prime Minister’s instructions, Head of Roscosmos can take up the running 

and drop the vicious way of preparation of manned programs. He should issue a short 

directive: 

1. Establish a small group responsible for the development of TMK concept consisting of 12-

15 specialists of leading organizations participating in the manned programs (only 10-12 

people worked on Mars mission project at M.K.Tikhonravov’s Department No.9 of DB-1). 

2. The group is subordinated to … (Head of Roscosmos, or Head of United Rocket and Space 

Corporation, or General Designer of RSC Energia). 

3. Assign a leading designer of the interplanetary space system. 

4. Heads of concerned enterprises should assign specialists for the design group if required. 

5. The development should comply with the technical requirements specification allowing for 

flight tests of TMK on AESO in the framework of Russian orbital station (the draft version of 

technical requirements specification for TMK has been prepared) 

6. Address a proposal to heads of universities consisting in possible participation of student 

groups in the development of TMK project according to the technical requirements 

specification issued by Roscosmos. 

Involvement of students in space branch has been widely discussed at S.P.Korolev’s Readings 

2014. Arrangements with the administration of MAI and Bauman MSTU have been made. If 
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students get involved into the works on large-scale space system, they will have motivation to 

study and learn how to work in wide cooperation, which will significantly reduce their 

adaptation time later when they graduate from the university and start their full-time work. 

This will give us well-trained staff and maybe even a new Korolev. 

Results of preliminary works enable the Vice Prime Minister and Roscosmos to confidently 

suggest to the Government and President that they should make another landmark political 

decision on the development of Russian heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK for 

interplanetary spaceflights. This real manned program, like the Decree of 1959, will trigger 

the mechanisms of the development of the whole system structure; it will put together all 

elements that are currently being developed, reveal the missing, redundant or dead-end ones. 

With relatively low expenditures but with active governmental support, the critical phase of 

the mission to Mars (the first ever manned interplanetary spaceflight) will be prepared and 

carried out in 8-10 years, bringing new Russian Korolev and Gagarin. Preparation of such 

spaceflight will make Vostochny Cosmodrome a new developed region of Russia critical for 

the space branch. And the spaceflight itself will crown the works on this Cosmodrome like the 

victory of Russian national Olympic team crowned the works on a unique ski center in 

subtropics. This will undoubtedly bring together all the Russians, improve the status of 

engineering profession, boost the industrialization of the country, return the status of the 

leading space power to Russia, and we will not depend on other countries. 
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Appendix 1. Manned mission to interplanetary space (project statement) and 

Technical requirements specification (for preliminary design works estimating 

the possibility of development of a manned liquid propellant space system 

intended for interplanetary mission) 

Introduction 

The objective of this paper is to confirm that today it is absolutely feasible to continue works 

on the interplanetary program approved by the Decrees of the USSR Council of Ministers 

on December 10, 1959 and June 23, 1960, successfully developed by S.P.Korolev and 

unreasonably terminated in 1974. 

The ultimate goal of the Soviet interplanetary program was the mission to Mars. In August 

1962, the expert committee headed by the President of the USSR Academy of Sciences 

M.V.Keldysh approved a draft design of a Martian manned rocket and space system 

(MMRSS), which was developed at Department no.9 of DB-1 under the supervision of 

M.K.Tikhonravov and submitted by S.P.Korolev as a part of N1 rocket. MMRSS Project of 

1962 is briefly described for reference in Part 1. Main requirements to the manned rocket and 

space system for interplanetary missions (MRSS-IM) are given in Part 2. 

Part 1. Martian manned rocket and space system 

Main features of S.P.Korolev’s project (1962) are considered. 
 

1. The interplanetary system is launched from the initial assembly orbit to the artificial Earth 

satellite orbit (AESO) using a booster rocket complex with liquid propellant engines. 

Feasibility of such spaceflight was proved in a research report “Analysis of feasibility of 

mission to Mars using liquid propellant” (reg. number P-583) approved by S.P.Korolev and 

M.K.Tikhonravov. 

2. Operation of life support system during the spaceflight is provided by a closed biological 

engineering system, which includes a greenhouse with higher plants supporting circuit of 

substances consumed and discharged by the crew according to the scheme implemented on 

the Earth. 

3. Transition to the Martian satellite orbit is performed by braking and multiple transition of 

the system through the Martian atmosphere. Aerodynamic braking enables to reject the brake 

unit and reduce the launch mass on AESO more than two times. 

1.1. Stages of preparation for the mission to Mars  

Stage 1 – ground try-out of the heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK. 

Stage 2 – flight tests of TMK as a heavy orbital station on AESO. 

Stage 3 – TMK interplanetary test flight. 

Stage 4 – missions to Mars and Venus (without moving to their satellite orbits). 

Stage 5 – TMK flights to the satellites of Mars and Venus. 

Stage 6 – TMK flight to the near-Moon orbit, to try-out the Martian landing system on the Moon 

Stage 7 – mission to Mars. 

The critical stage of space exploration (after Yu.A.Gagarin’s spaceflight) was the third stage – 

the first ever manned interplanetary spacecraft. To perform this spaceflight, a three-stage N1 

rocket was supposed to launch TMK (15 tonne) with a hydrogen upper-stage (60 tonne) to 

AESO. This upper stage was to deliver TMK to Lagrangian point, in which the Earth and the 

Sun gravity forces are balanced. Having fixed TMK at Lagrangian point and keeping its 
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attitude relative to the Earth and the Sun, the crew should perform a yearlong flight in the 

interplanetary space in a heliocentric orbit. Should the need arise, the crew can urgently return 

to the Earth. 

Analysis of capability and feasibility of the development of a manned space system intended 

for a test flight in the interplanetary space using liquid propellant engines with a view to use it 

later for the interplanetary missions is the main objective of this paper. The key points of 

MMRSS Project of 1962 (S.P.Korolev’s project) are given below for reference. 

1.2. Martian manned rocket and space system (brief information) 

1.2.1. Fundamentals (project of 1962) 
Martian manned rocket and space system (MMRSS) consists of two main parts: Martian 

manned space system (MMSS) intended for carrying the crew to Mars, landing and return to 

the Earth, and an interplanetary rocket system (IRS) comprising a three-stage launch vehicle, 

engineering and launch facilities and other ground facilities. IRS should provide preparation 

works, launch and placing of 75-tonne modules into the near-Earth assembly orbit. These 

modules are to be assembled into MMSS. 

 

1.2.2. MMSS includes (structural diagram in Fig.1): 

MOS – Martian orbital system including a heavy interplanetary spacecraft (TMK) and 

booster rocket module (BRM) to boost TMK from the Martian satellite orbit to the trajectory 

of the spaceflight to the Earth. TMK includes: orbital module (OM), vernier thruster (VT) 

and re-entry capsule (RC) to return to the Earth. 

MLC – Martian landing complex, which includes a Martian spacecraft (MarS) with a two-

stage launch rocket and a re-entry capsule, braking and landing systems. 

BRC – booster rocket complex including one central and 4-6 side modules with liquid 

propellant engines; it launches MMSS from the assembly orbit placing it into the trajectory of 

the flight to Mars. 

 

1.2.3. Main structural features of MMSS (general arrangement and structural diagram are 

shown in fig.2, fig.3) 

Crew life support during the spaceflight is provided by a closed biological engineering 

system, which includes a greenhouse with higher plants. The plants are illuminated by a 

double-curvature solar concentrator. 

MMSS is transferred to the Martian satellite orbit by braking with multiple transition of the 

system through the Martian atmosphere. Parasol-shaped braking aerodynamic shield is used 

for braking. It protects the external parts of the spacecraft from high-speed flow. The braking 

shield is structurally combined with the solar concentrator. 

Planetary landing complex of significant mass is mounted beyond the front surface of the 

braking shield to provide acceptable alignment of the complex when moving in the Martian 

atmosphere. This also provides its smooth separation when landing on the planet. It separates 

together with a load-bearing part of the braking shield, which is useless in orbit, increasing 

the efficiency of atmospheric braking during the descent. 

A booster module with large amount of propellant arranged in a single unit with the re-entry 

capsule and VT significantly enhances the maneuverability of RC, in particular it provides the 

return of the crew to the Earth in the process and after the acceleration of the system from 

AESO to the trajectory of the flight to Mars, should the need arise. 

Components of MMSS with the total mass of 400-500 tonne are delivered to the assembly orbit 

by 4-6 N1 rockets. To perform the in-orbit assembly, MMSS is equipped with a spherical 
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assembly module with six docking ports. Martian orbital system (MOS) and Martian landing 

complex (MLC) are mated to its one side, booster rocket complex (BRC) – to another. Side 

modules of BRC are mated to the assembly module and bedded along the central module. 

1.3. Mission scenario (fig.4) 

MMRSS is assembled and tested by astronaut teams carried to the orbit by «Soyuz» 

spacecrafts and accommodated in a special crew compartment. Before the launch, astronauts 

take their seats in a re-entry capsule and control all dynamic operations. 

After the system has been transferred from the near-Earth orbit to the trajectory of the flight to 

Mars and the booster rocket complex has detached, MMSS performs an autonomous flight 

maintaining the required attitude of the solar concentrator relative to the Sun and keeping the 

communication with the Earth. The flight trajectory is corrected when necessary.  

The complex is transferred from the trajectory of the flight to Mars to the Martian satellite 

orbit by braking and multiple transition of the system through the Martian atmosphere. After 

the first atmosphere dip to the altitude of 70-100 km for about 100 seconds, the system is 

transferred to a highly elliptical orbit. The correction with pinpoint accuracy is carried out in 

its apogee to provide the required altitude of the next dip. Apogee altitude of the subsequent 

elliptical orbits gradually decreases, and after approximately the seventh dip at the apogee, a 

moderate accelerating momentum is imparted transferring the complex to the given circular 

orbit without subsequent dips. 

After all necessary in-orbit tests and preparation, two crewmembers move to the return 

capsule of the Martian spacecraft. The landing complex separates from the orbital system with 

subsequent deorbiting, descent in the atmosphere, braking and landing on Mars.  

After all the necessary works on the Martian surface have been done, the crewmembers take 

their seats in the return capsule, the latter lifts off and mates to the orbital complex. Astronauts 

return to TMK and leave for the Earth with the help of the booster rocket module BRM. 

Near the Earth, RC separates from TMK along with VT, corrects the parameters of the re-

entry and, having detached from VT, performs a controlled descent and landing. 

Part 2. Technical requirements specification 

(Preliminary design works estimating the possibility of development of a manned liquid 

propellant rocket and space system intended for interplanetary mission (MRSS-IM)) 

2.1. Purpose 

Manned rocket and space system MRSS-IM is intended for delivery of the heavy 

interplanetary spacecraft TMK-S to Lagrangian point between the Earth and the Sun and an 

autonomous yearlong spaceflight of a crew consisting of at least three astronauts in the 

interplanetary space in heliocentric orbit. Designers should take into account that mission 

time may be increased up to three years. The combination of MRSS-IM systems should 

provide the research of the interplanetary space and its impact on human health. 

2.2. MRSS-IM structure  

Main functions and characteristics of components (structural diagram of MRSS-IM, fig.5) 

The following components should be developed as parts of MRSS-IM. Heavy interplanetary 

spacecraft – the main component of the space system – is developed in three versions: for 

ground testing, flight tests on AESO and interplanetary spaceflight. 
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1. TMK-N – heavy interplanetary spacecraft mockup for complex testing of life support 

systems on the ground with participation of test engineers in conditions simulating a long-

term interplanetary spaceflight. Along with TMK, the ground testing complex (GTC) 

includes an engineering complex and a control complex, which provide operation of on-board 

systems and testing. The hardware of Mars-500 Project is used. 

2. TMK-Z – heavy interplanetary spacecraft for flight development tests on AESO. It is a 

part of MSS-Z – manned space system for TMK-Z try-out on AESO. 

In-orbit preparation and testing of TMK-Z is provided by the MSS-Z along with the following 

parts of MSS-Z: 

MS-Z – manned spacecraft of «Soyuz» type delivers the crew and specialists (responsible for 

preparation and conduction of flight development tests) to TMK on AESO. 

CS-Z – cargo spacecraft of «Progress» type delivers the required payload to TMK on AESO. 

Ground preparation works, testing, launch and delivery of MSS-Z components to AESO are 

provided by: 

LV-25 – launch vehicle capable of carrying 25-tonne payload is intended for placing TMK-Z 

to AESO. 

LS-25 – launch system for preparation and launch of LV-35 from TMK-Z. 

EF LV-25 – engineering facilities for preparation of LV-25 rocket. 

EF TMK-Z – engineering facilities for preparation of TMK-Z. 

To place MS-Z and CS-Z to AESO, launch and engineering facilities of «Soyuz» and 

«Progress» spacecrafts are involved. The spaceflight is controlled by Mission Control Center. 
 

3. TMK-S – heavy interplanetary spacecraft for the yearlong flight in the interplanetary space 

in heliocentric orbit (HCO) with fixed attitude at Lagrangian point between the Earth and the 

Sun. It is a part of 

MSS-S – manned space system for interplanetary missions; TMK-S flight is supported by the 

following components of MSS-S: 

BM-S – booster rocket module for putting TMK from AESO to the interplanetary space 

outside the Earth gravity. 

MS-S – manned spacecraft of «Soyuz» type for carrying specialists (responsible for 

preparation of TMK for the interplanetary mission) to TMK-S at Lagrangian point and back 

to the Earth and carrying the crew to TMK. 

BM MS-S – booster rocket module for placing MS-S from AESO in HCO to TMK-S at 

Lagrangian point. 

CS-S – cargo spacecraft of «Progress» type for delivery of the required payload to TMK-S in HCO. 

IEST – interorbital, reusable, electric propulsion space tug for transportation of cargo 

spacecrafts and cargos from AESO to HCO (to TMK-S) and back to AESO. 

Ground preparation of MSS-S components, their tests, launch and placing to the intended 

orbit are provided by: 

LV-75 – launch vehicle capable of carrying 75-tonne payload intended for placing TMK-S 

along with the booster module BM-S to AESO. A version with LV-75 replaced by two LV-35 

vehicles (capable of carrying 35-tonne payload) should be worked out. 

LV-35 – launch vehicle capable of carrying 35-tonne payload intended for placing manned 

spacecraft MS-S with the booster module BM-MS (intended for carrying the crew to TMK-S 

in HCO) to AESO. LV-35 is also used for placing interorbital space tug IEST to AESO. 

LS-75 – launch system for preparation and launch of LV-75 with the booster module BM-S 

and TMK-S 

LS-35 – launch system for preparation and launch of LV-35 with the booster module BM-MS 

and manned spacecraft MS-S, and LV-35 with interorbital space tug IEST. 
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EF LV-75 – engineering facilities for preparation of LV-75 rocket. 

EF TMK-S – engineering facilities for preparation of TMK-S. 

EF BM-S – engineering facilities for preparation of booster module BM-S. 

EF LV-35 – engineering facilities for preparation of LV-35 rocket. 

EF BM-MS – engineering facilities for preparation of booster module BM-MS. 

EF IEST – engineering facilities for preparation of interorbital space tug IEST. 

IMCS – interplanetary mission control system as a part of MCC. 

To place the cargo spacecraft CS-S to AESO, launch and engineering facilities of «Progress» 

spacecraft are involved. The spaceflight is controlled by Mission Control Center. 

2.3. Heavy interplanetary spacecraft (general specifications) 

TMK is a cylinder with four modules. Each module has its own functionality. 1. Closed 

biological engineering module (CBEM) with higher plants placed on racks, light-distributing 

devices, fittings for feeding nutrient liquid to the plants, facility for cultivation of chlorella, 

yield storage containers, some fittings and equipment of CBEM. 2. Crew compartment (CC) 

with three individual cabins for crew members, toilets, shower rooms, a room for relaxation 

with a collection of microfilms, a kitchen and a dining room. 3. Work module (WM) includes 

a cabin for the daily control of all TMK systems, work shop, medical room with exercise 

machines, a research laboratory and an inflatable airlock chamber. 4. Equipment bay (EB) 

holds the majority of instruments, devices and accessories of all TMK systems. It also acts as 

a fallout shelter. 

A re-entry capsule (RC) intended for return of the crew to the Earth is mounted at one end 

face of TMK. RC has its hatch docked to the TMK hatch located in a special spherical recess. 

A vernier thruster VT containing propellant supply and some equipment is mounted on RC 

bottom. Covering the spherical recess with the equipment mounted in it, RC and VT enhance 

radiation shielding of the crew. Being in AESO, RC is able to maneuver and land in an 

autonomous way using VT in case of emergency. 

There is a docking port with an inner hatch on the end face of TMK near CBEM. An 

assembly module AM with four docking ports for manned and cargo spacecrafts berthing is 

docked to the docking port. Solar concentrators are mounted around the CBEM shell. The 

concentrators are parasol-shaped (diameter 15-20 m) and are located around the greenhouse 

module. Their internal surface is aligned towards the Sun and has several sections. Each 

section is shaped into a part of paraboloid with its own focus located on the shell of the 

greenhouse module, where a window is made for each section. Solar light falls on the 

sections, then it is reflected, concentrated and sent through the windows to the spacecraft 

interior, where it is distributed to the consumers via Fresnel lens and film reflectors. Hatches 

at the end faces of TMK are connected by a seal cylindrical corridor with autonomous exits 

into each module and a corrugated expansion joint. 

Components of onboard systems are mounted outside TMK shell: solar arrays, radiators and 

heat-regulation shutters, deep-space antennas, a hatch with an inflatable airlock chamber, 

optical sensors and actuators of the attitude control system. 

TMK components should be developed independently providing modular structure of TMK. 

There should be an opportunity to produce, try out, replace them independently and an 

opportunity to deliver them to the orbit and attach them to TMK systems (these components 

should be compatible with TMK systems). Replacement of components by the improved ones 

should be provided by compatibility of input/output parameters, geometry of mating area, 

dimensions, service range and other requirements that should be met to exclude the possible 

disruption of preparation of the whole system due to non-availability of one of its components. 
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2.4. Interplanetary mission scenario 

The possible mission scenario is given in Fig.6. TMK-S with a booster module BM-S is put 

to AESO. In case of non-availability of LV-75, two booster modules are launched by LV-35 

to AESO and attached to TMK. The assembled system is launched to the elliptical trajectory 

with the apogee at Lagrangian point L1, in which the system is fixed and takes a stable 

position between the Earth and the Sun, where their gravity forces are balanced. LV-35 

launches MS-Z (possibly «Soyuz») with a team of test engineers and a booster module BM-

MS to AESO (BM-MS puts the spacecraft to an elliptical trajectory with the apogee at 

Lagrangian point L1, in which MS-Z is docked to TMK). Test engineers move to TMK and 

do all preparation works. During the preparation works and the mission itself, cargos, if 

needed, are delivered to TMK (in the interplanetary space) by a cargo spacecraft CS-S 

launched from the Earth by LV-35 and the booster module BM-MS and from AESO (to 

which it is put beforehand by «Soyuz» rocket) by an interorbital electric propulsion space tug 

IEST. After TMK has been prepared for an autonomous spaceflight, test engineers return to 

the Earth on MS-Z. The crew is delivered to TMK by MS-S. TMK performs a yearlong 

mission in the interplanetary space in a heliocentric orbit maintaining constant attitude 

relative to the Earth and the Sun. After the mission has been performed, the crew returns to 

MS-S; the latter detaches from TMK, generates momentum for further flight towards the 

Earth along the initial elliptical trajectory. After the trajectory has been corrected to ensure the 

re-entry within the specified corridor in the Earth atmosphere, a descent capsule with the crew 

separates from the spacecraft, enters the atmosphere, descends and lands. In case of 

emergency threatening life and health of the crew, the interplanetary mission can be 

terminated and the crew can be returned to the Earth or replaced by another crew. Overview 

of TMK-S in HCO in different configurations is shown in fig.7.1, fig,7.2, fig.7.3. 

2.5. Development of the program; mission to Mars outlook 

The following phases of preparation of the mission to Mars set out in S.P.Korolev’s Martian 

Program can be fulfilled. To that end some components should be developed and mounted on 

TMK-S for its first interplanetary mission with its gradual transformation into a large-scale 

Martian mission complex (fig.8). 
 

Stage 4 – missions to Mars and Venus without transition to their satellite orbits. They can be 

performed using previously developed components: heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK-S 

and booster module BM-S. 

Stage 5 – TMK spaceflight to Martian satellite orbit requires the increase in launch mass on 

AESO by 200 tonnes. Spaceflight of TMK-S as a part of MOS (Martian orbital system) is 

provided by newly developed components: 

BRM – booster rocket module to boost TMK from Mars to the Earth (BM-S analogue). 

BAS – braking aerodynamic shield to decelerate the complex in the Martian atmosphere when 

transferring it from the interplanetary trajectory to the trajectory of spaceflight to Martian 

satellite orbit. Flight try-out of BAS can be performed in the near-Earth atmosphere on similar 

models using the cargo spacecraft CS-S and reusable electric propulsion space tug IEST. BAS 

can be used in other programs, in which space objects are to be delivered to the Martian 

satellite orbit, to significantly reduce the launch mass of systems in AESO. TMK spaceflight 

to Venus requires further elaboration. 

BRC – booster rocket complex to launch MOS from AESO to the trajectory of the mission to 

Mars. Includes one central and two side modules. 

TMK-S boost from AESO to Mars, braking with transition to Martian satellite orbit and launch 

from Mars to the Earth using the electric propulsion space tug IEST should be elaborated. 
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Stage 6 – TMK spaceflight to the near-Moon orbit to try out the Martian landing module on 

the Moon. In addition to the existing components MLC – Martian landing complex should be 

developed. 
 

Stage 7 – mission to Mars. The following scenarios of mission preparation are feasible: 

7.1. First scenario. 75-tonne modules are put together on AESO to form an interplanetary 

space system (with the mass of 400 tonnes), which performs a spaceflight according to the 

scenario specified in section 1.3. 

7.2. Second scenario. 15-18-tonne modules are put together at Lagrangian point on 

heliocentric orbit to form a 100-tonne interplanetary space system. The modules are delivered 

by booster rocket modules BM-S or the interorbital electric propulsion space tug (unmanned 

components). 

7.3. Third scenario. TMK with its crew is delivered to the Martian satellite orbit using liquid 

propellant engines according to Stage 5 scenario, section 2.5. The landing complex is 

delivered to Mars by the interorbital space tug. After docking to TMK, the program proceeds 

according to the scenario of section 1.3. 

7.4. Fourth scenario. TMK and landing complex are delivered from AESO to HCO 

(Lagrangian point) by the interorbital electric propulsion space tug. The crew is carried to 

TMK using liquid propulsion. Further mission is performed using Interplanetary space tug 

with electric propulsion engines if the latter can be used in the manned mission to Mars. 

A suitable scenario can be chosen depending on the results of the first interplanetary 

spaceflight taking into consideration the availability of electric propulsion engines and 

aerodynamic braking shield. Possible scenarios of the mission to Mars are shown in fig.9. 

2.6. Requirements to the structure and content of engineering design documentation of 

the space system and its constituent parts 

2.6.1. General considerations 

2.6.1.1. The present section describes the unified system of organizational and engineering 

requirements, which must be met by the designers of engineering complexes and components. 

The section specifies requirements of general regulatory documents with regard to the 

developed objects aiming at regulation of the design works that provide correlation and 

consistency of characteristics and properties of components of the engineering complex. 

2.6.1.2. The engineering design documentation should be developed according to the actual 

regulatory documents in rocket and engineering branch allowing for the requirements 

P13182-VK developed by the order of General Designer of Scientific Production Association 

Energia No.277 dated 07/09/1974 and implemented in Energia-Buran project. 

2.6.2. Product structure 

2.6.2.1. Rocket and space system and its components have their certain characteristics and 

properties under different operating modes and conditions. Being functionally integrated, they 

form a single system, which is conditionally called a structure of engineering complex. 

2.6.2.2. The products’ structure at all levels should be defined by the structural diagram of 

these products. Names and designations of components used in the structural diagram should 

also be used in all subsequent documents. The frequently-used diagram for dividing products 

into components should not be used here since it does not show all the components that can 

be formed at different modes of operation from the available components and that require 

their own design documentation. For example, the manned spacecraft and space station during 

the launch are a part of rocket complexes with their own design documentation. Having 
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detached from the rocket in orbit, they form a new complex that should have its own design 

documentation. 

2.6.2.3. Change of characteristics and properties of the engineering complex under different 

operating modes and conditions should be accompanied by the corresponding change of 

characteristics and properties of its components. Compatibility of these changes in the 

structure of the engineering complex should be provided by uniformity of design 

documentation, in which characteristics and properties of all components are specified in the 

similar sections. 

2.6.2.4. The structure of the engineering complex can change many times at different stages 

of its development. Aimed at gradual stage-to-stage optimization of the engineering complex 

characteristics, terms and costs of its development, these changes should be considered 

legitimate and should be made simultaneously and in concert with the engineering complex 

on the whole. Consistency of these changes should be provided by the common procedure of 

modification of similar design documentation. 

2.6.2.5. When forming the structure of a multilevel engineering complex at the design stage, 

its components should be assigned to one of its structural levels, the features of which are 

given below. 

 

Complex (for example, N1-L3 for lunar mission) A group of components with different 

operation conditions serving independent interrelated functions that provide the achievement 

of objective by the whole complex. 

Object (component of a complex (e.g. Buran space shuttle, Energia rocket). A group of 

components with the same operation conditions usually forming a single structure with its 

independent function at a certain stage of complex operation. It can change its structure and 

shape in the process of operation 

System (component of an object: e.g. thermal control system, power supply system). A group 

of interrelated components that has an independent functionality within an object. 

Subsystem (component of a system, object: cable system). A group of components with 

similar circuits (electrical, kinematic, pneumohydraulic) that has a certain function within the 

system, object. 

2.6.3. Design documentation packages 

2.6.3.1. Data on the product to be stated in design documentation fall into one of the 

following groups. 

 

– Data that describe a product as a whole and contain all the requirements to the product on 

the whole, its characteristics, properties and their variation at different operation modes and 

under different operating conditions. 

– Data that set the functional configuration of a product, its components, requirements to their 

characteristics, properties, their interrelationship and changes at different operation modes. 

These data are initial data that along with other documents should be allowed for by all 

designers of components. 

– Data that prescribe structural arrangement of a product and contain the requirements to the 

geometry of the product and its components, their dimensions, mutual arrangement, 

intercomponent coupling and coupling between the components and the product, service area. 

– Data that substantiate and confirm the requirements, characteristics and properties stated in 

the above mentioned groups of data. 
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2.6.3.2. The above listed data should be placed in standardized design documents of one and 

the same type. The design documentation at the stage of design for the products of the above 

mentioned levels should necessarily include the following documents: 
 

Package 1. Technical specifications. Structural diagram. Record of draft design. Record of 

holders of original documents. Record of bought-in components. Technical specification 

Depending on the specific nature of products, their packages of design documentation may 

include: 
 

Package 2. Explanatory note. General arrangement drawing. Lines plan. Dimensional outline 

drawing. Calculation. 
 

2.6.2.3. Technical specifications and structural diagram should be developed according to the 

State Standards GOST 2.114-70, GOST 2.701-68, GOST 2.702-69, GOST 2.704-68 and 

construction samples in Appendices 1 and 2 of P13182-VK document. The rest of the 

documents should comply with the actual standards. 

2.7. Requirements to organizational and technical management (only preliminary 

statement is given, needs further elaboration) 

2.7.1. The specialist who approves the documents listed in packages 1 and 2 for product A 

(independent of who were the developers) is a chief designer of this product A. Specialists 

who approve the similar documents for products B and C given in structural diagram of 

product A are chief designers of these products. They submit Technical specifications and 

Structural diagram of their respective products along with other documents (requested by the 

chief designer) to the chief designer of product A 

2.7.2. A developer of a product of any level (a chief designer of this product) along with the 

developers (chief designers) of the components involved in the structural diagram of the main 

product should form an operational and technical management group (similar to 

S.P.Korolev’s Council of chief designers) responsible for handling all the issues relevant to 

the main product. 

2.7.3. The councils of chief designers of components form the Council of chief designers 

of the manned Rocket and Space System for interplanetary missions (CCD MRSS-IM) 

headed by the chief designer of the System. The chief designer of the product of any level 

defines the regular members of corresponding council depending on the nature of issues to be 

handled.  

2.7.4. Funding of the project should be distributed according to coefficients (shares of 100%) 

adopted by CCD of the corresponding level in the table “Product structure – phases and stages 

of works”. 

2.7.5. All engineering proposals concerning changes of characteristics of the product and its 

components should be approved by the chief designer (including the proposals by the 

developers of components). The chief designer is responsible for comprehensiveness of the 

changes in all the components aimed at implementation of the initial proposals. 

2.7.6. In case when the decision made by the chief designer affects the characteristics of an 

upper-level product, it should be approved by the upper-level chief designer to define whether 

upper-level components documentation needs further correction. 

2.8. Milestone events of the development of MRSS-IM for interplanetary missions (needs 

further development) 
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Appendix 2 (figures) 
 

 
Fig.1 
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 Fig.2 

 

 

MARTIAN MANNED ROCKET AND SPACE SYSTEM 

Structure of aerodynamic braking version 

 
 

Fig.3 
 

1 – rocket complex for boosting from AESO to Mars; 2 – assembly module for assembly of 

the complex in AESO; 3 – booster module for Martian orbit – Earth spaceflight; 4 – re-entry 

capsule with vernier thruster; 5 – heavy interplanetary spacecraft; 6 – solar concentrator for 

greenhouse illumination; 7 – braking aerodynamic shield; 8 – Martian landing spacecraft;  

9 – front shield 
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Fig.4 

1 – assembly of complex in AESO; 2 – launch to Mars; 3 – spaceflight to Mars. TMK is solar-oriented; 

4– aerodynamic braking in the Martian atmosphere; 5 – separation of MarS and landing using 

aerodynamic braking, parachute system and liquid propellant engines; 6 – work on the Martian surface; 7 

– MarS returning to AMSO and docking to TMK; 8 – launch to the Earth; 9– spaceflight to the Earth. 

TMK is solar-oriented; 10 – detachment of re-entry capsule, braking by VT, landing; 11 – TMK 

continues its flight in HCO or is transferred to the specified position in the near-Earth space by IEST 
 

 
Fig.5 
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TMK-S INTERPLANETARY MISSION SCENARIO 

 
Fig.6 

 

 

1. TMK-S with booster module BM-S is placed to AESO 

2. TMK-S is placed to Lagrangian point in HCO 

3. MS-ST with booster module and test engineers is placed to AESO 

4. MS-ST with booster module BM-MS is placed to Lagrangian point and docked to TMK-S 

5. Electric propulsion space tug EIST is placed to AESO 

6. Cargo spacecraft CS-S is placed to AESO and docked to IEST 

7. Cargo spacecraft CS-S is placed to HCO and docked to TMK-S 

8. Space tug IEST is put back to AESO 

9. Spacecraft MS-S with booster module BM-S delivered the crew to TMK-S 

10. Spacecraft MS-ST with test engineers returned to the Earth 

11. TMK-S performs a yearlong circumsolar spaceflight in HCO keeping its position at 

Lagrangian point 

12. Yearlong spaceflight of TMK-S is over, the crew returned to the Earth 

13. TMK-S with space tug IEST is transferred to near-Moon orbit for cooperation with 

Martian landing complex 
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HEAVY INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT TMK-S 

Its configuration before the launch from AESO to Lagrangian point L1 in HCO 

 
Fig.7.1 

 

HEAVY INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT TMK-S.  
Its maximal configuration at Lagrangian point L1 in HCO 

 
Fig.7.2 

 

Assembly mechanics are assembling solar 

concentrators in AESO 

Booster module BM-S that 

launches TMK-S from AESO to 

Lagrangian point L1 in HCO 

Heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK-S for 

yearlong circumsolar spaceflight in HCO 

Assembly module. Remains 

mounted during the 

spaceflight 

Manned spacecraft MS-S intended for 

carrying assembly mechanics. Separates 

before TMK-S is launched from AESO 

Test engineers prepare the 

spacecraft for a yearlong 

spaceflight 
 

Cargo spacecraft. Separates before the flight Manned spacecraft MS-

S. Delivers TMK-S crew. 

Remains mounted during 

the spaceflight 

Manned spacecraft MS-ST. Delivers test 

engineers. Separates before the flight in HCO 

begins 
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HEAVY INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT TMK-S.  
Its configuration during a yearlong spaceflight in HCO 

 
Fig.7.3 

 

MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS FOR INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS.  

Different configurations 

 
Fig.8 

Re-entry capsule with a vernier 

thruster. Separates from TMK 

after IEST docking and returns to 

the Earth in an unmanned mode 

 

Martian manned rocket and space system MMRSS for 

the mission to Mars before its start from AESO 

Manned space system MSS-S intended for the 

interplanetary spaceflight of TMK-S and booster 

module BM-S 
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SCENARIO OF THE MISSION TO MARS 

 
Fig.9 
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Appendix 3. Application to General Director of United Rocket and Space 

Corporation I.A.Komarov on problem of government management of 

manned space programs 
 

The previous letter dated addressed to you contained the information on the present state of 

Russian astronautics but did not submit any specific proposals. Upon the recommendations of 

your associates, let me submit to you the specific proposals on the development of manned 

astronautics. 

We have been flying to space stations for 40 years, and another 5-10 years will lead to 

complete degradation of Russian astronautics. If we carry out a lunar mission 50-60 years 

after the Americans, this will only show that Russia is a total nothing as a space power. 

Promises to establish lunar bases and perform landing on Mars after 2050 can seem exciting 

only to school students. 

Soviet interplanetary program conceived by K.E.Tsiolkovskiy, developed by 

S.P.Korolev, M.K.Tikhonravov, approved by two Governmental Decrees in 1959 and 

1960 and the President of the USSR Academy of Sciences M.V.Keldysh in 1962, was 

conducted successfully. Speaking at large meetings in 1969, M.V.Keldysh was confident 

that “… we would be able to launch a manned Mars satellite using two launch vehicles 

in 1975”. 

I participated in the development of our first manned program and saw its further 

transformation. It contained three milestones: first ever spaceflight, interplanetary spaceflight 

and manned exploration of planets. In summer 1962, S.P.Korolev submitted his project of the 

manned mission to Mars to M.V.Keldysh’s group of experts. The project included: – boost 

from AESO to Mars using liquid propellant, – aerodynamic braking for transfer to its satellite 

orbit,    – closed-cycle life support system. 

However, the mission to Mars was not supposed to be performed in the nearest future. Its 

development enabled to refine requirements to the rocket and spacecraft and make the main 

conclusion: heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK intended for carrying astronauts to Mars 

and back, regardless of the mission layout and engine types, should be developed and tried 

out: on the ground using its mockup, on AESO as a heavy space station and in interplanetary 

space launching TMK to Lagrangian point between the Earth and the Sun using N1 rocket. 

All criticisms concerning N1 had been accommodated by 1975. TMK life support systems 

were tested at IMBP on TMK mockup with simulated conditions of interplanetary flight. In 

the name of lunar program termination and for their personal benefits, S.P.Korolev’s ex-

colleagues and the head institute destroyed the Soviet interplanetary program in 1974. 

Defining the prospects of astronautics at present says, those involved in the destruction, 

suggest any programs but not the one planned by S.P.Korolev. Since then there have been 

no attempts to resume S.P.Korolev’s project, i.e. to develop TMK for interplanetary 

missions with liquid propellant propulsion. Interplanetary missions have been deliberately 

made dependant on the development of electric propulsion tugs. 

To make correct decisions today, it is of critical importance to understand the motives and 

circumstances of the destruction of our interplanetary program in 1974. Analysis of these 

motives and circumstances, which I hope I have made objectively, is given in my “Note” 

dated December 09, 2014. The matter is described in detail in the book “S.P.Korolev’s 

Martian Project”, which I would like to give to you. 

The fact that Vice Premier D.O.Rogozin entrusted Roscosmos with elaborations on the 

development of Russian space station brings hope that the situation may change in favor of 

the interplanetary program. After Yu.A.Gagarin’s flight into near-Earth space, the next step is 
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a manned mission to interplanetary space but not to lunar bases or Mars. You are among those 

who can turn the works in the right direction. Taking into consideration the Vice Prime 

Minister’s instructions, we propose: 

1. Manned mission to Mars should be referred to as a promising national challenge of 

Russia. The mission should be based on the concept developed at Design Bureau 1 (DB-

1) under S.P.Korolev’s supervision in accordance with the Decrees of the USSR Council 

of Ministers dated 1959, 1960 and approved by an inter-agency commission headed by 

M.V.Keldysh in 1962. 

2. The nearest task for Russian astronautics should be the development of a heavy 

interplanetary spacecraft TMK for manned yearlong flight in a heliocentric orbit, with the 

spacecraft located at Lagrangian point between the Earth and the Sun. Flight tests of TMK 

should be performed at Russian space station in artificial Earth satellite orbit (AESO). 

3. RSC Energia should be the head agency for the development of TMK and programs of 

manned spaceflights. 

4. The development of manned programs including those with electric propulsion tugs in the 

near-Earth space should be excluded from responsibilities of TsNIIMash. 

5. A design group of 12-15 specialists should be established at RSC Energia. It should consist 

of specialists experienced in interplanetary and manned programs. The group should be 

subordinated to the head of Roscosmos. A leading designer of the interplanetary space system 

should be appointed. 

6. By … 2016, the group should develop the following: 

- concept of a heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK and technical requirements for tools and 

means of preparation and performance of an interplanetary mission taking “Technical 

requirements specification for preliminary design works estimating the possibility of 

development of a manned liquid propellant space system intended for manned interplanetary 

mission” as a basis (draft version of technical requirements specification has been prepared 

and handed over to your associates). 

- Proposals on the list of developers of interplanetary space system components according to 

the structural diagram of the space system (fig.5 in Technical requirements specification). 

- Strategy of Russian astronautics development with the following stages: 

2015 – development of ТМК project; 

2015-2018 – production and independent try-out of its components; 

2018-2020 – ground try-out on ТМК-N; 

2020-2022 – flight and development testing on ТМК-Z (on AESO); 

2023-2025  – ТМК-S flight around the Sun at Largangian point;  

2025-2026 – flight of ТМК-S from Lagrangian point to the near-Moon orbit using electric 

propulsion;   

2024-2026 – try-out of lunar landing of a Martian spacecraft; 

2025-2030 – mission to Mars on ТМК-E. 

7. Proposals on the development of “Research and Production Association for Interplanetary 

Manned Missions” should be prepared. The Association should include S.A.Lavochkin 

Research and Production Association (responsible for the mission in general), RSC Energia 

(responsible for heavy interplanetary spacecraft TMK), Research and Production Association 

Molniya (development of TMK atmospheric braking system), Institute for Biomedical 

Problems (life support system for the interplanetary mission). 

8. Expedience of cooperation with PRC should be considered in terms of application of lunar 

landing spacecrafts to the mission to Mars. 
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9. Technical requirements specification should be sent to relevant universities to be used for 

students’ design projects. Arrangements with the administration of MAI and Bauman MSTU 

have been made. 

Works on the project will put together the developments, separate principal and 

supplementary works, unambiguously define the family of launch vehicles and outline the 

structure of ground facilities at Vostochny Cosmodrome. Besides, the structure of the space 

branch correspondent to the structure of engineering system will be built, clear and equally 

efficient funding of all participants will be provided. 

Regardless of the status of the Russian space station, I consider it feasible to address a 

proposal to the universities to consider entrusting students with some works specified in 

technical requirements for TMK in winter semester of 2015. 
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List of abbreviations 

AESO – artificial Earth satellite orbit 

AM – assembly module 

BAS – braking aerodynamic shield 

BM – booster rocket module 

BRC – booster rocket complex 

BRM – booster rocket module 

CBEM – closed biological engineering 

module 

CC – crew compartment 

CS – cargo spacecraft for communications 

with TMK 

EB – equipment bay 

EF – engineering facilities 

GTC – ground testing complex 

HCO – heliocentric orbit 

IEST – interorbital, reusable, electric 

propulsion space tug 

IMBP – Institute for Biomedical Problems  

IMCS – interplanetary mission control 

system 

IRS – interplanetary rocket system 

LS – launch system 

LV – launch vehicle 

MarS – Martian spacecraft 

MCC – mission control center 

MLC – Martian landing complex 

MMRSS – Martian manned rocket and 

space system 

MMSS – Martian manned space system 

MOS – Martian orbital system 

MRSS–IM – manned rocket and space 

system for interplanetary missions 

MS – manned spacecraft for 

communications with TMK 

MSS – manned space system 
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MS–ST – manned spacecraft intended for 

delivery of test engineers 

OM – orbital module 

RC – re–entry capsule 

RSC Energia – Rocket and Space 

Corporation Energia 

RSS – rocket and space system 

S – for near–solar space missions 

TMK – heavy interplanetary spacecraft 

(Russian abbreviation) 

TsNIIMash – Central Research Institute of 

Machine Building (Russian abbreviation) 

VT – vernier thruster 

WM – work module 

Z – for near-Earth missions 
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Project of Russian program on technology development  

of prospective space tethers applications 

A.V. Danilenko, K.S. Elkin, S.C. Lyagushina  

Stefanovskiy street, 3, Shchelkovo, Moscow Region, 141103, Russia 

Abstract. One of prospective direction to use rocket and space technique, based on advanced 

technologies, is use of orbital tether systems for execution of many scientific and applied tasks (space 

debris destruction, transport operations, SC servicing, studies of the Earth’ atmosphere upper layers, 

and many others).  Phase of experimental in-flight verification is under realization at the modern stage 

of Orbital Tether System (OTS) development. Realized Space Experiments (SE) and theoretical 

studies allow begin wide use of space tethers advantages.   

Key words: orbital, tether systems, space tethers. 

Introduction part 

Existed gap in realization of SE with tethers in our country would be eliminated by proposal 

and subsequent implementation of the step-by-step program on considered advanced space 

technology development. 

Paper consists of the program draft, which is based on Russian scientists’ in-depth theoretical 

studies and on experience of participation in ESA tether SE “YES-2”.  

For five stages of the program (time-table of realization – up to 2040) – goals and tasks have 

been defined, as well as destinations of proposed scientific studies and developments.    

Versions of OTS’ basic objects, and special aggregates, their possible characteristics are 

under consideration.  

Many variants of space tethers utilization imply step-by-step transition from “simple” tasks, 

which could be executed on basis of small spacecrafts (nano-satellites), to more complicated 

ones, which require operations of multi-used winches, that implies growth of the system’ 

mass and sizes, and, correspondingly, OTS’ basic objects with increased mass.  

Final stage of the space tethers technologies development program is targeted on the 

technologies “ordinary/nominal” use in content of prospective manned (or man-tended) space 

complexes.  

Main part 

Orbital tethered systems (OTS) are “facilities”, which allow to execute many applied 

astronautics tasks in more effective manner, comparing traditional methods. Orbital tethers 

are formed separate branch in prospective technologies, their utilization gives possibility to 

solve certain problems, which are hard for any others methods (such as: upper atmosphere 

layers study, prospective models of spacecraft’s capsules tests, synchronous measurements of 

electromagnetic emissions’, magnetic and gravitational fields’ characteristics in different 

points and so on).  

Modern stage of the OTS development is devoted to technology verification. Space 

experiments (SE) under carrying out and theoretical studies give the possibility to implement 

space tethers advantages in wide range of applications.  

Now the only space tethers experiment with participation of Russian scientists, specialists and 

students is the «YES-2» (2007), which was carried out under aegis of the European Space 

Agency. But exactly in our country the idea to use tethered systems in space was proposed by 

K.E.Tsiolkovsky, and the priority theoretical studies on OTS flight dynamics had been 
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fulfilled [1-5]. There were several attempts to eliminate Russian gap in technology 

verification by tethered SE proposals in past Scientific and Technology Demonstration 

Programs (STDP), but all of them were unsuccessful (owing to different reasons). At the 

present stage of the OTS development the goal to prepare multi-staged program on OTS 

development and utilization is clear target. The program shall be based on selection and 

rationale of experiments’ primary tasks, what is targeted on scientific and technologies 

backlog creation. In future this will ensure transition to OTS applications as obligatory service 

subsystem of prospective spacecrafts. 

“Simple” space experiment with OTS is necessary for the first stage of the program. Its goals are 

justification of elaborated mathematical models, the OTS dynamics analysis, and verification of 

non-complicated versions of special aggregates for tether deployment and subsequent in-orbit 

functioning. The space experiment “TROS-MGTU” is fully conformed to assigned goals.  

The next (second) stage of teetered technologies utilization program must be already not 

educative SE (where the experience on development of special devices and the experiment 

preparation is mark of success), but SE on base of existed spacecraft (or one under 

development) – e.g. a spacecraft belonged to type of “Chibis-V” or PS-2). For this stage it is 

expedient to develop special devices for tether controlled deployment, taking as a basis non-

complicated law for deployment process (for example, the relay law); to verify in-orbit tether 

deployment and functioning; to analyze the OTS possible application as drag tool for “space 

debris” de-orbiting. To realize these tasks the small spacecrafts (SSC) – including nano-

satellites - are the most suitable means as the OTS basic object. The SSC low cost, simple 

structure, many-satellite constellation in many projects under development give possibility to 

reduce “cost” of the SE failure (a device malfunction, OTS “lost of link” etc.), and to repeat 

the OTS experiment after failure analysis and their causes elimination.   

Program for the third stage of tethered technologies development and in-space verification 

may contain several sub-stages, corresponded to different applications in practice 

(transportation, a spacecraft service operations, an Electrodynamic Tethered System (EDTS) 

modes in movement and generator regimes, and others).  

Each variant of orbital tethers needs in preliminary demonstration (in spaceflight conditions) 

of special aggregates and certain operations, which are useful for the OTS task execution).  

The next (the fourth) stage of the program will be the OTS use as an ordinary subsystem 

onboard prospective spacecrafts, that ensures many tasks execution in more effective manner. 

Possible multiple use of the OTS onboard the same space object/spacecraft requires fulfillment 

certain operations in cyclic manner, and – as a consequence – possibility to deploy and to twist 

tether many times. A winch, which is capable to execute this task, should be developed, tested 

and verified in spaceflight conditions at the past stage of the OTS development.  

During all program stages - scientific and research investigations (S&RI) should be 

coordinated with projects development (P&D) and should give necessary data, which are 

based upon scientific studies (spaceflight dynamics problems’ theoretical investigations 

results, proposals of optimal control law for tether’s deployment-coiling, design searches on 

elements of OTS). It is necessary to develop spaceflight schedule and special aggregates, 

capable to fulfill all spaceflight tasks.      

Many possible applications of space tethers are required step-by-step transition from “simple” 

tasks, execution of which are possible on basis of (SSC), to more complicated ones, which 

need in multi-used winches. It requires growth of an OTS’ mass and sizes, and therefore 

growth of a Basic Object’s mass.     

The final (fifth) stage of the program on OTS applications implies their ordinary involvement 

in content of prospective manned (or man-tended) space complexes.  
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The following are summary data on the intended goals and objectives to be pursued at 

different stages of space tether technologies development, as well as possible special 

apparatus and tethered object characteristics. 

First stage   (2012-2017) 

The purpose of works is first national scientific and educational SE aims to  confirm 

developed mathematical models of OTS motion, as well as the feasibility of tether controlled  

deployment and  separation of tether system. 

As a part scientific researches (SR&I) at this stage, flight dynamics OTS is analyzed at all 

stages of SE, simulation software is developed for control unit operation in tether module. 

Dare training tasks for undergraduate and graduate students.  

During P&D, the equipment elaborated for tethered module and the ground stand for testing 

of tether system deployment and of winding thread on a spool as well as can be implemented. 

As the base object it is supposed to use transport and cargo transportation vehicle (CTV) 

"Progress". Tethered object (TO) weight is 25 kg, tether length is 5 km. Tether module includes 

reel with tether, control unit, spring pusher and end body. Flight of tether (SE duration) is of 

several dozen of orbits. Relative motion mode involves librations with amplitude of about 30°. 

Separation of system occurs through the cutting tether in the tether module. 

Second stage  (2014-2018) 

Objective of the stage is the national tether SE based on scientific SSC (nano-  microsatellite), 

testing of special equipment and OTS preparation for regular use with this class of BO.  

R&D process is focused on the set of mathematical models (and codes) for different stages of 

SE, on analysis of various variants and definition optimal one for control of tether 

deployment, on the study of the OTS objects spaceflight dynamics, on analysis of program 

execution for this SE. 

The task of P&D is  taking in mind the mass and sizes limitations, development and ground 

tests of tether\ deployment and cutting (with help of special aggregates test-bed). 

It assumes to use small SSC as BO, for example, nanosatellite of PS-2 type [6,7]. Tether 

length D = 0.5 ÷ 2 km, circular orbit of BO has an amplitude H ~ 400 km. 

The purpose of tether system deployment is deorbit optimization after completing the main 

mission of nano-microsatellite. Longitude of SE carrying out will be more than half of year 

(till to re-entry in dense layers of atmosphere). 

Third stage  (2018-2025 гг.) 

The purpose of this phase is realization of complex works on tethered SE, what will lay 

foundation for subsequent ordinary use of OTS in different applications, such as: 

- transportation (in-orbit injection and de-orbiting, transfer between different orbits); 

- service operations for certain SC or their constellations; 

- EDTS use (in motion or generator modes); 

- study of the Earth upper atmosphere; 

- the Earth remote sensing (RC); 

- synchronous monitoring of electromagnetic emissions, magnetic and gravitational 

fields study in remote points, etc. 

At R&D stage program complex is developed, mathematical modelling of several phases of 

tether SE is carried out including selection of laws for deployment control, studied of a 
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tethered system winching process  (stability analysis), studied of the OTS objects spaceflight 

dynamics,  the results of the experiment are analyzed.  

As part of P&D, ground stands and special apparatus are developed (including multi-used 

winches), which meet the selected control laws and implement SE program. 

Scientific SSC ("Chibis", PS-2, «Roy», etc.) can be used as BO, as well as THC "Progress" 

(for multi-used winches testing). For transportation and maintenance a non-conductive tether 

is recommended: diameter d = 0.3 ÷ 1 mm, length D = 3 ÷ 30 km. Conductive tether is 

preferable for EDTS deploying: d = 0.5 ÷ 2.5 mm, D = 0.5 ÷ 2 km, with hollow cathodes as 

contactor device. Equipment for current-voltage characteristics record is on tethered object. 

Fourth stage  (2024 – 2040) 

The aim of this phase is implementation of ordinary  use of OTS use in content of prospective 

SC, which are designated for scientific and applied tasks and for missions, verified during 

stages # 2 and 3 (transportation, space debris removal, EDTS use and so on). 

R&D devoted to feasibility study OTS ordinary use onboard prospective SC to target on 

assigned goals, study of the OTS objects spaceflight dynamics at different stages of flight and 

to analysis of SE results in part of OTS functions verification. 

The aim of P&D is modernization of special aggregates verified samples (during stages #2 

and 3), which will be installed onboard |Basic Objects (prospective SC) and development of 

test facilities and carrying out ground tests. 

As BO, the advanced SSC are assumed for solving different tasks: transportation, 

maintenance, RS, creating of artificial gravity, etc. 

Fifth stage  (2026 -  2040) 

The goal of this stage is in the ordinary use of tether technology consisting of prospective 

manned (or man-tended) Orbital Stations (OS) and SC.  

Scientific research work will be carried out according to the directions of movement analysis 

of a complex system according to selected laws of control, flight dynamics BO, taking into 

account the feasibility and parrying contingencies for manned SC (OS) at all stages of the 

OTS development. 

At P&D stage is intended for development of OTS special aggregates, basing on variants, 

which would be verified at previous stages as well as the modernization of ground test-beds. 

Full-scale (large-sized) SC and OS, both manned and man-tended, can be used as basic 

objects. Presence crew-members requires special conditions of safety. Only many-times 

verified samples of OTS special aggregates will be used. It is awaited that cosmonauts will 

participate in preliminary works before tether deployments, and in monitoring for tether 

systems functioning. 

Concluding part 

Some stages of the draft program for the development of space tether technology have already 

started. Particularly, SE "Tether-MSTU" is in the final stages of development. Research and 

development work on creation of nano-microsatellite PS-2 with orbital tether system acting as 

antenna and drag-control facility is performed [6-8]. The successful implementation of the 

first phases of the project will provide an opportunity for program development and 

implementation of national SCs followed by ordinary use of tether technology in space. 
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Forecasting of space activity on manned astronautics 
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Abstract. The article considers the problems of forecasting of manned space technology for the next 10-15 

years on the basis of the extension of existing technologies which serve as a technical basis for conducting 

scientific research and experimental design works for further studies. It presents results of research on the 

feasibility of building space vehicles weighing approximately 20 tons. It is also shown that a permanent 

near Earth orbital station should become an orbital technical center in the coming decades. 

Key words: manned cosmonautics, technology, progress, design. 

Introduction 

The forecasting of advanced technology for a short period of 10–15 years is based upon the 

extension of existing technologies which serve as a technical basis for preliminary project and 

experimental design works. In addition to the prolongation results, the basis for a medium-

term prediction (20–30 years) is provided by scientific research and design-exploratory 

development based on the use of a significant amount of innovative technical solutions 

mainly used on Earth and to be applied for operation in orbit [1–12]. 

Initial statements 

In problems of forecasting near Earth manned space vehicles the following components are 

also under consideration: inflatable constructions of large volumes (over 10
3
m

3
) [8], systems 

of constant artificial gravity, medical modules with short-arm centrifuges to ensure an 

acceleration level of 1g, power systems based on nuclear reactors, robotic devices for the use 

inside and outside of manned vehicles, green houses for ensuring the crew with food and 

oxygen (partly) and providing a comfortable stay of astronauts. 

The driving force behind the progress of manned space exploration are new important tasks 

which are set by the increasing demands of humanity and the progress of terrestrial and space 

technology, in general. Thus, greenhouses, medical modules, simulated gravity are the basic 

needs of astronauts in comfort, the large space volumes (thousands of m
3 

) – the wish of 

tourists to «swim» in weightlessness without a fear of «getting lost» in space. The appearance 

of expensive telescopes(the «Hubble») and multi-satellite systems, such as the GLONASS 

constellation, requires maintenance in orbit [8]. Therefore, the Earth orbital station should 

become an orbital technical center (OTC) similar to car service centers in the coming decades. 

Apart from living, medical and other habitation modules the OTC will include storage tanks of 

fuel for inter orbital vehicles, docking ports for such vehicles and workshops for their 

maintenance; assembly rigs for the repair of large constructions and emergency automated 

spacecraft of great complexity and cost, delivered by the inter orbital vehicles. In a short time the 

OTC will be in demand for interplanetary expeditionary complexes, especially for conducting 

lunar missions using launch vehicles with a payload capacity of 75 tons. Thus, very tentatively 

one can consider that the conceptual design of such stations by the year 2050 will be presented in 

two modifications – one is for a period of 2025–2040, and the other is for 2041–2070.  

Inseparable from the OTC project design and its tasks are space vehicles, which are essential 

for communication with the Earth, i.e. the transportation of astronauts and payloads on the 
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route «Earth-OTC-Earth». An increasing OTC crew number due to the increase in complexity 

of tasks will require the empowerment of transport vehicles – a passenger-carrying capacity of 

5-6 people, a payload capacity for delivering cargo of 5-10 tons to the OTC, and returning 

loads of up to 3 tons back to the Earth. Therefore, the dimensionality of launch vehicles will 

be increasing. Studies show that the existing «Soyuz» and «Progress» launch vehicles are 

reasonable to be replaced by vehicles weigh in ground 20 tons. 

Operating in the near-Earth space will require space vehicles for technical maintenance of 

unmanned spacecraft (USC). Such vehicles will be able to dock with cooperative and 

uncooperative objects, replace failed scientific apparatus and support systems, and replenish 

consumable materials. If necessary, they will be capable of delivering emergency USC to the 

OTC and transferring failed and outdated spacecraft (SC) to disposal orbits. These vehicles 

will be transported via tugs driven by engines of different types in dependence to the given 

task. Most operational vehicles (in terms of delivery rates) are liquid-propellant rockets 

(LPR). With an acceleration of 10 мs
-2  

an LPR will be able to go into an elliptical orbit with 

any apogee altitude within tens of seconds, where its acceleration burn will then transfer it 

into a circular orbit of the same height. Apart from operational efficiency in solving tasks, 

such speeds of movement reduce the duration of stay of astronauts in radiation zones, which 

is favorable for the life of astronauts. However, LPRs are known for their high propellant 

consumption, and are unfavorable in terms of economic cost. 

Conversely, more economical in terms of fuel consumption in this case are nuclear tugs due to 

their greater specific impulse of 800 sec. But such engines are also associated with 

environmental concerns both on Earth (when creating, testing, and transporting to the orbit), 

and in space in consequence of irradiating not only the crew, but also the cargo. Therefore, 

they have not received development yet. 

Finally, electric propulsion engines (EPEs) are considered to be the most economically viable 

alternative. Their specific thrust can be by an order greater than the LPR’s. Thus, the fuel 

consumption of these engines is much lower for the formation of the same specific thrust than 

that of an LPR. Unfortunately, these engines are peculiar with a significant disadvantage, too– 

their small quantities of thrust, which leads to the smaller acceleration of the vehicle. Thus, 

when accelerating at a rate of 10
-3

ms
-2

it will require 2-3 months to «get» to the Earth-Moon 

libration point orbits. So, the ultimate scope of using tugs with EREs is the transportation of 

cargo which does not require agility.  

In addition to the above mentioned orbital space vehicles, OSC-T-ISS-type automatic cargo 

spacecraft [6] (i.e. high-elliptical spacecraft for the manufacture of products requiring high 

vacuum and extremely low overloads) will also dock to the OTC. There they will «deliver» 

their «products» (crystals, bio materials), receive raw materials for the production, fill up 

consumable materials, and then «set off» back to their initial orbits for further work. 

Finally, as mentioned above, the OTC will also gather expeditionary complexes. From there 

they will start, there they will be returning partly, or in full membership in perspective. Apart 

from prolongation and new orbital systems, long-term forecasting (50 ÷ 100 years) also uses 

expected discoveries. Thus, in the energy sector – it is orbital nuclear reactors with up to 30 

megawatt of power if engineering construction is technically perfect one, followed by 

thermonuclear installations based on deuterium or even He
3
; in materials – fibrous structures 

of high-strength long crystals; in medicine – chemicals preventing damage of genetic 

structures caused by radiation; in management – intelligent systems based on miniature 

supercomputers and a dense field of sensors on all systems of launch vehicles and spaceships; 

in transport –cable systems of acceleration and deceleration of spacecraft and even space 

elevators; in engine building – EREs with a thrust of each engine of a few kilograms and the 

specific thrust of 10 000 sec. Hence, the appearance of space technology will change 
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substantially in the direction of a greater efficiency, miniaturization, trouble-free operating, 

and safety of astronauts. In time, orbital stations (OTCs) will be set around the Moon and 

Mars; and eventually, settlements will be built on the Moon; and base stations – on Mars. 

Then spaceships will increase their weight to up to 40 tons, and will descend into the 

atmospheres of the Earth and Mars at rates significantly greater than the parabolic. 

Autonomous measuring equipment and motion control centers will be built near and on the 

Moon and Mars. Expeditionary complexes will go to the satellite systems of Jupiter and 

Saturn, not to mention asteroids and comets.  

Even more attractive is to forecast for a period of 200÷300 years. First of all, the ultimate 

image of space exploration becomes clarified, which inspires the humanity to open new 

horizons of possibilities. Secondly, it stimulates research work in the right direction. Of 

course, at this time everything will be based on new and currently hardly predictable 

discoveries. For example, gravitational and biological matter is not generated by a substance 

or living beings, but in fact exists in interrelation with each other and electromagnetic matter, 

being «a progenitor» of matter and protein. This implies technical solutions that are still 

difficult to fit into the consciousness of a modern human, and they are truly tremendous: 

gravitational engines with accelerations of up to 10
10

ms
-2

, superluminal speeds of movement 

of spaceships, gravitational compensation of overloads of up to 10
5
 quantities [3], data 

transmission at rates higher than 10
50 

ms
-1

, operative production of materials with necessary 

properties, artificial intelligence of robots, «data sticks» to increase the efficiency of human 

thinking, unlimited human lifespan [4, 13–17]. That is when the humanity will think of self-

preservation in the universe, the fire-breathing vibrant, and yet so difficult to predict alma 

mater. In fact, it is known (due to the «Hubble»), that half of all the Yellow stars (and our Sun 

is one, as well) have already burned its fuel (H2) and «imploded» into Dwarfs (Brown or 

White). First, Yellow stars «became swollen» to the size of the Earth's orbit (becoming Red 

giant stars), and then «imploded» to the size of hundreds of kilometers. They burned 

everything «in their way» after and virtually ceased to glow upon becoming dwarfs. This 

means that life on the surrounding planets was destroyed. Luckily, our Sun is still living, and 

something positively (in our perspective) distinguishes it from the «imploded» stars. 

Nevertheless, it too will explode so on (by cosmological standards), no later than in three 

billion years, when all the Yellow stars will «implode» completely. 

Unfortunately, we do not know when our Sun will «implode» exactly - in a year, a century, a 

millennium, millions or billions of years? In this regard, the humanity will start to give it the 

most attention trying to predict the time of its collapse. For this purpose, it will not only 

increase the effectiveness of monitoring all the processes on the solar «surface» (using all 

wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation, high spatial resolution and sensitivity), but also 

closely monitor all the observable yellow dwarf stars trying to «catch» the process of 

transition of at least one of them into a Red giant star itself, as well as external manifestations 

prior to this process. Assuming that in the affected period the gravitational technology (to 

generate gravitational matter, accept its perturbations, and «illuminate» the matter all the way 

through to stars) will be mastered and applied, then the problem of forecasting the collapse of 

the Sun will be significantly simplified. Let's assume that its collapse time is defined. If it is a 

rather remote star (thousands, millions, and even billions of years) the humanity will continue 

to live «peacefully». But if it is tens and hundreds of years, then the mankind will «shudder» 

and forget of anything else (be that political or economic feuds). It will begin to seek asylum 

and ways to escape from the imminent appearance of a red giant star, followed by a Dwarf.  

The Moon could be this asylum. Its solid crust with a thicknesses of up to 150 km, low 

temperature gradient in the depth (2° C per km), minor seismicity and closeness to the Earth 

make the construction of bellow-surface shelters quite real. Especially, in the 23
rd 

century 
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when the level of economic development of the humanity will be substantially higher, 

compared to now (unless, of course, it will not destroy itself due to a minor (in terms of the 

universe) conflict). Discoveries in the field of physics and biology will play a special role in 

this regard. So, as mentioned above, if the gravitational technology with its powerful and 

heavy engines is one day mastered, then entire cities with the weight of the Earth, water, 

rivers and lakes, meadows and forests, clouds and rainfall can be built above and below the 

surface of the Moon. And these cities will be more comfortable and environmentally friendly 

in comparison with our modern settlements. Tens of millions of people will settle there, and 

thus will begin the colonization of space.  

As for water, there’s plenty of it in the solar system. Without considering its presence in the 

planetary systems of Jupiter and Saturn, as well as in giant planets like Uranus and Neptune, the 

humanity will first focus on more affordable «smaller» objects, such as comets in Jupiter and 

Saturn systems. There are hundreds of them, and each contains millions of tons of water. For its 

extraction special water-carrying space vehicles will be built. They will dock with comets, heat up 

the ice, extract the water through filters into large (~10
4
 m

3
) containers, and then bring it to the 

Moon where it will be merged into reservoirs, and then distributed through pipes to consumers. 

Oxygen may be produced by electrolysis of water, neutral gases - from local raw materials. 

Essentially, it will be the first step of human settlement on celestial bodies.  

Another interesting aspect of using the Moon during the development of gravitational 

technologies is its movement from the Earth. If the thrust of a gravitational engine (or their 

combination distributed uniformly in the crust of the Moon) will be ~10
18

 kg, it will enable it 

to leave the scope of the Earth in a few months and begin autonomous movement around the 

Sun. Leaving the Sun in this case will be very difficult (too much time consuming), not to 

mention flying over to another star in search of a planet resembling our Earth in size, water 

surface, atmosphere, temperature, and continents. This will require an acceleration of  

10
-2

÷10
-1 

ms
-2

 to make such flights relatively short –only several decades in duration. Thus, 

the Moon might be the first interstellar vehicle of the humanity. 

Conclusion remarks 

The excellence of technology (directions were mentioned above) will allow building orbital 

settlements of tens of kilometers in size. They will be able to accommodate hundreds of 

thousands of people. Such settlements will also be capable of making interstellar flights 

within the Galaxy with an acceleration of ~10ms
-2

 and dock to comfortable planets around 

new stars. Ultimately, manned spacecraft of several kilometers in size will be built and a 

population of tens of thousands of people will space travel with an acceleration of up to 

10
5
ms

-2
 (of course, by using gravitational compensation of the overload) [3], both within and 

outside our Galaxy.  

The speed of movement of all space vehicles described above (including the Moon) will be 

much greater than the speed of light, and therefore the journey will not be too long. The issue 

of communication between space vehicles with each other and the Earth will be resolved, 

again, (a guess, but reasonable [14]) by using high (more than 10
50

ms
-1

) speed of propagation 

of perturbations in the gravitational matter. Therefore, presumably by the XXV century, the 

humanity will be living comfortably in many convenient places of our Mega Galaxy. 
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1. Introduction 

Aerospace information systems (ASIS) solve manifold problems of monitoring, including a 

remote sounding of the Earth and ambient space, a detection, a recognition, an estimation of 

parameters of signals and direct route of objects.  

Optical - electronic systems (OES) and radar-tracking systems (RTS) use divers sources of 

radiation in various spectral ranges and are widely applied in channels of getting and 

information processing about objects of supervision an ASIS. 

Raise of resolving capacity of a metering equipment and increase of complexity of structures 

of images demand perfecting of methods of their processing at making of systems of detection 

and direct route (SDD) of objects of monitoring an ASIS. Methods of mathematics, physics, 

system engineering are applied at representation of signals and images of a different physical 

nature and in the course of their processing. . The analysis of the thin structure of continuous 

and discrete images in the SDD is carried out on the basis of a functional analysis with use not 

only theories of sets and mappings. The apparatus of the theory of mathematical structures 

and categories [1–19] is applied at study of common properties of relations between 

mathematical objects (sets) with not definite nature. 

2. Mathematical structures 

Mathematical structure is defined by relations of elements of set (it is the standard 

characteristic of structure) and system of axioms of structure [1-3]. Group of mathematicians 

(Nicolas Bourbaki) have represented mathematics as hierarchy of the structures going from 

simple to complex and from general to particular [4]. Three levels of structures are 

considered. 

1. The basic (generating) structures of mathematics represent the basic types of the 

connections defining structures of sets: 

 in algebraic structures collection of operations and relations are given on sets among 

which it is possible to highlight out the composition law; 

 in topological structures connections are given by limiting process with definition of 

concepts of a neighbourhood, a continuity, a limit; 

 in structures of an order of connection are given by ordering relations. 
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2. Complex mathematical structures include combinations of generating structures and 

axioms connecting them. An example: the algebraic topology considers point sets of space 

with topological structures and algebraic operations over elements of sets. 

3. Particular mathematical structures include sets with quite definite properties, as for 

example, in a differential geometry. 

The mathematical theory of structures allows transfer mathematical concept of structure on 

real systems as any real system represents set. N. Bourbaki give formalized description of 

mathematical structure which principal problem to define a kind of such structure and to make 

possible comparison of structures. More general concept of structure [5] doesn't allow to 

characterize and to detail varieties of structures. 

3. Category-functor representation of object of supervision 

The mathematical object unlike the real is considered as abstract object at which definition its 

title and the enumeration of properties are set (usually in the form of the list of axioms). Any 

mathematical object which properties are consistent, is considered admissible and existing. 

The mathematical object arises at idealization of real object, generalization or addition of 

other mathematical object or selection from it. In category constructions objects can be 

represented as arbitrary sets (a category of sets, a category of binary relations of sets) or as 

sets with additional structure of this or that space (a category linear, metric, topological, etc. 

spaces). 

Formation of the continuous complete image of object of supervision is the major from the 

point of view of mathematics in the course of the decision of problems category 

representations and processing of structures of images. This image is considered as outcome 

of passages to the limit and transformations geometrical and power spaces of the real physical 

world at formation of continuous sequences of structures of images (fundamental sequences 

and topological structures) [3, 9, 20]. 

The category [1, 2, 6] consists from:  

 objects A, B, C, D, …;  

 morphism b, c, d, e, f … a kind b: A→B; here object A - has begun (source), object B - 

the extremity (designation) of a morphism;  

 compositions (products) of morphism: for pair b: A→B and d: B→C the composition 

of morphism d b: A→C is defined.  

Two properties are thus assumed carried out:  

 the composition of morphism is associative: (d b) f = d (b f);  

 for each object, for example, A the given category there is an identical morphism 

(local unit) A1 : A→A. 

At category approach objects and morphism can be considered as elements of mathematical 

constructs, not attributing it of in advance any special properties. The basic idea of physical 

interpretation category constructs consists in mathematical representation of physical objects 

category objects and representation of physical processes category morphism. Internal 

language of the given category allows to use in physics the logical systems, which properties 

depend from a described physical reality, just as it is made with geometry in a general 

relativity theory (where local curvature of space - time is defined by such physical parameter 

as intensity of a gravitational field in the given domain) [7]. 

At image formation, its processing and an estimation of parameters of object the metering of 

distances (metric) are made between points and elements both the object, and its image. It 

leads to consideration of category K of metric spaces (Met) [9, 20]. In this category objects 
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A, B, C, D are metric spaces; morphism b, c, d, e there are continuous maps. Compositions of 

morphism are compositions of continuous maps. Objects of this category represent geometric 

A and power B metric spaces of scalar field in 3-dimensional real physical space 3
R . In 2-

dimensional space of image 2
R  objects of a category represent geometric D and power C 

metric spaces of scalar field. Morphism b : A→B и e : D→C represent continuous spatial-

power maps. From the mathematical point of view the real represented object defines its 

function of intensity B(X, Y, Z), values of scalar field of brightness in coordinate system 

OXYZ. The image defines function of intensity E(y, z), values of scalar field of power 

parameter (for example, brightnesses) in a plane of the image an ASIS [8]. Morphism c : 

A→D и d : B→C  : A→D and g : B→C represent accordingly continuous spatial and power 

maps. 

The morphism c : A→D realizes spatial (geometric) projective transformation and map of 

object of supervision from 3-dimensional real physical space (object A of a category) in 2-

dimensional space of the image (a numerical plane of object D of a category). A morphism d : 

B→C implements power non-linear map from object B of a category of values of scalar field 

of brightnesses of object of supervision in object C of a category of values of scalar field of 

intensities of illumination of the image. 

The category diagram represents arbitrary combination of any objects and any morphism in 

the same category which connect these objects [6]. The diagram of category K is called as 

commutative, if for its objects A and C and divers paths b, d and c, e equality of compositions 

of morphism: d b = e c it is carried out. 

The metric space represents pair (M, d) from set M and function d: M X M→R which to each 

pair of points x and y puts in conformity a number (metric) d (x, y) (distance between x 

and y). Thus axioms of positivity, symmetry and a triangle inequality should be carried out. If 

(M, d) there is a full metric space in which each fundamental sequence (Cauchy) has a limit, 

and X there is a subset in M, then (X, d) itself is metric space. Subsets X in 3
R  and in 2

R  

(geometrical spaces) and in R (power spaces) are compact when they are closed and limited. 

The limited subset X is contained in any cube, a square or a section of size R [9]. 

Set K (M) designates combination of all nonempty compact subsets in M. Then distance 

between two subsets X and Y it is possible to determine so that K (M) was also metric space. 

Such distance d (X, Y) is Hausdorff distance. If metric space is full (accordingly compactly), 

space K (M) too is full (accordingly compactly) [1, 9, 10]. 

Real channels of getting and a data processing about objects of supervision an ASIS have a 

final resolving capacity that determines to discretization of a plane of the image and its 

representation in the form of the mesh 2-dimensional ordered discrete final set of points 

(pixels) of the image. Quantization of a range of values of scalar field of power parameter 

optical-electronic and / or radar-tracking image in a plane of the image SDD an ASIS with 

definition of a finite number of possible values of function of intensity forms an array of the 

image of object of supervision for digital processing. 

The supply with information accompanies process of making of systems of metering an ASIS, 

and leans against on modeling. Modeling ensures an impartial assessment of effectiveness of 

worked out engineering solutions. Discrete imitating spatially-power modeling is realized in 

practice and based on discrete representation in the form of final point sets of models of 

objects of supervision and an enclosing background [11, 12]. 

As a result the new category of sets (Set) L arises. Its objects are arbitrary final sets; 

morphism there are maps of sets, compositions of morphism are usual compositions of maps, 

local units are identity mappings. 
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Functors (homomorphisms of categories) define mappings of one category in another which 

are matched to structures of categories (save considered operations and / or relations). The 

one-place covariant functor represents pair of mappings of objects (to each object of one 

category a certain object of other category is compared) and morphism (to each morphism of 

one category a certain morphism in other category is compared) which are subordinated to 

conditions of compositions of morphism and local units (identity of morphism). 

The covariance functor from K in L (between K and L) designated F: K →L it is entered [6]: 

 objects in category K  A, B, C, D are compared some objects from category L F(A), 

F(B), F(C), F(D);  

 morphism in category K  b : A→B, e : D→C, c : A→D and d : B→C are compared 

morphism F(b) : F(A)→F(B), F(e) : F(D)→F(C), F(c) : F(A)→F(D) and F(d) : 

F(B)→F(C) in category L. 

Two properties are thus assumed carried out: 

 if compositions of morphism e c and d b make sense, equalities F (e c) = F (e) F (c) 

and F (d b) = F (d) F (b) are carried out;  

 for any object, for example, A categories K equality F( A1 ) = )(1 AF  is carried out. 

Spatially-power characteristics of the image of object of supervision are defined by function 

of intensity (mapping) F (e): F (D) →F (C) for which range of definition Dom F(e) = F (D) 

and set (domain) of values Im F (e) = F (C) are set. It it is possible to name the first version 

category-functor representations of the discrete image. 

4. Theoretical-category a construction of object of supervision 

Objects F (D) and F (C) of categories L  can be considered as a family of its objects in space 

of images. The theoretically-category construct of this family is based on a direct product. 

This product represents the pair (G,{ 1 , 2 }) consisting from descart's product G = F(D) X 

F(C) as object of category L and a family (pair) morphism { 1 : F(D) X F(C)→F(D), 2 : 

F(D) X F(C)→F(C)}. Morphism, participating in this definition, are called as projections [6] 

of object G on "geometric" object F(D) and on "power" object F(C) this category. Mapping 

F(e): F(D)→F(C) generates in product of sets F(D) X F(C) set )(Г F  = {y, z, E(y, z)} which is 

called as the graph. The functional graph of unambiguous map F(e) completely determines 

this mapping and it can be considered as the second version category-functor representations 

of the discrete image of object of supervision [2, 13]. 

Process of decoding (the analysis of a surface of function of intensity) includes algorithms of 

search of point singularities (singular points), angular singularities, etc. on the real image. 

Boundaries of a large gradient of function E (y, z) are highlighted out also domains with 

uniform intensity choke. Analysis process transforms complex object (the initial image) into a 

contour figure [8]. The numerical plane of the image an ASIS exhibits earlier latent 2-

dimensional subsets of points (radius-vectors). These subsets and polygonal lines (domain of 

values of morphism 1 : F(D) X F(C)→F(D) ) characterize geometric structure of the image 

of object and it elements. It is necessary to notice, that at the decision of problems of discrete 

imitating spatially-power modeling [11, 12] the geometric structure of the image of object of 

supervision is exhibited explicitly on a stage of spatial (geometric) projective transformation 

and map of object of supervision F(A) in object F(D) categories L. 
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Family (pair) of projections Cartesian (descart's) products { 1 : F (D) X F (C) →F (D), 2 : F 

(D) X F (C) →F (C)} together with morphism F (c): F (A) →F (D) and F (d): F (B) → F (C) 

are considered and discover practically application at the decision of problems of geometric 

and radiometric power correction of images. 

Product family (pair) of objects of a category of sets L (as well as any other category) 

possesses following property [6] for any object (subset) kG  G = F (D) X F (C), k= 1,2, … 

K and any family pair of morphism { k1 : kG → F(D), k2  : kG → F(C)}. Unique morphism 

k  : kG →F (D) X F (C), k = 1,2, … K makes commutative the diagram of combination of 

objects and morphism which connect objects of a considered category. 

Subsets kG  G = F (D) X F (C), k = 1,2, … K represent images of elements of full image G 

of object of supervision. Direct map F(e) : F(D)→F(C) is single-figure. These subsets are 

functional graphs of elements of the image. 

Subsequent input in a category construct of functors of divers types will allow to realize 

transitions from a category of sets to a category of discrete metric spaces and to categories 

of other types. It opens ways of perfecting of methods of the analysis of the thin structure of 

images of objects of monitoring an ASIS. 

Images of optical-electronic, laser and radar-tracking system of monitoring an ASIS include:  

 images of natural formations on ground (a soil-vegetative cover, channels of the 

rivers, coastal lines, etc.) which can be considered as structural elements of a 

background and as itself objects for research and for direct route (correction of 

trajectories) objects of monitoring an ASIS;  

 images of objects of an artificial origin (objects of supervision and direct route in a 

control an ASIS). 

5. Spatial analysis of objects of supervision  

Analysis of spatial characteristics of images of objects of supervision of a natural and artificial 

origin is carried out in 2-dimensional containing space 2S  of a numerical plane the SDD an ASIS. 

Geometrical structures of a point set of image F (D) object of supervision and its subsets 

(elements) kDF )( , k = 1,2, … K are highlighted out and considered by results of a decoding. 

Geometrical characteristics of objects (formations), such as the spatial self-similarity and 

the symmetry concern in more degrees to objects of an artificial origin and manifest on their 

images. The analysis of these peculiarities is carried out with application of a mathematical 

apparatus and algorithms of affine mappings, movements and compressing mappings in a 

metric space, systems of iterated functions. 

The map f a metric space (M, d) = 2S  in itself is defined as compressing [9, 10] if the 

following condition is carried out for any two points (radius - vectors) x, y  (M, d) and some 

real number s  (0, 1) 

d (f (x), f (y))  s d (x, y). 

Set 2S  associated with linear (vector) space V is called as affine space and elements are called as 

points if the rule compares to any pair of points A, B a vector AB . In the theory of fractal 

compression affinities (compression compositions (stretching), turn and transposition) images in 

whole or its elements are applied for systems of iterated functions. The following relation sets 

linear mapping as transformation I: 2S  → 2S  affine (euclidean) spaces in any coordinate systems 
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Here 
f

A  there is an orthogonal matrix of geometric transformation of an element of the image 

of object of supervision kDF )( , k = 1,2, … K, chosen for comparison with similar element 

lDF )( , l = 1,2, … K, k  l, (group of transformations euclidean spaces in which scalar product 

of vectors (x, y) is a particular case of linear transformations at which non-degenerate 

(regular) matrixes arbitrary); 

0
x  there is a column vector of coordinates of a vector of shift (parallel transposition) for 

realization of overlapping, an estimation of a measure of affinity of compared elements 

(subsets) of the image and an estimation of a spatial self-similarity of geometric structure of 

the image of object of supervision. 

It is necessary to notice, that at use of the apparatus of functions complex variable in the field 

of complex numbers C [9, 10] complex functions  

w = a Z,   w = exp i ,   w = Z + c 

also realize accordingly compression (stretching) with different coefficients along real and 

imaginary axes (coordinate axes y and z), turn round an origin of coordinates 0 on angle   and 

transposition of transformed points on vector c  = (Re c, Im c). 

The Hausdorff distance between considered point sets of a discrete metric space can be used 

at carrying out of the spatial analysis as the index defining a quantitative estimation of a self-

similarity highlighted out on numerical plane and transformed similar elements (structures) of 

the image of object of supervision. 

Movement (movement axioms) it is possible to consider as the basic concept of an euclidean 

geometry and without realization of compression (stretching) of elements of the image 

equality or a congruence of figures kDF )(  and lDF )(  can be realized superposition kDF )(  on 

lDF )( . Movement is transformation euclidean the spaces, saving distance between points [2]. 

Own (proper) movement (1st kind) saves orientation of space and on a numerical plane of the 

image and can be set in rectangular coordinate system 0yz the similar formula (1) with a 

matrix of turn of a plane on angle   round an origin of coordinates 

A  = 
cos  - sin 

sin cos 

  
 

  
. 

Own movement can be represented as product (composition) of mappings of space in itself at 

rotation and parallel transposition and it is a particular case in an estimation of a spatial self-

similarity of elements of the image of objects of supervision the ASIS when distances 

between points of compared figures are initially saved. 

Non-own (improper) movement (2nd kind) doesn't save orientation of space and is set in 

rectangular coordinates (y, z) by the similar formula (1) with a kind matrix 

'A  = 
cos   sin 

sin -cos 

  
 

  
 

Non-own movement can be represented in the form of product of parallel transposition along 

some direction and a symmetry concerning a straight line. The direction is set by angle  . 

The analysis of spatial characteristics of images of objects includes an estimation of a axial 

symmetry of images of elements of objects of supervision with use of mapping 'A  : 2S  → 2S . 

The Coordinate system on a numerical plane is chosen with a condition of coincidence of one 
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of its axes with an axis of symmetry of the image of object. If the axis 0y is combined by an 

axis of symmetry of object a vector-matrix relation for calculation of coordinates of a 

symmetric point of an element of image kDF )(  looks like [14] 

x  = 'A 0 x = 
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y
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It has been noticed above: the spatial self-similarity and symmetry concern in more degrees to 

objects of an artificial origin and manifest on their images. New properties of images of 

objects of supervision should lead to perfection as methods of their analysis, and approaches 

to formation of reference images and synthesis of systems of metering an ASIS. 

6. Category representation of radar images  

of a reference site of ground at object direct route 

Direct route of objects in a control loop an ASIS is the further development of functional 

equipment SDD. The combined guidance system includes system of inertial navigation and 

system of correction of trajectory (SCT) on an electronic ground map. Current coordinates of 

object of direct route are defined by comparison of data of metering of geometrical 

characteristics of the correcting image (CI) a reference site of ground (RSG) with its reference 

image (RI). SCT apply radar-tracking systems of various types with divers resolving 

capacities. The RTS of side review or with synthesizing of aperture with high resolving 

capacity forms RI an electronic district map. The radar-tracking system of correction of a 

trajectory of the panoramic (sector) review on object of direct route defines a direction on 

RSG and realizes correction of a trajectory [15]. 

Category representation of images of a reference site of ground at the radar-tracking system of 

correction of a trajectory of object from RTS with divers resolving capacities differs from 

problems of detection and an estimation of parameters of objects SDD an ASIS and begins 

with formation of a category of discrete sets. Category object «Reference site of ground» 

(RSG) represents a point set (a curve line of chosen reference site of ground) in 3-dimensional 

real physical space 3
R  with set rectangular descart's normal earth coordinate system 

  ggggggg ZYXOO 00 ,,,  kji . Morphism RSG → RI and RSG → CI set mappings of geometrical 

characteristics of object RSG in category objects which point sets on numerical plane 2
R  are: 

« Reference image» (RI) and «Correcting image» (CI) on an electronic district map with 

coordinate system ggZXO0 . 

Additional coordinate systems are connected with center of masses of the launcher of object 

of direct route and used at formation of point set CI. It is объектноцентрическая normal 

coordinate system   ggggggOg ZYOXO  kji ,,,  concerning which the external spherical polar 

coordinate system of the radar-tracking system of correction of trajectory   ORR  is 

guided. Radius - vectors {R( , )} from a pole О to set of the highlighted points {M} are 

defined by curve RSG in this coordinate system and used for computation of coordinates of 

points {K} correcting image RSG on an electronic district map in coordinate system ggZXO0 . 

Coordinates in advance chosen and topographic bound points {Э} reference image RSG are 

set in the same coordinate system [15]. 
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7. Fractal analysis of spatial characteristics of images  

of a reference site of ground at direct route of objects 

Images of natural and artificial objects of supervision on a numerical plane represent geometrical 

figures. These final point sets and line sets can be classified as smooth curves or as physical 

(stochastic) fractals and are referred to a class of fractal curves [16]. These singularities of 

artificial objects can be defined by design characteristics and complex geometry of their surface, 

process of engineering Stealth and masking coatings. It expands representation about fractals. 

The fractal analysis of spatial (geometrical) characteristics of images assumes highlighting at 

a decoding full (spatially-power) radar images RSG of outlines. Characteristic curves and 

geometrical figures are represented on an image plane (a numerical plane, an electronic 

district map) in the form of polygons and are a basis for formation of reference and correcting 

images. The fractal analysis of curves can include three milestones of an estimation of 

following characteristics [10, 15-18]: 

1. length of curves (polygons) CI and RI RSG on different linear scales; 

2. fractal dimension RI RSG which can exceed their topological dimension at complex 

structure of curves and can be fractional; 

3. scale invariancy, self-similarity (scaling-behavior) RI RSG measured on the basis of 

recursive procedure of fractal curves and algorithms of regular self-similar fractals. 

7.1. Fractal analysis (estimation) of length of polygons CI and RI 

Complexity of structure of curve RSG highlighted in real physical space and its mappings CI 

and RI on a numerical plane defines spatial characteristics of contours (polygons) of physical 

(stochastic) fractals. The length of a polygon as fractal with a finite number of iterations is 

measured by a coating manner its standards of divers distance scales (rulers of size ε  or 

square meshes ε  ε ). The linear size of the standard can be defined by length of an affiliated 

branch of fractal of final iteration. This length is commensurable with relative resolving 

capacity of the image. 

Combination of polygons CI and RI RSG the RTS with divers resolving capacities leads to 

consideration of a grid of polygons [19]. At two types of RTS a grid includes polygon RTS of 

correction with low resolving capacity and polygon RTS of side review or with synthesizing 

of aperture with high resolving capacity. The grid of polygons can be correlated with two 

iterations of physical fractal with dimensionless distance scales CI and RI and the 

corresponding sizes of meshes 

кε  кε = r r   (iteration n = 1) for RTS of correction, 

Эε  Эε = r кε  r кε =
nr 

nr =
2r 

2r    (iteration n = 2) for RTS of side review or with 

synthesizing of aperture. 

Here  r < 1 there is a relative scale coefficient of an affiliated branch of an organizing element 

(generator) of fractal. This coefficient is metered in shares from the normalized and equal 1 

straight segment of an initial element (an initial branch of fractal for n = 0), which connects 

initial (j = 0) and final (j = кJ  and j = эJ ) points of polygons on a grid [15]. (The real length of 

an initial branch of physical fractal on a numerical plane is 0l ). 

The relative length of a polygon of stochastic fractal of n-st iteration is equal [18] 

L( ε ) = N( ε ) ε  = 
nK nr , 

N( ε )  there is the least number of standards of size ε  with which it is possible to cover a 

polygon of image RSG;  

K  there is a number of affiliated branches of an organizing element (generator) of fractal. 
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7.2. Estimation of fractal dimension RI 

The number of coatings of polygon N ( ε ) grows at diminution ε  and, as a rule, seeks at 

infinity, when ε  → 0. In the supposition, that growth N ( ε ) has degree character: N( ε ) = с 

d  = с 
d

1
, the limit exists 

с = dL ( ε ) = 
0

lim


 N( ε ) 
dε  = const. 

The constant arising here, is called d -dimensional measure of Hausdorff (Hausdorff - 

Bezikovich) [9, 15-18]. 

Substitution of a number of standards (meshes) covering fractal N( ε ) = dL ( ε ) 
d

1
 = dL ( ε ) 

dε  in expression L( ε ) = N( ε ) ε  leads to a relation showing, that the length of a polygon at 

diminution ε  also is increased under the degree law 

L( ε ) = dL ( ε ) 
dε 1

. 

The logarithm of this relation gives expression 

log L( ε ) = log dL ( ε ) +(1 – d) log ε , 

The linear dependence between log L ( ε ) and log ε  graphically is represented a straight line. 

The angular coefficient of a straight line (1 – d) characterizes a degree complexity line which 

is chosen on the image for formation RI, and is defined by its fractal dimension d. 

Experimental definition on two-dimensional images (maps) of length of coastal lines has 

shown, for example, that for coast of Norway relation log L ( ε ) (km) from log ε  (km) has 

angular coefficient (1 – d)   – 0,52. Fractal dimension of a curve of coast d   1,52 is in the 

middle between dimensions of the smooth curve and smooth surface (topological dimensions 

of a line and a plane are equal Td  = 1 and Td  = 2) [17]. 

7.3. Estimation of a self-similarity (scaling-behavior) RI 

Objects of a natural and artificial origin can have simple geometric structure and not possess 

fractal properties. Then images are formed in the form of the smooth curves. Polygons RI, 

corresponding, it won't possess properties of a scale self-similarity. 

The reference image as physical fractal can represent a figure as a final set of point, lines and 

can consist of several parts, each of them is similar or is approximately similar to all figure as 

a whole. The estimation of scaling-behavior real (generated on the basis of experimental data) 

RI can be carried out on the basis of use of algorithms of construction of regular self-similar 

fractals and systems of iterated functions (algorithms of fractal compression of images) [10]. 

Fractal modeling is carried out in containing space of image 2S  for the purpose of formation 

of models of self-similar fractals of standards on first two iterations. Distances between the 

corresponding points of polygons of the reference images approximating the chosen real 

(experimental) curve and generated on the basis of algorithms of construction of regular self-

similar fractals, are measured in a metric space. The fractal generator transforms an initial 

element (an initial branch of single length of fractal of zero iteration n = 0) in organizing 

element RI (iterations n = 1), having K affiliated branches with the length equal to scale factor 

Кε = r < 1 as at the correcting image. (Multifractals can be considered in more complex case 

when the generator creates K the branches having different scale factors Krr  ,...,1 ) [15, 16, 18]. 
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Modeling representation of regular self-similar fractal polygon RI is formed on the second 

iteration (n = 2). The structure of transformations saves scale coefficient r and corrects turn 

angles of affiliated branches and vectors of parallel transposition. The number of affiliated 

branches 2K  coincides with a number of segment of experimental polygon RI. Linear 

mappings (transformations) ƒ : 2S  → 2S  affine (euclidean) space and / or functions complex 

variable in the field of complex numbers C (section 5 relation) are used as a mathematical 

apparatus. 

The sequence of points of self-similar fractal, generated in the course of fractal modeling, can 

not coincide with real (experimental) polygon RI. The scale self-similarity (scaling-behavior) 

RI RSG as the physical fractal which has been highlighted on the image with the high 

resolving capacity is carried out only approximately. Estimations of distances between 

corresponding pairs of points of real and modeling sequences (modules of differences of 

radius - vectors or complex numbers) characterize their divergence. Average value and a 

variance of these chance magnitudes are numerical characteristics of scaling-behavior RI RSG 

as stochastic fractal [15]. 

8. Conclusion 

Raise of resolving capacity of systems of detection and direct route of objects of monitoring 

an ASIS and magnification of complexity of structures of formed images of a different 

physical nature lead to necessity of perfecting applied at formal representation and processing 

of methods of mathematics, physics and engineering science. Formation of continuous and 

discrete images and the analysis of their thin structure are carried out on the basis of a 

functional analysis and the theory of mathematical structures and categories which study 

general properties of relations between mathematical objects (sets) without definition of the 

nature of their elements. 

The basic idea of physical interpretation category constructs consists in mathematical 

representation of spatially-energetic characteristics of physical objects and their images 

category objects and physical processes of transformation of optical - electronic and radar 

signals and images category morphism. 

Formation of the continuous complete image of object of supervision is the major from the 

point of view of mathematics in the course of the decision of problems category 

representations and processing of structures of images. This image is considered as outcome 

of passages to the limit and transformations geometrical and power spaces of the real physical 

world at formation of continuous sequences of structures of images (fundamental sequences 

and topological structures). 

Functor (homomorphism of categories) define mappings of one category in another and are 

matched to structures of categories (save considered operations and / or relations). Transitions 

from a category of metric spaces to categories of spaces of other types and categories of 

discrete sets it is realized by input in formed structures of functor of divers types which 

expand methods of the analysis of the thin structure of images of objects of monitoring an 

ASIS. 

The theoretically category construct of image of object on basis of direct (descart's) product of 

spatial and power objects of a category of discrete sets allows to highlight its subsets as 

constituents (elements) of structure of the full image of object of supervision in the form of 

functional graphs of these elements. 

The spatial analysis of observable objects and formations allows to define their geometrical 

characteristics, such as a spatial self-similarity and symmetry which are exhibited on their 

images. The analysis of these singularities includes a mathematical apparatus and algorithms 
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of affine map and movements, compressing mappings and the apparatus of functions of the 

complex variable. 

Category representation of radar images of a reference site of ground in system of correction 

of a trajectory of object on an electronic district map allows to carry out the fractal analysis of 

spatial characteristics of lines (polygons) of reference and correcting images and to measure 

their properties as physical (stochastic) fractals. 

The supply with information of process of making of systems of dimension(metering) an 

ASIS leans against on the analysis and modeling which ensures an objective estimation of 

efficiency of worked out engineering solutions. Category-functor representation and 

processing of structures of images in systems of detection and direct route of objects of 

monitoring the different physical nature ASIS was effective is combined by imitating 

spatially-energetic modeling. 
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Abstract. The review elaborates on the history of military transport aviation in Russia. Experience in 

application of military transport airplanes for the purpose of parachuting during the Great Patriotic 

War and in airborne operations is analysed. Aircrafts in military operations are discussed, general data 

on air transportation during the Great Patriotic War are analysed. Structure of military transport air 

fleet in different periods of time is considered. Missions of airborne forces are discussed, including the 

ones that involve the experience of English and American large-scale operations during the WW2 and 

experience of airborne missions in Afganistan. Data on TB-3 crew’s combat time are given for the 

period of January-February 1942. The author dedicates this paper to A.N. Bodnar, a legendary 

navigator of TB-3 plane.  

Here it is presented the second part (part II) of article; the first part (part I) is published in the previous 

issue (International Journal “APAAS”, no. 2(41), v.20, 2015). 
 

Keywords: history of aviation, military transport aircraft, airborne troops. 
 

 

Anglo-American experience of large landings in World War II. 
 

The Arnhem airborne operation "Market Garden" of 35 thousand Anglo-American airborne 

troops in Holland ended unsuccessfully on September 17 - 26, 1944. 2900 transport and 1700 

gliders delivered a landing to the planned area. 

Plans of air transportation of troops were overset because of bad weather and persistent 

counteraction of the Germans who destroyed the largest in world an air landing. 

It should be noted that fact that the Polish parachute brigade with task to take the southern 

part of the Arnhem bridge landed only in the fifth day of airborne operation, but even then the 

most part of brigade couldn't arrive to the planned area of collecting. Enormous losses of 

troops led to that planned by allies the fast capture of Berlin by Christmas in three weeks was 

come to postpone forever. 

The grave of an unknown British airborne soldier at Arnhem, photographed after its 

liberation 15 April 1945. 

 

Military transport aircrafts experience for armу transportation under war conditions 

In war time environment MTA using was necessary due to surface transport low efficiency. 

So in February-March 1943 in the time of relocation from Elets and Kursk railway troop train 

of regiments N16 Air force Army arrived to destination  place in 20-29 days, average distance 

was 700 km. But air echelons of regiments are over 

flying to new aerodromes in 5-6 days. 

By often relocation the using of ground  transport 

reduced potentialities inherent in air engineering. 

But transport planes shortage and low air 

transportability techniques and movable equipment 

of rear service regiments is not allow to solve same 

problems of air transport using for maneuvering 

aviation divisions and regiments. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_of_Arnhem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_of_Arnhem
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Transport aviation acted the essential part by relief action for population besieged and 

blocked cities Leningrad, Odessa and Sevastopol.  

 Civil Aviation Special North air group, Transport aviation of Leningrad Front Air Force and 

Baltic Navy Air Force together with special air group from different squadrons equip with 70 

Li-2 and 36 TB-3 planes everyday delivered into Leningrad city 100-150 tons of provisions 

with cargo and took out hundreds of sick and injured persons as well as arms and critical 

materials. Total in blockade time aviation removed into besieged Leningrad more than 

200000 persons and 15864 tons of different freight. 

So in war years soviet  aviation solved different and voluminous tasks, 78% of it was army 

transportation. About 21% of it was supply transportation including cargo for partisan troops 

in enemy rear and 1% was evacuation carriage. 

For this purpose was made more then 1,7 bln flights (31,4%), removed above 2 bln  persons 

and 152000 tons different cargo, air dropped in enemy rear about 45000 troopers and 11500 

tons of loud. “In big land” was evacuated 369000 sick and injured persons, 34000 from them 

with medical air units of Civil Aviation. 

Total volume tasks of transportation and landing (about 94%) was solved by Civil Aviation 

based formations and units removed sense first war months to Air Force Command. 1,5% 

tasks solved Long Range Distance Aviation, 5% tasks solved regiments of Front Battle 

Aviation. 

Although air transport contribution to total volume army transportation come only 0,2% 

which is form 44704 goods  wagons, it‘s very big means in the most critical situation when 

another type of transport was not to used. 

It is possible to note that MTA is the single matter for life providing in besieged and blocked 

cities and for activity keeping situated there troops. 

 

 

The general data on air cargo transportation during 1941-1945 

 

Specific gravity of  military transport aircrafts during 1941/1945 

Soviet Union 1,7% - 3,8% (280planes – 1000 planes, cargolifting all MTA at 1941 - 2000т, in 

good order – 60%), Germany 4,6% – 1,1% (502 planes – 10 planes), USA 2,7% – 10,2% 

(2000 – 9400 planes, during 4 years USA produced about  20000 military transport aircrafts) 

During war years Russian aviation decided various extensional tasks witch main was the 

freight air traffic – about 78%. 

About 21 % it was war supplies including cargo for partisan in the enemy's rear, 1 % – 

evacuation traffic. For this purpose was carried out 1,7 bln flights (31,4%), carried out more 

then 2 000 000 passengers and  more then 152 295 tons freight, air dropt with parachute in the 

enemy's rear about 45000 persons and 11500 tons of cargo. 369000 injured and afflicted 

persons was evacuated, 340000 persons out of them was evacuated with civil aviation medical 

air unit. 

Main volume (about 94%) of transport and airdrop tasks performed air formations and 

regiments  based on Civil Aviation witch was send to Air Force Command  direct submission 

from first months of war: 1,5%  - Long Range Distance Aviation,  5% - front battle aviation 

regiments. 

Contribution of air transportation in the whole volume military shipping was formed as 0,2% 

(that is 44704 waggonage), it had very greet meaning in the most critical situation on fronts 

and in the situation what unable to use another type of transport. 

Transport Aviation is the single type of provision logistics in blockaded and besieged fortress 

for support fighting efficiency the troops in. 
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Table 2. The data on air cargo transportation during   Greet Patriotic War 1941 – 1945 
 

Air formations and regiments 

belonging to 

 

Flight 

numbers 

 

 

The volume of air transportation 

during   Greet Patriotic War 

persons cargo tons 

Battle air regiments of Red Army Air 

Force 
79 752 My be 380 000 My be 95 000 tons 

Formations of Long Distance Aviation 25 747 129 892 30 268 

Civil aviation belonging to front 

regiments 
1 516 835 1 538 982 122 027 

N2 and N4 air division special 75 123 My be 350 000 My be 90 000 tons 

Air force Paratroops 150 n/a n/a 

Air force Navy 4 200 n/a n/a 

Total flights number 1 701 807 >2 000 000 p 

 
>152 295 t 

 

During war years the MTA carry out greet number of troops, military techniques and cargo. 

Quite often it had decisive importance in different types of operations. 

About aviation role as air transport during Greet Patriotic War testified fact to decision 

transport and airdrop tasks made 1,7 bln flights, it’s about 31,4% total flight numbers the 

whole of military aviation. 

 
Structure of Russian native military transport aircraft park in period 1955-1991 

 

To 1955 the number of aircraft in MTA doubled until 950 units, in three years it reached 

1267. By 50-s a serious lag in development of modern technology MTA obliged the 

government of the country and leadership of Military Forces to take resolute measures. At the 

end of 1958 MTA armed with An-8 and An-12 aircrafts. 

Then in connection with rearmament and heavy cutting down Military Forces at 1960 the 

number of air divisions are shortening four times (from 11 remain in the ranks 3). Air 

helicopter  formations and regiments were placed under the command of Air Force. Aircraft 

LI-2 and IL-12  formations and regiments were broke up. Techniques were hand over another 

departments. 

Number of  MTA planes at 1965 reduced instead of 1958 more then two times. 

Happened cut down processes at that time apprehended multiple-valued, some of  officers 

regard as aviation dispersal. 

But due to reequipment by aircrafts Antonov-8 and Antonov-12 the summary carrying capacity 

MTA that time was rise from 3500 thousand tons till 8500 thousand tons more then 2,5 times.  

An-8 was developed under the direction of Antonov O.K. The plane equipped with two 

turboprop engines AI-20D. It’s the first specialized transport aircraft made by classic layout: 

engines on upper wing, raising tail, big size cargo door that opens in flight. 

The aircraft is available for operation with unpaved airfields having limit sizes. It can carry 

and land large-size equipment, cargo and paratroopers. 

Maximum takeoff weight reaches 42,5 tons, normal weight – 38 tons. Landing loading: 

maximum – 11 tons or less, normal – 5 tons. Flight range with maximum loading 850 km, 

with normal loading – 3500 km. 

First flight of An-8 was in 1956. In two had begun serial production, which ended in 1960. One 

of the reasons is that the serial aircrafts didn’t reached designated performance characteristics 

because of mounting AI-20D engines with 5180 hp, instead planed TV-2t with 6100 hp. In 
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addition, An-8 is practically worse than An-12 by all rates including takeoff and landing 

characteristics and economy transportation. Therewith it had load-carrying capacity that doubly 

less. It was the decisive factor in stopping use by MTA. Although this plane was operated in 

mixed and transport regiments of Air Forces and other departments for a long time. 

By the way total number of staff was reduced essentially. 

MTA is look much better another appearance and possibilities for cargo lifting, flight range, flight 

speed, and cargo capacity, made up and keep up battle arrases, all weather action and another dates. 

At 1964 is beginning new reinforcements of plane parks. N6 air bomber division was rearmed 

with Antonov-12 (all three regiments) and renamed to N11 Military Transport  Air Division. 

An-12 military freighter aircraft first prototype flew in 1956. Over 1000 had been built, in 

both military and civilian versions, before production finally ended in 1973. The An-12BP 

entered Soviet military service in 1959. In terms of configuration, size and capability, the 

aircraft is similar to the United States-built Lockheed C-130 Hercules. Military Soviet and 

former-Soviet examples have a defensive tail gun turret. The An-12s were also used as heavy 

bombers during the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971. Currently the An-12 is very popular with 

cargo operators, especially those in the CIS, Africa and the Indian subcontinent. In August 

2006 a total of 179 Antonov An-12 aircraft remain in airline service. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. AN-12 plane with 60 paratroopers 
 

An-12 was developed at CD O.K.Antonov at the same time as An-8 with same layout, but with 

four turbo propeller engines AI-20 with power 4000 hp. (CD A.K.Ivchenko). An-12 made his 

first flight in 1956, MTA was armed with An-12 at the end of 1958 and was put in N339 

MTAR (was transferred in Belarus in 1992). That time colonel G.I. Bogomazov the Hero of  

The Soviet Union commanded the regiment. He was the first man who mastered new plane. 

About 40 modification of this plane was made. The best modifications are An-12A, An-12B 

(BP) and An-12BK. Till the end of 70-s An-12 had been remained the main aircraft of MTA 

and had been made various tasks, including Antarctic and transatlantic cargo transportation in 

Peru. An-12 had been exported at 14 countries. 

First modifications of An-12 had maximum flight weight 54 tons (next 61 tons), cargo lifting 

16 tons or less (next 20 tons), flight range with normal loading (12tons) – 3200 km. 

Maximum speed – 683 kmph, cruising speed – 550 kmph. Large size of cargo cabin allowed 

to transport any military equipment MLF, and also Battle Infantry Truck, light tanks, some 

artillery systems, rigs, and other equipment and armament of any Military Forces, including 

Antiaircraft Defending and Air forces.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C-130_Hercules
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-Pakistani_War_of_1971
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_of_Independent_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_subcontinent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airline
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In comparison with Li-2 and Il-12 combat capabilities of An-8 and An-12 increased in 

10 times. However these planes didn’t solve a problem air transportation of heavy and large-

size equipment of all types of Military Forces, especially Rocket Forces of Special 

Destination, developing at high speed in 60-s. Being the main aircraft of MTA An-12 

provided air transportation only 20% of armament and military equipment  of Land Forces 

and Military Forces, about 18 % military equipment Antiaircraft Defending and was 

practically useless for transporting equipment of RFSD. 

At autumn 1964 in Zabaikalie region was formed two regimented N14 mtad. Since 1971 these 

air regiments was standing as separately regiments. 

1965 a new N7 MTAD was established in the Kiev military region. 

Next 5 years tree more air regiments was relayed from Long Distance Aviation to MTA 

which was rearmed Antonov-12. 

1971 the number of regimens grows up to 24 from 15. 22 regimens from it was armed 

Antonov-12 and 2 regimens was armed Antonov-22. Total number of aircrafts reached 724 

(98% — АN-12). Next time number of aircrafts decreased down to 620 and keeps it until 

beginning 1992. 

Cargo lifting MTA grows up to 26000 tons more then 20 times from 1946 when was created 

transport aviation of Paratrooper Force. So heavy grows was getting possible due to rearmed 

special military transport aircrafts next generation AN22, IL76 and AN124. 

The experience of War II clearly delineated requirements to MTA from Paratrooper Force in 

post-war period. By one taking off MTA must be air dropped operative paratroop action by a 

paratroop division. 

But in spite of summary cargo lifting high grows (in 1970-1980 grows reached 16% per 

annum) weight and quantity of air dropped techniques of Air Drop Division exceeded 

aviation potentialities permanently. Till 1991 MTA with all its full complement was able to 

lift about 90% of Air Drop Division (except Antonov124), but IL76 air regiments was able to 

lift about 75% of Air Drop Division. In the middle of the eighties was raised a question of 

simultaneous air drop action on different Battle Theatre two Air Drop Divisions. 

Quantity of air transportation was increased too. MTA must be able to carry out up to 15% of  

between and inner Battle Fronts total capacity with productivity of 90-100 bln tons-kilometers 

per day. It was exceeded more then tree times the real potential of MTA. 

After 1990 more real point of view to troops requirements determination was formed – 5% of 

total volume and 25% of air transportation volume for aviation maneuvering providing. 

MTA staff was able to satisfy to 50-70% level. Battle experiences are prompt to air transport 

requirements all time exceeded its ability. Because due to economic abilities it must be 

permanently develop and improve.  
The Ilyushin Il-76 is a multi-purpose 4-engined strategic airlifter designed by the Soviet 

Ilyushin bureau. It was first planned as a commercial freighter in 1967. Intended as a 

replacement for the An-12, the Il-76 was designed for delivering heavy machinery to remote, 

poorly-serviced areas of the USSR. Military versions of the Il-76 have seen widespread use in 

Europe, Asia and Africa, including use as an airborne refueling tanker or as a command center.  

The Il-76 has seen extensive service as a commercial freighter for ramp-delivered cargo, 

especially for outsized or heavy items unable to be otherwise carried. It has been used as 

emergency response transport for civilian evacuations and to deliver humanitarian/disaster 

relief aid around the world, especially to undeveloped areas due to its ability to operate from 

unpaved runways. A water-carrying version of the plane has been effective in fire-fighting. 

There is also a model used for zero-G training. First aircraft were delivered to the Soviet Air 

Force in June 1974. Next it became the main Soviet strategic transport aircraft. From 1976 it 

was operated by the Aeroflot lines. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_airlift
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilyushin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An-12
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeroflot
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Table 3.  Transport aircraft generalized description 
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R-5 3   1 10 prs     

TB-1 7   2 20 prs     

TB-3 18   5 35 prs     

LI-2 16   5,4 45prs 1,2    

Аn-124 392 1126 98 120 95 7,1 675 4,1 163 

С-5А, В 349 956 100 118 92 7,2 667 4,0 111 

Аn-22 225 580 95 60 45 4,7 211 1,3 223 

IL-76МF 200 315 60 52 50 5,0 250 1,5 (170) 

IL-76МД 190 235 60 43 36 4,6 166 1,0 300 

С-141В 156 245 60 42 31 6,2 194 1,2 283 

Аn-70 115 320 80 35 30 5,0 150 0,9 (140) 

Аn-12 61-67 117 15 20 12 2,8 36 0,2 236 

С-130 79 138 15 20,5 20 4,9 98 0,6 286 
 

Between 1979 and 1991, the Soviet Air Force Il-76s made 14,700 flights into Afghanistan, 

transporting 786,200 servicemen, and 315,800 tons of freight. The Il-76 carried 89% of Soviet 

troops and 74% of the freight that was airlifted. As Afghan rebels were unable to shoot down 

high-flying Il-76s, their tactics were to try and damage it at take-off or landing. Il-76s were 

often hit by shoulder-launched Stinger and Strela heat-seeking missiles and large-caliber 

machine-gun fire, but because the strong airframes were able to take substantial damage and 

still remain operational, the aircraft had a remarkably low attrition rate during the period of 

conflict. Building on that experience, the bulk of the Canadian Forces equipment into 

Afghanistan is flown in using civilian Il-76. As of 2006, the Russian Air Force had some 200 

Il-76s, fewer than half of which were airworthy. Civilian users in Russia have 108.  

Il-76s sitting on the ramp at the Tripoli Airport were bombed by USAF F-111s during Operation 

El Dorado Canyon in April 1986.
 
The Il-76 is also in use as an airborne tanker, otherwise known 

as a refueller (Il-78, some 50 were made), and a waterbomber. Its airframe was used as a base for 

the A-50 'Mainstay' AWACS aircraft (some 25 were made). Still more applications have been 

found in Antarctic support flights and simulated weightlessness training for cosmonauts.  

Il-76D - "Paratrooper transport" has a gun turret in the tail for defensive purposes. 

Relationship Military Transport Aviation, Kazan Aviation Plant named after Gorbunov 

S.P. (KAP), mission control centre (MCC) and cosmodrome Baykonur. 

Russian Sergey Korolev executed first in the world history to start a missile in aerospace with 

cosmonaut  Yury Gagarin. 1942-1945 academician S. Korolev worked on KAP for realized jet 

engine in Petlyakov-2 aircraft. Heat-proof blanket  was fire-clay plastered jet engine outside. In 16 

July 1944 Stalin wrote brief  to L. Beriya after that above 30 scientists connected with aerospace 

promotion was released from custody. In august 1945 S. Korolev arrived to Moscow. 

Antonov-12 aircrafts patrolled by start of spaceship throughout the Russian country at full length 

from cosmodrome Baykonur upto Atlantic Ocean and realized Search  and Rescue Mission by 

descent spaceship on the Earth. AN-12 crew executed taking-off by start of spaceship during any 

weather with risk broken the plane. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_El_Dorado_Canyon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_El_Dorado_Canyon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanker_(aircraft)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Il-78
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterbomber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beriev_A-50
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airborne_Early_Warning_and_Control
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmonauts
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Fig. 10. Cargo lifting capacity 
 

IL-76K is also a model used for zero-G cosmonaut trainer for Yuri Gagarin Cosmonauts 

Training Center. First flight was 1981. Flying laboratory IL-76k provided short timely zero-

Gravity. In flights by Kepler curve in transfer time from climb to descent the procedure of 

short timely zero-G spring up duration 25-30 seconds for one regime. 1, 5 hour flight includes 

15 parts of zero-G with total 7 minutes zero-G procedure.  

Pilots are using for vestibular apparatus training the same as cosmonauts sport divice – loping 

with two unbalance axis. Cosmonauts were familiar with many crews of N194 MTA regiment 

from Fergana city well because they made transportation any cargo for them.  
 

 
 

Fig. 11.  AN-22 heavy transport plane named “Antej” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gagarin_Cosmonauts_Training_Centre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gagarin_Cosmonauts_Training_Centre
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Air born paratroops landing operation by Afganistan 
 

With the  purpose of relief to Afganistan government in battle with counter-revolution from 

Soviet Union to Afganistan landed 7750 warriors, 892 military techniques, 1062 tons cargo 

belonging to N103 air borne division and N345 air borne regiment. Duration was less of two 

days 47 hours since 25 December 1979 into Kabul and Bagram aerodromes with distance 950-

4800 km. 343 flights was carrying-out maked good use 40 Antonov-22 (66 flights), 50 

Ilushin-76 (77 flights), 231 Antonov-12 (200 flights) all dough 321 aircrafts.  

Total MTA planes carried out an order 27000 flights, 880000 persons, 430000 tons cargo to 

Afganistan. Ilushin-76 executed 90% transportation and 75% of cargo (14700 flights). 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. IL-76 transport plane  after take off  8.03.2008 in Afganistan 

 

 

Present years 
 

Since 2008 spectrum tasks of MTA are expanded essentially. Since 2010 MTA made 

responsible for functions unusual to MTA.  

Search  and rescue of space descend flying device added to traditional question for providing 

troops strategic maneuverability together with long distance radar detection, pointing and 

retransmission. By the way a park of aviation techniques large formation was replenished new 

types airplanes for MTA command. 

In 20 years ago was resumed a program of cargo delivery to North Pole for pole station 

“Borneo” maintenance activity. 

In pole climate conditions over boundless ace resort is executed a special mode cargo and 

paratroops jettison into drift-ice research unit. 

Not a little complex task was carried out by aircrews at Green Cape islands during rescue 

operation be “Arctic С” Russian dry cargo ship thrilled pirates in Atlantic waters July last 
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year. With the help of Russian Navy they decided to include aircrews of MTA Command in. 

They searched ship from the air. According to colonel Vladimir Moroz MTA navigation 

service worked for night time nonstop flight tracks taking into consideration foreign state 

permitions for crossing the border to be ready give to crew permition for take off next 

morning. 

That time crews captains Michail Il’ine  and Vladislav Akulic are carry out 10hours maximal 

range flight onto Green Cape islands to witch was delivered  special commando in time and 

successful rescue operation was ended. 

Present day only MTA aircrafts carry out flights on international airways for providing 

foreign visits state persons N1 with – chief navigator colonel V.Moroz explain – And here the 

every air crew member job is important. 
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1940 440 80         430 950 

1943 56 355         - 411 

1945 59 1046         - 1105 

1946  200/10         100 300/10 

1949  230/10 120/5        60 410/15 

1955  292/16 143/7        65 561/26 

1956  576/13 167/4 61/2       93 950/25 

1958 384/9 144/3 257/7 108/3 1 1     73 1267/29 

1959  288/7 95/3 208/7 154/3 2 23/1    10 1067/30 

1960  234/4 87/2 186/5 47/1 31/2 60/2    5 620/16 

1962  142/4 
took 

away 
took 

away 48/1 118/4 148/7    1 466/16 

1964  
1963 
took  

away 
  10 147/5 346/13    8 511/18 

1966     
1964 

took 

 away 
99/4 552/18    18 669/22 

1971      
1967 

took 

 away 
692/22 15/2   17 724/24 

1974       592/18 46/3 1-оkt  35 683/22 

1980       376/10 57/3 152/7  26 612/20 

1985       244/6 56/2 293/11  26 620/20 

1991       120/2 55/2 456/14 
26/

2 
31 689/20 

 

Note: Numerator - planes number, denominator – regiments number 
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Conclusion 

Further development of aircraft industry, upgrading the air force organizing structure, 

centralization to management of striking power and means, upgrading struggle forms and 

methods are promoted to constant growth of MTA value and MTA transformation into heavy 

battle weapon, that is used integrated by high command plan. Today the effective high 

maneuvering battles are just impossible without MTA. 

By government decisions MTA is getting  in the effort for consequences of force majeure 

liquidation on Russian territory and beyond in addition. 

Here we open mean phases of MTA creation and development, significance and place of 

Russian MTA in wartime and peace time. 

The idea to use aviation for troops transportation and cargo carry out, and to gain the rear of 

the enemy, was born and was given first practice evidence still War I, next civil war in 

Russia. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. AN-124 heavy cargo transport plane 

 

The fact: it is implemented to execute an order of  transportation and paratrooper action tasks 

1,7 bln sortie of aircraft (31,4% from overall quantity of sortie of aircraft the whole aviation). 

That’s fact is evidence of  aviation role as air transport during Great Civil War. 

In Postwar time the MTA provided paratroopers battle training and executed  government 

specifications to be of national economy interest. 

The greatest advance of MTA was reached at the end of 1980- in the beginning of 1990. This 

time the MTA included 20 air regiments with more then 600 military transport aircrafts and a 

special  aircrafts. 

Furthermore the MTA was the most maneuverable and powerful government transport 

vehicle for consequences of force majeure liquidation. That received an acknowledgement by 

consequences of earthquake in Armenia and in Kurily islands. 

Without MTA unable full practice realization of maneuver meaning regular increasing in 

present battle form. 
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As a result of disintegration USSR in 1991 the most effective air division and regiments of 

MTA based west regiment  was included in new sovereign states. Created 1992 the MTA of 

Russia lose a third of planes park and most ready for ground-based air regiments structure. 

On territory former united republics it remains very development aerodromes Panevejis, 

Tartu, Shaulay, Krivoy Rog, Zaporoje,  Melitopol, Arcyz, Junkoy, Gjandja, Fergana. 

Breaking dependable economic relations with airplane building plants positioned on new 

sovereign states, politic and economic crisis in Russian state life and Air Force limited 

financing are reflected negative for whole MTA potential and AIR Force in deed. 

Understanding a priority of AIR Force development and its perfection with political 

government of country, with RF Ministry of Defence is reflected in State elective legislative 

assembly parliament debate 1995 which approved first document in history of yang Russia a 

bill “State politic for aviation development”. 

All of it is determine the barest necessity to keep and improve principe of centralized 

direction the MTA (Air Armey N61) which is directly subordinate to High Command Air 

Force of Russia.  

For future in MTA structure is well-handled to keep three groups of main MT planes:  heavy 

AN-124 and AN-22, medium IL-76md (mf), medium TU-330 and AN-70. 

During the process of MTA transformations and modifications huge range of solvable tasks 

are rich in numerous interesting episodes witch involved great number participants of 

occurrences. Just simple its enumeration takes much time and occupies a place. More difficult 

is to give them a detail description and to call the whole worthy of notice names. 
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Abstract. CIAM carries out a full range of researches necessary at development of aero engines and 

derivative gasturbine units and also realizes a scientific and technical support of the products in 

service. Established in 1930, the Institute within 85 years successfully combined scientific researches 

with practice of participation with domestic firms in development of aero engines, their units, and 

systems. CIAM performs the works on development of critical technologies for advanced engines, 

development of new fuels and oils, researches on renewable energy sources including hydrogen 

power, carries out the tests of aero engines, the works on maintenance of power efficiency and energy 

conservation. 
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Central institute of aviation motors, state scientific center of Russian Federation 

CIAM carries out a full range of researches necessary at development of aero engines and 

derivative gas turbine units and also realizes a scientific and technical support of the products 

in service. Established in 1930, the Institute within 85 years successfully combined scientific 

researches with practice of participation jointly with domestic firms in development of aero 

engines, their units, and systems. CIAM performs the works on development of critical 

technologies for advanced engines, development of new fuels and oils, researches on 

renewable energy sources including hydrogen power, carries out the tests of aero engines, the 

works on maintenance of power efficiency and energy conservation. 

Directions of activity 

- Development of forecast and basic directions of aero engines development taking into 
account global aeronautical engineering and science  achievements. 

- Basic researches in the area of gasdynamics, strength, heat transfer, combustion  
acoustics, control systems. 

- Applied researches on concept design of various architecture of air-breathing, aviation 
piston and rocket engines; designing of aero engine units and systems; provision of reliability 
and  non-failure operation. 

- Tests of  aero engines, their units and systems in real flight conditions. 
- Designing of rig equipment and  measuring tools. 
- Methodology of engines creation. 
- Development of highly effective GTU for power engineering and gas transmission. 

Any scientist’s concepts can be checked in Central Institute of Aviation Motors both at 
carrying out precise physical experiments on rigs and at testing of full-scale aero engines in 
real flight conditions on powerful test facilities. Unique by its capability to simulate the flight 
conditions, the CIAM’s experimental base has been formed within many decades. All kinds 
of tests of full-scale engines, their units, and systems can be carried out on CIAM’s  test 
facilities. The most complex and power-intensive types of aero engine obligatory tests 
reproducing real flight  conditions (altitude, flight speed, temperature, humidity, etc.) can be 
executed in Russia only on test facilities of CIAM’s Research Test Center. 
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The CIAM’s test facilities complex – CIAM Research Test Center (RTC), with total installed 

electrical power of 734 MW provides in during engines tests the simulation of altitude and 

flight speed in range of H=27 rv, Mach numbers up to 4 for ABE with take-off thrust up to 

250 kN, Mach numbers up to 7 for large-scale scramjet models as well as testing of 

combustors, compressors, turbines, afterburners, and ramjets. 

In retrospect we are amazed how powerful in the beginning of last century our country has 

been industrialized, how education system and manpower developed and most of all how 

aviation  has created!  Within many years CIAM together with TsAGI, VIAM, and engine 

building DB continuously and effectively provided achievement of high level technical 

perfection of aero engines. Thus in 1930-s CIAM headed by A.A. Mikulin created at that 

moment the most powerful in the USSR the aero engine M-34 used by V.P. Chkalov and 

M.V. Vodopyanov  in their historical flights through the North Pole to America. The series 

“AM” engines were created on its base - the main engines of the Great Patriotic war. In the 

same time aero engine design bureaus were organized and at the head of many of them were 

designers who worked in the Central Institute of Aviation Motors. CIAM has actually become 

a source of manpower and technologies for the industry. The outstanding designers and 

scientists started their carriers in the Institute: V.Ja. Klimov, A.D. Cheromsky, A.A. Mikulin, 

V.A. Dobrynin, A.M.Lulka, V.N. Chelomey, L.I. Sedov. 
Namely in CIAM A.D. Cheromsky designed and built the aero diesel ACh-30B with which 
altitude bombers bombed Berlin in July 1941 and its land modification B-2 propelled the best 
Second war tanks T-34 and IS-2. 
Altitude and extreme performance of native aero motors of the Great Patriotic war time were 
secured by works on superchargers and ignition and fuel supply systems spread in the 
Institute. CIAM’s complex work on this theme has been awarded by Lenin Order.  
Native aviation transfer to gas turbine engines was performed due to the works on studying air 
breathing subjects since the middle of 1930s. In 1950s the Institute took part in creation of now 
legendary jet engines by A.M.Lulka, A.A. Mikulin, V.A. Dobrynin, N.D. Kuznetsov, A.G. Ivchenko 
that technical level met and sometimes exceeded the foreign. For instance, supersonic compressor 
stages made by CIAM and TsAGI allowed reduction in half the engine R-11F-300 stages number 
for the MiG-21 aircraft in comparison with the American engine J-79 for the F-4 aircraft. 
These works were technically and research provided on the Moscow site and Lutkarino 
suburb by creating one of the largest in the world experimental and research facility for 
engines and their elements testing in various flight conditions. This complex allowed studying 
processes practically for all the types of modern aero engines as well as unfolding scale works 
on research of ramjets for advance highspeed flying vehicles.  
In 1960s beginning during intensive development of rocket engineering in our country CIAM 
conducted a large research scale used for creation of rocket motors. In 1965 CIAM participated 
in development and entry in service the first in the world guided missile with ramjet.  
1970-80s were a “Golden Century” of domestic aviation. The Institute contributed greatly in 
creation of such masterpieces of native engine building as the AL-31 for Su-27 and RD-33 for 
MiG-29. Upgraded in CIAM TRC facilities an unusually stable engine operation at strongly 
distorted unsteady inlet flow allowed MiG-29 and Su-27 aircraft to possess the best in the 
world maneuverability and fly  as no one aircraft in the world. 
In the same time the Institute studied cryogenic fuels as liquid hydrogen and methane. 
Feasibility of cryogenic fuel on a flying vehicle was verified in 1988 by first in the world Tu-
155 aircraft flights with engines operated liquid hydrogen and liquefied natural gas. 

In 1982 CIAM was awarded by the Order of October Revolution for its merits in 

development, production, and testing innovative technology. 

In 1980-90s namely CIAM’s research lead to breakthrough in scrams creation and the highly 

economical PS-90A engine for civil aviation. 
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CIAM research test center 

In 1953 in Turaevo (Moscow region) was established a CIAM’s branch, test base, which in 

the course of time has turned into the largest experimental complex in Europe — CIAM 

Research Test Center (RTC). RTC has 8 test cells for full-scale engines testing, 50 test cells 

for engine units and systems testing, and more than 100 rigs for strength testing. 

Over the last  years it has been created: 

- the largest in Europe test facility for testing  of large-scale scramjet models on hydrogen 

and hydrocarbon  fuels including integrated with flying vehicles; 

- acoustic test cell for testing of counter-rotating fans model; 

- rigs for qualifying testing and researches of engine parts and units  manufactured from  

new materials, including composite materials; 

- test cells for certification testing of gasturbine engines: in icing conditions; checking the 

air cleanliness for condition system; fireproof; 

- test cells for certification tests on engines and flying vehicle operability during 

birdstrike and hailstones ingestion. 

- Practically all the domestic aero engines have passed engineering testing at CIAM RTC 

facilities. Its unique experimental base was successfully used and is now being used for 

testing aeronautical engineering of all Russian and leading foreign manufacturers: General 

Electric, Airbus helicopters (formally Eurocopter), SNECMA. 

The complex of laboratories of the CIAM RTC for investigation of strength and durability of 

advanced engine parts and units is equipped  with  the  modern  servohydraulic  and  high-

frequency resonance machines by Schenk and Zwick firms. This base provides materials and 

parts testing on low- and high-cycle fatigue and crack growth resistance at loading with 

"rigid" and "soft" cycles, and also at complex loading (tests on low-cycle fatigue are carried 

out with imposing static tension and torque moment) 

Investigation of strength, durability and life 

The test laboratory of constructional strength of alloys and aero engine parts is certified and 

accredited for carrying out of certification tests by AR IAC and Rostechregulirovanie on 

November 24th ,2011 (Certificate №IL- 096 of 24.11.2011). 

The experimental strength base includes also laboratories on investigation of parts and 

components from composite materials, on strength investigation at extremely high 

temperatures, rigs for gears and bearings testing and laboratory on dynamic strength research. 

In these laboratories are carried out: thermocyclic durability researches of engine hot part 

components, qualification tests of composite parts, bearings certification tests, research of 

frequencies and blade oscillation. 

Spin rigs included in the Institute experimental base are intended for testing gasturbine engine 

partsin centrifugal forces field and cases on impenetrability. The rigs are equipped with systems 

of oscillation excitation and contactless deformations measurement. It allows to test rotors in 

real loading conditions on rotation frequency, temperature state and blade oscillation excitation. 

The system of contactless deformations measurement allows to observe a oscillation of any 

rotor blade revealing individual resonant rotation frequencies, definition of vibrating 

characteristics of rotating rotor and provision of optimum constructional oscillation damping. 

The laboratory of modern methods of confirmation the engine main parts life includes the 

following sites: electronic microscopy, x-ray microanalysis, analysis of reflected electron 

diffraction, and also sample preparation site necessary for engine main parts life confirmation 

by revealed defects. 
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Development of advanced technologies 

One of CIAM major tasks is development of advanced technologies necessary for advanced 

engines, which will be: "nonmetallic" (with the use of composite materials), "oil free" 

(without lubrication systems with reference to small size GTE), «electric» (without 

mechanical actuators of components), and «smart» (with the newest control and health 

management systems). The Institute is carried out researches necessary for creation of 

propulsion systems and engines of advanced architecture for various flying vehicles 

CIAM participates in development of critical technologies for units of new generation base 

engines and provides their testing. Together with industry the Institute creates demonstrators 

of engine components and units confirming the achievement of declared target indicators. 

CIAM uses experiment-calculated researches on the given direction: 

- proposes a substantiation architecture of advanced engines and propulsion systems for 

aircraft and helicopters of state and civil aviation; 

- carry out researches in maintenance of large thrust turbofans creation based on unified 

core for advanced wide body civil and transport aircraft; 

- develops critical technologies for maintenance of reliability and life of parts of advanced 

gas turbine engines of various designation. 

Working on the PD-14 engine for MS-21 advanced airliner CIAM together with industry has 

formulated requirements to the engine, determined its concept , taken part in creation of the 

engine components and units demonstrator. 

The Central Institute of Aviation Motors is an initiator of the project on experimental 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) on fuel cells and a pioneer of fuel cells application in 

aviation in Russia. CIAM is preparing for UAV record duration flight in cooperation with 

Russian Academy of Science and "UAC" PJSC. The institute also is creating APU on fuel 

cells for aircraft and helicopters. This project results in an APU concept with power up to 

350 kW which is developed by CIAM together with the SPE “Aerosila JSC”. 

CIAM activity on helicopter subjects is directed on creating advanced helicopter GTE which 

realizes the concept of "nonmetallic", "oil free" and "electric" engine. Besides, CIAM has 

achieved certain successes in the field of creating small-size complex cycle GTE that realizes 

the concept of «an economic electric motor with heat regeneration». Introduction of new 

technologies on the boundary of 2020th years will allow in comparison with helicopter GTE 

with modern parameters to reduce a specific fuel consumption by 10-15%, and specific 

engine weight by 15-20%, manufacturing and service cost reduction in 2-3 times. 

Composite materials 

CIAM actively works on blades and case of fan from polymer matrix composite (PMC). The 

Institute has created PMC fan blade in the PD-14 turbofan size, weight of which is 65% from 

weight of hollow titanic blade. In future it is planned to offer application of PMC fan blades 

and case both for updating engines of the PD-14 family and for advanced products. 

The greatest effect in improvement of fuel efficiency and reduction of GTE pollutant 

emission is expected from application of ceramic matrix composite in the engine "hot" part. 

CIAM has developed combustor liners and turbine vanes and blades from carbon - carbon 

ceramic matrix composite providing high temperature operability. 

GTE control systems 

In maintenance of advanced technologies development the Institute studies the engine control 
methods and hardware construction of systems realizing them. Among these works: 
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- Creation of new GTE control methods allowing adaptation of propulsion system 
performance to operational conditions (changing engine thermal state, components wear, 
etc.), integration of engine and aircraft control systems, engine and FADEC failure 
compensation. These methods realization in control systems will permit shifting to creation of 
smart GTE that executes active control of combustion processes in combustor, clearances in 
turbomachineries, compressor stall margins. An effective way of increasing reliability and 
quality of GTE intelligent control is application in engine control system a built-in (onboard) 
mathematical model that allows revealing and failure compensating, to control an engine on 
the parameters more precisely describing its state, but not accessible to measurement. 

- Construction of distributed digital electronic control systems based on intelligent sensors 
and actuators devices, high-temperature element base and high-speed communication lines. 
Application of such control systems will allow to increase reliability, to reduce system 
weight, to simplify modernization and to reduce system life cycle cost. 

- Designing systems for "electric" GTE - the engine for "electric" aircraft. In such engine 
are used the electrical actuators of fuel and oil pumps, built-in starter-generator, magnetic 
bearings, no aircraft and engine auxiliary power units, no air bypass for plane needs. 

- Creation of highly effective control system of new generation based on wireless 
information exchange technologies. 

Combustion control 

Supercomputer technologies Increasing the efficiency of modern aero engines is possible due 

to deep analysis of the processes in them, complications of blade shapes, swan necks and 

external flow intervention at detailed account of all features. CIAM has achieved certain 

successes in development of CFD methods using supercomputer technologies. It is widely 

applied in researches the own scientific innovative codes allowing shift to explicit modeling 

of non-stationary processes, use of approaches based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES) for 

multiparametric optimization of aero engine units. Verification of CFD methods is performed 

by test results of modeling and full-scale engine and units. 

CIAM offers to introduce the technology of combustion processes intensification based on 

selective excitation of reacting molecules by electric discharge or laser. In this case the 

chemical reaction speed in increased  by 100-1000 times at ultra-small energy supply. It 

provides high efficiency of fuel combustion in small volumes and stable combustion in high-

speed flows. New methods of radical reduction of pollutant emission have been developed. 

Conversion of ecology dangerous components (their up oxidation) in less dangerous substances 

is carried out also by excitation of molecules H2, N2, H2О. At small energy consumption on 

excitation a significant reduction of pollutant emission is observed. The offered technologies are 

approved and confirmed by measurements with laser spectroscopy methods. 

Complex of fans optimum profiling 

The complex is based on the genetic optimization algorithm. 

At designing of fans the blades with preset properties are optimized on a complex of 

gasdynamic and strength parameters. Gasdynamic analysis defines pressure ratio, efficiency, 

losses on residual swirling downstream guide vanes and stall margin. Hence the strength 

analysis for blades sets the properties of material, frequency and blade mode, defines stress-

and- strain blades shape. 

Multidisciplinary mathematical models 

The Institute has developed multidisciplinary mathematic models and CFD codes resulting in 

breakthrough task settlement of engines designing. The computing complex for gas turbine 
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engine investigation based on multilevel systems of simulation of operation processes in the 

whole GTE flowpath. The mathematical models based on laws of mass conservation, impulse 

and energy (Euler and Navier-Stokes non-stationary equations) are used. Calculations take 

into account real effects: viscosity, turbulence and heat conductivity, combustion, bleeding 

and blowing of cooling air and other factors. 

Through calculations of unsteady viscous turbulent flows are used at the designing of 

multistage turbomachineries. 

At the designing of turbomachineries are used: 

-  through calculations of non-stationary viscous turbulent 3D –flows; 

- simulation of acoustic waves generation at blade rows interaction; 

-  transformation of powerful aerodynamic distortions in noise; 

- «genetic algorithm» choice of the best profiles at full 3D-flow calculations; 

- calculation of secondary flow fields at turbine blades blowing for profiles correction. 

Designing of combustors is carried out taking into account detailed chemical kinetics at 

unsteady viscous flows in a specific design. Calculation of characteristics of self-sustained 

oscillation process in combustors based on solution of non-stationary Reynolds equations 

(four-dimensional realization – 4D).  

Calculation on parts and components strength includes simulation of structure deformation 

and destroy processes in view of specific material properties (monocrystales, granulated 

alloys, composites, etc.). Experts of the Institute carried out strength calculation of advanced 

structural solutions (bliscs, blings, fan hollow blades, etc.). Strength calculation provides 

accounting of engine operational features. 

Partnership with industry 

Central Institute of Aviation Motors carries out a great scope of works under contracts with 

the " UEC" JSC and other industryenterprises. Among projects with the industry one should 

distinguish participation in the works on creation of the PD-14 new generation engine for the 

MS-21. CIAM carries out unique altitude engine testing in the CIAM RTC’s altitude chamber 

prior to beginning the PD-14 flight tests. 

CIAM actively participates in fulfillment of the PD-14 engineering tests plan, aerodynamic 

and strength engine upgrading at high-speed and climatic facilities of the CIAM RTC. The 

work program stipulates tests at spin rig for the PD-14 fan blade release. Certification tests of 

the advanced engine and its air intake are planned and are pertially fulfilled for icing stability 

under simulation of flight conditions. CIAM participates in designing on all the PD-14 

components and systems. Under the plan the engine should be certificated by 2017. 

CIAM carries out works for definition of helicopter GTE concept and validation of critical 

technologies for this engine with wide application of composite materials in assotiation with 

the «Russian Helicopters» JSC, VIAM and "Klimov" JSC.  

CIAM facilities are used for a set of certification tests of the APU TA – 18 200 produced by 

SPE "Aerosila” JSC and other small-size GTE. 

It should be noted that CIAM participates in work with the industry at all phases of aeroengine 

creation – starting from development of advanced technologies up to certification and state 

bench tests. CIAM supports aero engines in service and takes part in their further development. 

International cooperation 

HEXAFLY-INT – an international project on creation of high speed experimental flying 

vehicle. The final goal of the project is creation of a passenger plane on hydrogen fuel capable 
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to fly with a speed allowing to cover, for example, distance from Moscow to Sydney within 

three hours. The CIAM RTC unique experimental base and exclusive experience of the 

Institute in the research area of engines and combined propulsion systems  for aerospace and 

highspeed planes are acted in works. The HEXAFLY-INT project is one of the largest 

international cooperative projects in which the leading scientific organizations participate: 

ESA, ONERA, DLR, CIRA, The University of Sydney, TsAGI, CIAM, FRI, MPTI. 

On the basis of bilateral scientific and technical communications the Institute has developed 

relations with world research centers, in particular German DLR, French ОNЕRА, Dutch 

NRL, and with leading aerospace and engine-building corporations and firms of Europe and 

America: Аirbus Gгоuр, Dassault Aviation, Воеing, Safran Gгоuр, Ргаtt & Whitney Сапаdа, 

GЕ Аvio Аего, MAN Diesel Тuгbо SЕ, MDS Аего, Shеll. Cooperation with research 

organizations from Asia is spreading. Besides, CIAM continues effective interaction with 

traditional partners from the CIS countries. CIAM scientists are representatives of Russia in 

foreign scientific organizations ISАВЕ, IСАS, АSМЕ, АIАА, SАЕ and the International 

Civil Aviation Organization (IСАО). CIAM acts as an organizer of conferences and seminars 

on problems of aviation engine building. 

International cooperation projects 

CIAM actively participates in international research - Framework programs of the European 

Union in the field of transport intended for solution of the following ambitious problems: 

- increase of aviation economic efficiency; 

- reduction in aviation influence on atmospheric processes and climate; 

-  increase of air transport safety and reliability. 
 

CIAM actively participates as partner, subcontractor, expert in the projects financed and 

coordinated by the European Commission: 

- HEXAFLY-INT, project on creation of high speed civil aircraft; 

- ENOVAL, project on creation of new generation of high economy and quiet civil aero 

engines for civil aircrafts entered into service by 2025; 

- LEMCOTEC, project on development of key technologies for three advanced engine 

cores with different thermodynamic parameters; 

- ESPOSA, project on development of efficient systems and propulsion for a small aircraft; 

- COBRA, project on reduction of engine noise; 

- AGILE, project on creation of the environment for collective flying vehicle design. 

Some publication data 

Since 2010 to 2015 (as of July 07th,2015) CIAM scientists and engineers have prepared:  

~1500 scientific and technical reports; ~450 normative documents; more than 30 monographs, 

article collections, books. Besides, CIAM experts delivered 1127 reports on international and 

Russian conferences and symposiums devoted to the following problems: gasdynamics, 

strength and reliability; chemmotology; mathematical simulation, engine units and systems, 

scientific activity of the Institute; analysis of foreign aeronautical engineering. In foreign and 

domestic magazines are published ~360 articles. 
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Abstract. The subject of discussion is the important problems, related to deindustrialization danger of 

country in whole; to the pre-conditions development for the extension of production in Russia in area 

of aviation transport and aviation industry.  

Keywords: aviation engineering, development prospects, aircraft industry. 

Strategic goal of Russian economy, once again confirmed by Presidential Address “Russia, 

Which We Are Responsible for”, is to build a highly developed social-oriented market 

economy that provides sustainable economic growth and solution of social-economic 

problems in order to meet basic needs and improve the quality of life of the nation. To that 

end, a number of key problems should be solved including the ones caused by general decline 

in economy and threat of deindustrialization of Russian economy, and the ones that provide 

conditions for economic growth, balanced extended reproduction and mutually beneficial 

integration of Russia into the world economy. 

For Russia occupying one eighth of land area with its unique geographic location and climate and 

low density of ground transport network, one of the most critical factors for normal operation of 

markets of goods and services that best meets the national interests is the air transport. 

Air transport traditionally plays an important role in passenger transportation in Russia and 

CIS. Volume of air transportation in the first half of 1990s was 38% of the whole volume of 

air and railway transportation. There are 1000 airports in Russia, including 70 federal and 

more than 40 international ones; the traffic control system is being upgraded. Russian market 

of air transportation services is one of the largest in the world. 

After considerable decline in the volume of passenger transportation in 1992-1994, this factor 

stabilized in 1995 with the trend for future increase. Stabilization of the volume of air 

transportation (and growth of the international traffic) does not mean that acceptable solutions 

to multiple crucial problems have been found (e.g. new civil aviation regulation, 

establishment of competitive environment, fleet updating, etc.). We are aiming at wide 

cooperation with the Air Transport Department, which has been recently transformed into the 

Federal Aviation Service of the Ministry of Transport. 

As for the Russian aviation industry itself, which comprises more than 80% of scientific, 

engineering and industrial potential of the former Ministry of Aviation Industry of the USSR, 

this branch remains one of the largest industrial branches of Russia and keeps its position in 

the world in terms of research, development and production of aircrafts. This is a full-scale 

industry for the development and large-scale production of military and civil aviation of all 

types including aircraft components. 

Aviation industry (including the adjacent and service spheres) creates more than three million 

job opportunities in Russia including 770,000 of the ones in the aviation branch itself and job 
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opportunities for engine building industry of Ukraine, aircraft building industry of 

Uzbekistan, industry of communication facilities of Belarus, Armenia; other jobs in CIS. 

Wide cooperation with CIS maintained in the sphere of aircraft production also meets the 

national geopolitical interests of Russia. 

Achievements of Russia as one of the leading aviation powers of the world are well-known. 

E.g. one in four civil jet airplanes of many airline companies of the world was produced in 

Russia. Russian aviation schools of research and design have high ratings abroad allowing our 

specialists in aviation to be equal partners in the world market conditions, to integrate into the 

world hi-tech community. 

Like a number of other hi-tech branches, aviation has been suffering from economic 

problems. In such conditions, it is important to stress that the country will benefit from 

development of aviation as one of the most science-intensive industries with high average 

cost of products (1 kg of a long-range aircraft costs $1000, whereas 1 kg of household 

appliances costs $100, 1 kg of an automobile costs $20). 

Aviation to a large extent defines the development of radio industry, communication facilities, 

electronics, chemistry, special metallurgy, etc. Features of aviation development that result in 

closer involvement of governments of postindustrial countries in funding new aviation 

systems (compared to other directions of progress in science and technology) are the 

following: 

- longer terms of development of airplanes and helicopters (7-12 years), whereas the 

development of engines for the latter should start 5-6 years earlier; 

- high reliability and safety provided by tens of thousands of hours in wind tunnels to test 

aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of aircrafts, tens of thousands of hours spent by engines on 

test beds, hundreds of thousands of fatigue cycles when testing airframes, thousands of hours 

spent on test flights, constant tightening of requirements and permissible environmental 

exposure limits for aviation; 

- need for constant progress in groundwork in aviation science, engineering, technology, 

material science, integrated system of quality assurance; need for certification of aircrafts and 

their production; need for accumulation of design groundwork to develop aircrafts of future 

generations with wide involvement of CAD systems and accelerated pre-production 

engineering; 

- need for maintenance of high engineering level at each stage of aircrafts’ life cycle allowing 

for tightening of requirements to flight safety of air transport (requirements to air 

transportation, its organization, maintenance, operation cost reduction); 

- development and implementation of advanced technology of training of aircrews, flight 

dispatchers, technical personnel, control of the compliance with the requirements to flight 

safety. 

These features are characteristic not only of Russian civil aviation industry but also of two 

other world centers of aviation industry – the USA and Europe. This is why these two centers, 

which made an Agreement on GATT Trade in Large Civil Aircraft in 1992, pay much 

attention not only to broad Russian market aiming at supplying their aviation products there 

but also to Russian industry as their competitor. They suggest that the latter should accede the 

Agreement, which limits the share of government support of producers. 

The recession period finished last year, and global supply of civil aircrafts has increased 

again. Manufacturers predict double increase of the volume of air transportation during the 

next 20 years and supply of 15000 of long-range aircrafts costing more than 1 trillion USD. 

Specialists estimate the potential capacity of Russian market as 1000 aircrafts. 

According to Federal Aviation Service, current aircraft fleet of all Russian airlines is 

completely worn-out and out-of-date. And even though the total carrying capacity of aircrafts 
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is still higher than the actual transportation volume, annual decommission of 250-300 

airplanes with simultaneous forthcoming increase in effective demand for air transportation 

bring forth the issue of purchasing aircrafts of new generation. 

Russian aviation industry is potentially able to renew the civil aircraft fleet. In current 

conditions of economic reforms, the Program of Development of Civil Aviation in Russia till 

2000 has become a real scientific, engineering and industrial political tool in the sphere of 

aviation industry and air transportation. The fact that the Program was approved by the 

Government of the Russian Federation and gained the status of federal and Presidential 

Program (in 1996) along with special budgetary funding of relevant research and design 

works enabled to define the strategy of aviation industry development and implement its first 

steps. 

Despite some problems with timely and complete budgetary funding, proper management of 

works on the Federal Program of Development of Civil Aviation in Russia till 2000, support 

of the President and Government of Russia resulted in successful accomplishment of the first 

step of the Program; it enabled to preserve the main part of engineering and production 

potential of Russian aviation industry in order to develop and produce airplanes, 

helicopters, engines, assemblies, devices, avionics. The long-range IL-96-300 and medium-

range TU-204 airplanes (with double efficiency in fuel consumption if compared to IL-62M 

and TU-154 operated in 1970s) successfully perform passenger transportation. 

Reorientation of aviation industry to the development and production of new efficient types of 

civil airplanes and helicopters allows: 

1) development of science-intensive aviation industry in lucrative sector of world business – 

market of civil airplanes and helicopters; 

2) re-equipment of Russian aircraft fleet with new efficient aircrafts instead of the worn-out 

decommissioned ones; 

3) preservation of advanced technology and personnel for design and production departments 

to provide proper defense and national security. 

The Presidential Program provides for the development and batch production of up-to-date 

comfortable airplanes and helicopters as good as the best world developments. These are: 

- airplanes developed by JSC S.V.Ilyushin Aviation Complex. General Designer 

G.V.Novozhilov: IL-96 family (IL-96-300, IL-96M, IL-96T, IL-96MR); airplane for local 

airlines IL-114 (its certification is to finish this year); airplane for general purpose aviation 

IL-103 (certified for the first time in the framework of the Agreement on mutual recognition 

of corresponding rules by the USA and the Russian Federation); 

- airplanes developed by Tupolev PJSC. General Director V.T.Klimov, General Designer 

A.A.Tupolev: TU-204 family, medium-range airplanes (TU-204-100, TU-214, TU-234, etc.); 

cargo aircraft TU-330, short-range airplane TU-334; cryojet TU-156 (liquid gas fuel and 

hydrogen); 

- airplanes developed by JSC A.S. Yakovlev Design Bureau. General Designer 

A.N.Dondukov: short-range Yak-242 and long-range business jet Yak-48; 

- multipurpose aircrafts (S-80, MiG-110, Gzhel, Be-200) and helicopters (MI-38 and KA-62) 

developed in the framework of conversion of military production. 

The aircrafts are fitted with Russian and foreign equipment depending on the requirements of 

the market or specific customer. The Program also provides for the development of avionics 

and aircraft engines, elaboration on super-large capacity airliners, development of a 

supersonic aircraft of second generation both by Russia alone and in cooperation with other 

countries. 

Batch production of civil aircrafts in Russia is performed in conditions of deep integration of 

CIS countries on the basis of wide cooperation with enterprises of these countries. Thus, 75% 
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of the whole production cycle of IL-76 cargo aircrafts (capable of carrying 50-tonne cargo) is 

performed in Russia, while the final assembly is accomplished by an aircraft factory in 

Tashkent (Uzbekistan); AN-124 airplane with the highest cargo carrying capacity (150 

tonnes) is produced at Ulyanovsk Aviation Complex Aviastar using design documentation of 

Antonov Design Bureau (General Designer P.V.Balabuev, Kiev, Ukraine); more than 80% of 

aircraft engines produced in Zaporozhye (Ukraine) are intended for Russian airplanes and 

helicopters. 

Over the last two years, the aviation industry has significantly changed due to the changes in 

ownership of property, diversification and reorientation of enterprises. At the moment, more 

than 70% of enterprises and agencies of aviation industry have been transformed into 

open joint-stock companies, 21% of enterprises remain government-owned. Isolated 

work of serial production plants and design bureaus is discouraged. To follow and meet the 

fast-changing requirements of the market, a joint stock aviation company Tupolev has been 

established (it comprises Tupolev PJSC, Samara State Aviation Enterprise, Taganrog 

Aviation Enterprise, Ulyanovsk plant of unit assemblies) along with Ilyushin Holding 

Company (JSC S.V.Ilyushin Aviation Complex and Voronezh Aircraft Stock Company) and 

holding company Aviapribor-Holding (seven companies and agencies of aviation industry). 

To preserve cooperation in industry and science, the work with former Soviet Ministry of 

Aviation Industry enterprises (which are in CIS countries at present) is underway: 

Government Resolution on “Agreement between Russian and Ukrainian governments on 

financial-industrial group “International Aviation Engines” to be established” has been 

adopted; draft decree of the Government of the Russian Federation on “Agreement between 

the governments of Russia and Uzbekistan on transnational financial-industrial group 

“Ilyushin” on the basis of Protocol on cooperation in aviation” has been prepared. An 

important Protocol on settlement within the Project of short-range airplane TU-334 

development was signed by Russian and Ukrainian governments. 

We encourage our companies to be involved in international collaboration. This is the basis 

for joint projects in research, development of promising aircrafts, in engine technology, 

development and operation of rescue aids. For example, joint projects in research and 

development of civil aircraft future outlook are being successfully carried out in cooperation 

with leading research companies (Boeing (USA), Aérospatiale (France), DASA (Germany)). 

A number of joint companies with foreign participation have been established: ARIA (on the 

basis of Research Institute for Aircraft Equipment and AlliedSignal (USA), DAVIA (on the 

basis of Moscow Institute of Electromechanics and Automatics and Daimler-Benz Aerospace 

AG (Germany), Euromil (on the basis of M.L.Mil Moscow Helicopter Plant and Kazan 

Helicopters), etc. 

New examples of large-scale collaboration: U.S.-Russia Commission on economic and 

engineering collaboration gained understanding on the Project of IL-96 aircraft at the 6
th

 

session held on January 29-30, 1996 (EXIM Bank of the USA agreed to fund equipment and 

engine supply for this airplane); joint Statement on cooperation in the development of means 

of emergency recovery of aircraft crew was signed at the same time (the Statement recognizes 

high efficiency of K-36D ejection seat (finally tested by the United States Department of 

Defense) and confirms intention to keep on equipping Western aircrafts with Russian system). 

Today, Aviation Industry Department and Federal Aviation Service focus mainly on forming 

a lease mechanism for supply of Russian machinery to airline companies. Works on 

establishment of lease companies are carried out by Ministry of Transport of the Russian 

Federation together with Oboronprom Corp., Vneshtorgbank and airline companies;  

Ulyanovsk Aviation Complex Aviastar together with Swiss banks; JSC S.V.Ilyushin Aviation 

Complex together with EXIM Bank of the USA and Russian banks; TsAGI together with 
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Spectrum Capital (Great Britain). The analysis shows that involvement of private investments 

(including foreign ones) in Russian aviation industry is associated with the terms and 

conditions of governmental support and certain guarantees of Russian government. The 

recently issued Governmental Decree on Government Regulation and Government Support of 

Civil Aviation in Russia creates favorable background in this regard. 

Having deployed the process of lease supplies, having provided annual production of 200-300 

civil aircrafts and helicopters, aviation industry will be able to provide annual tax revenue of 

3-4 trillion of rubles. Economic benefit from even the first, most complex steps of the 

Program is evident. Thus, for each ruble of budgetary funding spent on research and 

development works in aviation, sales of aircrafts brought 1.38 rubles to the federal budget in 

1992, 1.76 rubles in 1993, 1.69 rubles in 1994. 

Cooperation of Russian and the best international aircraft companies in the sphere of aircraft, 

helicopter and engine manufacturing confirm that Russian aviation industry possesses unique 

scientific, engineering and industrial potential. This cooperation along with marketing efforts 

will provide progress to the world-class level in domestic and international markets. 

 

This information was delivered at Plenary Session  

of Symposium and Investment Forum TRANSTEK-96,  

Saint Petersburg, May 1996 
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Abstract. A new strategy of development of the world community was adopted by the leaders of 179 

countries in June 1992. It was called the sustainable development strategy. Economic growth stability 

and, in a wider sense, social development stability should be attained without unreasonable 

degradation of nature, preserving, first of all, the Earth’s biosphere. The orientation is favored, which 

ensures progress not only on the Earth, but also beyond it. K.E.Tsiolkovsky Academy of astronautics 

established on March 28, 1991, is an organization, in which these new forms of space activity should 

be developed, which corresponds most of all to new thinking and new social and economic problems. 

Key words: sustainable development, space exploration, new thinking. 

Participants of K.E.Tsiolkovskiy’s Readings have long been cherishing an idea of establishing 

an Academy of astronautics as a public research organization capable of solving problems 

that have not been tackled so far by existing agencies and promoting humanization of these 

problems. The Academy of astronautics is conceived as a place to host new forms of space 

activities that comply best with new thinking and socioeconomic reality. 

Keeping in mind that the Academy continues theoretical activities of the founder of 

astronautics, it was given the name of K.E.Tsiolkovskiy. This specified the range of problems 

that fall into its scope of analytics, research and prognostics activities. The scientists aim at 

not only promotion of the heritage of K.E.Tsiolkovskiy but also at raising the research to a 

new stage commensurate with the current level of problems and prospects in this sphere. 

K.E.Tsiolkovskiy Academy of Astronautics was founded on March 28, 1991 at the general 

meeting of its initiators. The administration was elected at this meeting, and the Academy 

itself was registered on May 28, 1991 by Ministry of Justice of RSFSR becoming a legal 

entity with all required attributes. 

The academy is currently an All-Russian public research agency, which operates on the basis 

of Non-Governmental Organizations Act of the Russian Federation. The Academy operates 

via its six sessions, which comprise 4-5 departments each. The sessions are headed by vice 

presidents: V.P.Senkevich (complex analysis of problems in astronautics), Yu.A.Moszhorin 

(engineering and technical issues of astronautics), A.O.Chembrovskiy (conceptual, 

technological and economic issues of astronautics), F.P.Kosmolinskiy (medical and biological 

problems and sciences dealing with life in space), L.M.Vorobyev (fundamental natural-

science and engineering issues of astronautics), and session for philosophy and humanities 

headed by the President of the Academy. This is how the Academy differs from a number of 

other public academies that lack such complex activities. From the very beginning, the 

Academy has been aimed at humanization and enhancement of the efficiency of astronautics 

in all its aspects: both as a sphere of research and engineering and its connections with other 

spheres of human existence and goals of civilized development. 
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The Academy places a high priority on the interaction of scientific research conducted by 

sessions and departments. Chief Academician-Secretary of the Academy I.V.Meshcheryakov 

is responsible for these issues, Chief Academic Secretary I.T.Bobyrev supervises general 

research and organizational issues of Presidium and general meetings. 

The Academy structure is quite complex and branched, which enables it to set large-scale 

problems which go beyond the framework of individual space agencies and corporations 

(while the majority of chief designers and heads of rocket and space enterprises are members 

of the Academy) and even beyond the responsibility of Russian Space Agency (RSA). This is 

because the Academy focuses on the development of new integrative fields of research 

beyond the scope of agency-level and engineering aspects, promoting the relations between 

astronautics and society. 

A considerable amount of work in this sphere has been done by RSA, and Russian space 

strategy has been specified with its clear social and economic orientation. However, the 

orientation of the whole civilized development has changed recently both in Russia and 

worldwide. And it means that astronautics’ goals have been essentially corrected both on 

global and on federal scales. 

We mean here a new strategy of world community development called the sustainable 

development and adopted by the leaders of 179 countries at the United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992 (UNCED 1992). The 

participants recognized all the previous ways of development of Western industrial 

civilization as unacceptable for further development due to environmental and other reasons. 

Russia is now at the turning point of its development and is trying to find the way out of the 

crisis in social, economic and environmental spheres. Over the last decades, efficiency of 

economics in Russia has been declining, large-scale destruction of nature has been 

progressing, and living standards have been falling. Renovation processes (restructuring, 

democratization, transition to the market economy) that have started recently have not so far 

led to economic and environmental recovery of Russia. Moreover, there has been no 

substantiated strategy for overcoming the crisis. Democratic reforms are usually not 

accompanied by the necessary governmental support and control in environmental aspects. 

This often leads to the decay of scientific potential, particularly in space and defense industry. 

Resurgence of Russia and its involvement in the world process guided by the sustainable 

development model are associated with a new type of progressive motion, which assumes that 

satisfaction of necessities of life of the current generation does not deprive the future 

generations of the same opportunities. The sustainable development strategy will require the 

system optimization of not only economic and environmental characteristics but also all other 

parameters and trends of social-natural system, harmony of people and harmony of society 

and nature. Economic growth stability and, in a wider sense, social development stability 

should be attained without unreasonable degradation of nature, preserving, first of all, the 

Earth’s biosphere. Transition to the path of intensive sustainable social-natural development 

assumes implementation of a number of strategic requirements stated both in the report by 

World Commission on Environment and Development (G.H.Brundtland Commission) [1] and 

by Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and United Nations Agenda 21 – main 

results of UNCED. 

Adoption of the sustainable development model will change the goals of the civilization. 

Those universal human values will be favored that provide progress with new eco-humanistic 

orientation on the Earth and beyond the Earth. This will result in fundamental demographic, 

social-economic, cultural, political and other transformations not limited solely by reforms. 

This also concerns changes (correction) of goals of astronautics and space exploration, their 

assistance in transition to the new development model. The Academy of astronautics, has 
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been the place for the considered task to be set for the first time ever, should play its role in 

understanding this process. 

We should keep in mind that since its very beginning, space exploration has been the 

government prerogative. And today, despite the transition to market relations and open civil 

society, astronautics in Russia can not develop without governmental and federal support. In 

this regard, we can say that several decades ago the government was vested with a new 

function – space function that meets the requirements of the Russians and the whole 

humanity. Such new functions necessary for transition to sustainable development also 

include the functions of informatization and conversion, environmental function, etc. 

Space function of Russia is notable for not only active assistance in making Russia a leader in 

sustainable development on the Earth, but also for consolidation of the world community in 

providing social and economic orientation of astronautics, and in the future – for geo-space 

safety. Implementation of the governmental space function not only transmits the 

phenomenon of statehood to space but also imparts the very idea of sustainable development 

with noosphere-antropo-cosmism orientation, transforming it, in astronomical sense, into 

K.E.Tsiolkovskiy’s idea of immortality of humanity. 

Sustainable development is to follow another (postindustrial) path, forming an information 

civilization on the Earth in the nearest decades capable of solving environmental and other 

global problems (using space tools among other things). A new integral universal-level global 

intelligence can emerge at the stage of information society capable of efficient management of 

social and economic system of the Earth when transferring the latter to the path of sustainable 

development (including extraterrestrial space exploration). It means that a noospheric type of 

development is possible for this path, i.e. a noosphere can appear both in individual regions 

and countries and in global sense. Being a sphere of co-residence of people without 

confrontational and unhealthy trends, the noosphere, which prioritizes the moral ideals and 

humanism and preserves the biosphere, can be implemented only on the basis of nonviolent 

and consensual mechanism of management, which is unprecedented for the human history. 

The Academy’s session for philosophy and humanities (and, first of all, the Department for 

space philosophy and noosphere studies) deals with this aspect. 

Owing to transition of the world community to the sustainable development path, the 

conception of noosphere is transforming from a social utopia into a conception of strategic 

and practical importance. This is of direct relevance for the tasks of the Academy of 

astronautics, which should reveal the needs of astronautics and landmarks of space activities 

that promote the implementation of the model of sustainable development and its further 

noospheric orientation. This is not a problem of only the session for philosophy and 

humanities. In our opinion, this is orientation of activities of the whole Academy named after 

the founder of astronautics. By the way, K.E.Tsiolkovskiy can be considered one of the 

harbingers and co-authors of the concept of sustainable (continuous) development, since he 

was first to substantiate the possibility of endless development (human immortality) owing to 

Universe exploration. 

In our opinion, the need for space exploration now falls into the category of main necessities 

of the civilization. It is substantiated by far more fundamental natural laws than just economic 

and social efficiency, environmental feasibility and safety, sustainability of planetary 

development of the civilization, etc. This is possibly a universal need of supreme intelligence 

for implementation of its space function and creation of integrated systems of space 

intelligence. This space sphere of human activities should not just be included into the 

civilizational model of development but also become a powerful tool for its implementation, 

which unfortunately was not discussed in Rio de Janeiro. 
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It is space orientation of thinking that allowed for the first time ever to pose a question on 

possible continuous development of humanity and on finding space means for its 

implementation. And today, an unprecedented global space character of possible joint 

sustainable development of the world community poses a question on inclusion of problems 

discussed here into the basis for advanced developments in philosophy of noosphere and 

space [2]. A theory of space line of sustainable development should be built. And in our 

opinion, this is one of the principal tasks to be handled by the session for philosophy and 

humanities of the Academy of astronautics with active participation of other sessions, 

particularly in methodological terms – in establishment of long-term strategy of space 

activities. 

The Academy of astronautics mediates between scientific research in space exploration sphere 

and the society, provides demonopolization, commercialization, publicity, democratization, 

development of market relations, environmentalization and humanization of space activities 

in Russia, involvement of Russia in corresponding world processes of sustainable 

development. Unity of research and active public activity outlined a special role of the 

Academy, its institutionalization as a scientific and social agency. 

Main objectives of the Academy are the following: 

- active assistance in social and humanistic orientation of astronautics and adjacent spheres of 

science and applications; promotion of creative initiative of specialists and community in 

implementation of space line of sustainable development of the civilization; 

- involvement of foreign public and research agencies in peaceful and humane development of 

space activities, detection and analysis of possible satisfaction of needs of CIS members for 

the achievements of astronautics; 

- participation in coordination and development of space programs and projects that are 

developed outside the agencies (including RSA, RAS and other institutions and academies), 

participation in relevant international and public workshops; 

- communication with scientific and public groups and institutions both in Russia and abroad, 

which concur with humanistic orientation of astronautics and its important role in 

implementation of sustainable development model; 

- elaboration of forecasts and futurological scenarios of human civilization on its way to 

involvement of astronautics in survival and balanced development of world community; 

- further profound research of works by K.E.Tsiolkovskiy and other pioneers of rocket and 

space engineering, founders of antropo-cosmism, Russian cosmism and development of their 

ideas in terms of modern science and social experience; 

- assisting the concerned agencies in conversion, commercialization and environmentalization 

of rocket and space science and engineering (technology); assistance in passing their results to 

civil spheres of activities; 

- assisting the youth in their scientific and engineering creative work in space sphere; sharing 

the knowledge on astronautics with society to promote “space awareness” and form 

noospheric and space worldview.  

Those at the Academy of astronautics believe that astronautics should be efficiently used for 

optimization of the Earth’s trajectory of transition to noosphere. This is also about the world 

astronautics, which, initially being a military sphere, has gradually been redirected at civil 

needs. Today, from the standpoint of transition to sustainable development (SD), it is 

important that this conversion mechanism of astronautics transforms further and adapts to the 

goals of sustainable development. This will be a new milestone of astronautics development 

on the whole and conversion in particular. Conversion both in astronautics and in military 

industry should undoubtedly be an SD-conversion, thus it will concur with general noospheric 
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development unlike the recent “global” conversion in Russia that has led to significant 

destruction of space, defense and research potential of Russia. 

Allowing for antropo-geocosmism orientation of astronautics, Russia is interested in the 

industrial and technological groundwork, which (in case of proper SD-reorientation) will 

become the center of advanced development of research and engineering potential. The 

majority of achievements of science, engineering and industry that can make Russia a 

community of high technology are the achievements of rocket, space and defense industries. 

This is why it is important to spread this hi-tech potential (with the help of SD-conversion) to 

civil activities and initially orient space conversion towards the objectives of transition of 

Russia to sustainable development [3]. 
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